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Serials Agents/Serials Librarians
Ke'rnrmNp R. Surur, Librarian

Virginia Institute for Scientific Research
Richmond, Virginia

After a brief introduction to the history and purpose of the serials agent,
and to the serials librarian's aiew of the agent, a method of choosing an
agent for a particular library is presented. Ways of eaaluating an existing
relationship and of maintaining a relationshif between the seri,als Ii-
brarian and the aginl are outtinid uith regard t'o records, correspondence,
claims, inuoices, and neu orders. In conclusion, the need for greater co-
operation between serials publishers, agents, and librarians, now that
computers are inuolued, is emphasized.

What Is a Serials Agent?

trlROM MY EXPERIENCE, the serials agent is a middleman, operat-
I' ing between publisher and librarian and called into existence because
both indicated a need for him. Agents are in the business to make money,
nonetheless. The worst of them do this and no more. The best have be-
come friends and allies of publishers and librarians and have served both
well. In so doing, they have also served great communities of readers.

Traditionally, the agent helped the publisher to cur costs by reducing
the number of invoices which the publisher had to proce$s. In return the
publisher gave the agent a discount on subscriptions purchased. The
agent pocketed part of the discount and passed the rest on to the librar-
ian. This arrangement became formalized to some extent in postal regu-
Iations. In applying for second-class mailing privileges, the publisher
must inform the post office of the number of subscriptions held through
an agency, and of the amount of discount allowed.l Some agents, particu-
larly those handling foreign publications, served as distributors also, re-
ceiving serials from the publishers and repackaging them in lots directed
to individual libraries.

The years following the Second World War, however, saw many
changes in this traditional role. Publishers found themselves in a cost
squeeze: paper cost more, labor cost more, postage cost more. At the same
time, new concepts in office machinery reduced invoicing costs. As a re-
sult, discounts to agents are becoming a thing of the past. Most large pub-
lishers, though they no longer need the agent, still accepr library sub-
scriptions placed through agents. Many small publishers, and new ones
not bound by tradition, are refusing such subscriptions, partly because of
postal regulations concerning their mailing privileges. Others are pricing
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their serials so that subscribing throufih an agent is prohibitively expen-
sive. Agents, in order to make profits, are instituting service charges
against the library.2

Traditionally, the librarian placed subscriptions through an agent be-
cause the agent ofiered a discount, thereby lowering costs, and because
the agent simplified the task of obtaining and renewing subscriptions, esPe-
cially foreign subscriptions. The agent in his privileged position with
the publisher actually obtained better service for the library. In addition,
many agents were willing to renew subscriptions-paying the publisher
for these renewals before receiving payment from the library-a definite
advantage for the librarian whose parent institution was wound up in red
tape, as publishers usually require payment in advance.

Despite the fact that most librarians no longer receive discounts from
agencies (in fact most of them now pay a service charge to the agent), li-
brarians still prefer to have agencies handle their subscriptions. The costs
of using an agent may have increased, but they are still small in compari-
son with the cost of maintaining a library staff to replace the agent- Few
library personnel are qualified in business techniques, and few libraries
are equipped to handle a daily flood of invoices. And since many parent
institrrtions are more than ever wound up in their own red tape, the old
problem of payment in advance still exists.

Perusal bf advertisements placed by serial agents in Library Journal
and other professional publications is interesting. The first volume of
Library lournal in r876 carried advertisements for five such agencies. In
this and subsequent advertisements up to r92o, it is apparent that most
agents were book agents first, men from the old country who turned a
knowledge of that country's language and publishing procedures into a
profit and who added serials to their services to increase those profits.
Their number expanded through the rg3o's. Domestic agents came into
existence. By World War II most of the large agencies in the business
today had opened their doors. Then an era of specialization set in, so
that, while large agencies continued to serve all needs, smaller ones arose
to slxcialize in supplying serials or periodicals only to school libraries, to
libraries connected with the armed forces, and to medical libraries. By
the rg6o's, these smaller firms were being bought out by the larger ones,
so that the trend today is toward fewer agents, supplying a variety o{
serial publications to a variety of libraries and doing so through regional
offices.3

Librarians on Agents

Librarians have been reluctant to tell their side of the story. Despite
the fact that almost all libraries have used agencies at one time or an-
other, a paucity of opinion exists in print. Drury, writing in rg3o, recom-
mends agents for simplicity, but gives no critical analysis of their ser-
vices.a Gable's pioneering Manual of Serial Worh, published in 1937, also
recommends the use of agents, who can handle more conveniently the
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larE;e number of periodicals, continuations, and memberships. He indi
cates that the choice of an agent should be determined by efficiency of
service and terms of discount, and recommends that a check with other
libraries be made before any decision is reached. He includes an anno-
tated list of domestic and foreign agents.s

Grenfell, writing for Aslib in rygg, recommends the use af an agent
"if the library subscribes to a dozen or more periodicals," as direct sub-
scriptions strain the resources of the library staff. Like Drury, he states
that agents guarantee the receipt of every number issued as well as title
pages, indexes, and so on. (In my experience, this statement is misleading
and rarely borne out in fact.) His method of choosing an agent is similar
to that of Gable.6

Osborn, in what has become the serial librarian's bible, Serial Publi-
cations, Their Place and Treatment in Libra'ries, published in r955, ad-
vocates the use of agents "except when other reasons make it desirable or
necessary to deal directly with the publisher." He does not elaborate this
position.T

Davinson published two editions of a book on periodicals, one in
196o, and the second in 1964. While neither edition is adequate with re-
gard to the use of agents, the later edition is at least more thoughtful. His
attitude can be summed up in his recommendation that problems with an
agent be solved by changing agents.8 Anyone who has gone through this
process wil l dispute him.

Thus book literature has contributed little to the understanding of
the relationships between serials librarians and serials agents. Periodical
literature as indexed in Library Literature reveals that an average of two
articles a year are published concerning serials agents. The subject head-
ings used by this Wilson publication are nor specific. Until rg4g, it is
necessary to check both "Order Work" and "Periodicals-administration"
to locate suitable articles. It is not until the rg58 volume that "Periodicals-
acquisition" appears as a subject heading. In that same volume "Periodi-
cals-subscriptions" was also added. In rg4g, "Order Work" had become
"Acquisitions," so that articles may or may not appear under any of these
headings. Reading through articles thus located will not add much sub-
stantial knowledge, though it will confirm the facr that librarians em-
ploy agents and that they have had some problems with them.

Occasionally, one finds articles by representatives of serials agents.
Ralph Lessing of Stechert-Hafner and Albert H. Davis of Faxon & Co.
both contributed to Serial Slants.e More recenrly, SLA Sci-Tech News
published an address by Frank F. Clasquin of Faxon & Co.1o and Aslib
Proceedings for 196z included a talk by Julian Blackwell of Blackwell's,
an English firm.11 These arricles consist in discussing services which
agents should provide to libraries and in chiding the callous practices
of some libraries uis-d,-ais their agents.

In short, there is a lack of genuine critical examination of this impor-
tant library-agent relationship.
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Choosing an Agent

As indicated previously, a bewildering variety of agents is available to
the librarian who is searching for a suitable one. There are, first of all,
comprehensive agents, who, through various offices, will furnish the se-
rials librarian with standing orders for foreign and domestic serials, pe-
riodicals, monographs in series, back issues, reprints, government publi
cations, and even books. Then there are agents who will provide standing
orders for periodicals, largely as defined by postal regulations, that is to
say periodicals issued not less than four times a year, printed, and bound
between soft covers, and for which a subscription, rather than a member-
ship, is necessary. There is a book agent who will accept standing or-
ders for monogtaphic series and continuations. And one agent's brochure
includes library furniture associated with the operation of a periodical
department. In short, by shopping around, the librarian may well find
an agent, or agents, exactly suited to the needs of his library.

In choosing an agent, therefore, the serials librarian's first task is that
of deciding what kind of service his library needs. IIow many subscrip-
tions will be placed with the agent and is there a projected expansion of
this number? Will foreign titles be included in this number? Will sub-
scriptions be limited to periodicals or will they include newsPaPers,
monographic series, Congress proceedings, memberships, yearbooks, or
government publications? What kind of claim procedures would best suit
the interests of the serials librarian? Does the library's parent institution
permit the placing of long-term subscriptions (ones that commit funds be-
yond the curr€nt fiscal year)? Will the library be placing standing orders,
subscriptions which the agent will continue to renew without specific per-
mission from the library, until he is forbidden to do so? Does the parent

expand their service to cover particular items-a government-issued pe-
riodical, for instance-if these are included in the library's holdings. Or
perhaps, because the library's parent institution has strict regulations
governing the payment of invoices, the agent will relax his usual proce-
dures in that area to secure the account. Other possibilities exist, but only
if the serials librarian is fully cognizant of his position.

After such requirements have been committed to PaPer, the serials
librarian should write to various agents for their ser-vice brochures. If the
grapevine has not disclosed names and addresses, these can be had from
the April r issue of Library Journal, which contains in the "Purchasing

Guide" a list of agents along with advertisements from many of these.
Other publications o[ the library profession carry advertisements, and if
the library collects in a special area covered by such a publication, agents
catering to this specialty probably advertise in it.
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The b ochures, once received, should be read both on and between
the lines. What is omitted is likely to be more important than what is in-
cluded. For example, many agencies advertise in large type, "one invoice
a year." Is this really possible? Publishers can and do change prices in
midyear; others, particularly German ones, price their periodicals vari-
ably by the issue, not by the volume. Frequently, continuations are priced
when published, not before. Even if the agent holds these adjustments in
his bill until the next "one invoice a year," can the serials librarian ad-
just his budget accordingly? Many of these brochures will not offer much
more than a list of periodicals normally served by the agent, in which
case a letter asking for explicit answers to specific questions should be
sent to the agent. Charting services listed in the various brochures, to'
gether with answers received to any letters, is a useful procedure and
will highlight difierences.

By this time, many questions will have arisen for which no answers
are apparent. Now is the time to visit or to phone other libraries in the
area and to ask for advice. It will usually be plentiful. One must know
therefore how to sift through praise or blame and to ask leading questions
about the omissions. Find out the range of publications an agent handles
for the host library. Brochures frequently do not draw lines here. It is an
area open to bargaining.

Ask to see invoices on hand from an agent. Some are not easy to
work with as their order is other than alphabetical, titles being grouped
by publishers, or by expiration date. How closely does the invoice ar-
rangement parallel the serials librarian's records? What percentage of the
library's subscriptions usually appear on the large fall renewal invoice? Is
there a service charge on each item, or is this added to the total? Does the
invoice appear to be a computer printout? Many of the larger agents
now use computers, some have improved their service thereby, and others
have encountered programming difficulties that have slowed service. If
the agent has recently converted his records to computer fiormat, has the
librarian noticed any difference in the service? What is the agency's pol-
icy (as understood by this host librarian) concerning deductions from
invoices and the issuing of credit memos?

What about a claim service? Does the agent have one, or must the li-
brarian request missing issues directly from the publisher? If the agent
provides a claim service, does he also provide forms for the librarian to
fill out when claiming? Several agents do insist that the library forward
its claims directly to the publisher, but provide a form on which to do
this. The form, to be accurate, requires a copy of the mailing label under
which the publication usually arrives in the library. Are libraries really
equipped to provide such labels? Whatever claim form the host librarian
has on hand should be examined. From records available in the library,
could all information requested on the form be supplied? Is there space
for the lengthy comments frequently necessary? Is the form a multicarbon
one, or is the serials librarian responsible for making his own copies?
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Have any peculiar situations arisen claiming? Does the agent accept
orders for replacement copies, or does he refer all of these to a back-issue
dealer?

And finally, correspondence in general should be examined. Are let-
ters to the agent answered promptly? Are the answers received in the na-
ture of a put-off or a problem solver?

Implementi ng the Decision

The serials librarian should now be ready to narrow the field to one
or two agents. First proposals should be made in writing and should state
simply that the library is considering placing its account with the agent.
If one was requested by the agent in his brochure, a copy of the library's
serials holdings list should accompany the letter, and this will be neces-
sary if the library must ask for a bid or quote. What follows will vary ac-
cording to the size of the account and the location of the library relative
to that of the agent. Some agents will send a repre$entative to handle
large accounts in person, others will always rely on the mails. In either
case, this is the time to ask for and receive answers to any nagging ques-
tions, and to proceed with whatever bargaining is necessary.

Since formal contracts do not usually exist between librarians and
agents, the library should request the resulting agreement in the form of
a letter from the agent accepting the account. Such a letter should in-
clude decisions for special services made during bargaining, and it should
be accompanied by a supply of claim slips, if the agent provides them,
and by any other forms, such as credit forms, which the agent prefers the
serials librarian to use. The serials librarian will also want to have the
names of persons or departments within the agent's office who handle
particular problems, such as claims, new orders, or continuations.

Reeualua'ti,ng an Existing Relationship

Many serials librarians simply inherit an existing relationship with
an agent. In this case, the agent should be notified by the serials librarian,
or by the director of the library, that a change in command has occurred
and that further correspondence concerning the subscriptions held by the
agent should be addressed to the new staff member.

The new serials librarian should begin an evaluation of the agent's
services as soon as possible. Such an evaluation will serve to acquaint the
new serials librarian with the agent's practices, and to determine the di-
rection of any chang;es in the relationship. It may also indicate an over-
hauling of the relationship, or the choosing of a new agent. It should be
conducted for a period of six months to a year, depending on the size of
the holdings list, and it should always include the annual renewal
period.

At the beginning of the evaluation period, the percentage of the hold-
ings list in the agent's care should be determined. out of those titles re-
maining, some may have been refused by the agent. If sq extant corre-
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spondence may indicate the rea$on. If other libraries in the area receive
these same titles from their agents, notations should be made in order
that bargaining on the point can be conducted at the close of the evalua-
tion period.

A diary of claiming should be maintained during the evaluation pe-
riod. This can be time consuming, but it is the only way to pull together
for analysis those copies of claim slips which are usually filed throughout
the check-in record. The diary should consist of titles, dates for claims,
dates of follow-ups where necessary, dates of receipt of claimed issues,
and notations as to country of publication, since this will affect the speed
of receipt.

Invoices should be critically reviewed for ease in handling, restric-
tions on deductions, and the speed with which adjustments are made by
the agent. If new orders are entered during the evaluation period, re-
sponse to them should be timed, as the normal length of time for instat-
ing a new order is six to eight weeks.

After the evaluation period has concluded, efforts should be made to
compare the service evaluated with that received by other libraries, just
as one would be{ore selecting an agent. Theoretically, all libraries using
the same agent should receive the same service fuom that agent. However,
the profit motive will frequently render the agent more amenable to
serviies requested by large u..ou.tts. Awareness of these favors may also
make them available to the smallel account.

At this point, some correspondence may be required with an agent
who in all other respects has proved satisfactory. The agent should be in-
formed that his service has been evaluated and found satisfactory, indeed
admirable in all respects but the following, which fails to meet needs.
The situation is then open to bargaining which will perhaps bring im-
proved service.

An agent whose service proves lamentable for library "A," but satis-
factory for library "B," should be dealt with more firmly. The serials li-
brarian must remember that part of the problem may have been his pre-
decessor's inability to work with the agent, but this should not deter him
from outlining needed improvements. The request may be softened by
asking the agent to suggest areas in which the serials librarian could im-
prove the relationship, or could be hardened by placing a time limit on
the improvement in the agent's services.

In some instances, the agent will prove totally unsatisfactory, or the
relationship between the library and the agent will prove irreparable. A
new agent is then the only recourse; but this decision should be made
only as a last resort after a complete impasse has been reached. The se-
rials librarian should then proceed to choose a new agent as outlined
above. Such a change, however, should be timed to occur no later than
September to avoid interrupted subscriptions. Some rejected agents will
not honor claim slips for missing issues after they have been informed
that they have lost the account. The serials librarian should be prepared
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to claim directly from the publisher in the interim period. Such claims
should be worded to indicate that direct claiming is the result of a change
in agents, giving old and new names of agencies. This will direct the pub-
lisher's circulation manager to the proper payment record.

The new agent should be requested to notify publishers that he,
rather than the agent formerly employed by the library, is now responsi-
ble for continuing the subscriptions of the library. In this way, most of
these subscriptions will be recognized by the circulation manager as re-
newals, which customarily receive priority, and will not be interrupted.
In the event that the new agent agrees to accept titles which the library
had placed on standing order with the publisher, this same procedure
should be followed. llowever. the serials librarian should bear in mind
that the adjustmenc period following the change to a new agent may be
traumatic despite all precautions. N,Iany subscriptions will appear to
have been duplicated, and for several months those titles not specifically
recognized as renewals may not be received. Particularly annoying can be
the volumes in series for which the previous agent placed orders at the
time of publication rather than actually maintaining a standing order
with the publisher. If the library has many of these, a special file of their
titles could be created so that it could be readily checked against issues o[
Cumulatiue Booh Index.

Purchasing Agents and Bi,ds

A serials librarian's relationship with an agent can be enormously

were impressed by the librarian's lack of business acumen, or because of

necessary to avoid incurring the displeasure of the purchasing agent who
jealously guards his domain. At least one librarian has recordeda happy
solution to this problem.rz
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be submitted for new bids every year."13 Agents are even less in favor of
bids, which are costly to pr€pare and can be based only on known prices,
not on projected ones. Furthermore, agencies insist that they are selling
services, not subscriptions, and the services are not taken into account in
the bidding.la One way of avoiding bidding is to request quotes rather
than bids, this being a less formal approach. If contracts must be signed,
an €scalator clause should always be included to permit adjustment to
increases or decreases in subscription prices.

M aintaining the Relationship

Since agents insist that they are now selling services, not subscriptions,
it is to the serials librarian's advantage to maintain the best possible rela-
tionship with the agent, as this is the only way to get one's money's worth.
Such a relationship is impossible unless the serials librarian keeps reli-
able records in a readily usable form. Thus, while efficiency and accuracy
are important aspects to consider when choosing visible index equipment,
one should not overlook completeness. In short, the visible index should
provide at a glance all the information necessary to fill out a claim slip,
record an invoice, or answer an agent's query. In smaller libraries, serials
check-in records may still be housed in 3 X 5" card file drawers, seParate
files existing for payment records, bindery records, and so on. In libraries
using visible index check-in systems, or using punched cards, separate
files-by-title should be created. Correspondence concerning a given title
may then be filed in the same order as in the check-in record. Notes,
colored signals, or other signals in the check-in record may be used to
indicate the correspondence. Such a file is invaluable, as the same titles
tend to have the same problems year after year.

In corresponding with the agent, the serials librafian should use
forms provided by the agent, or if none are provided, should develop his
own. If multicopy business answer forms cannot be purchased, these too
can be outlined by the serials librarian. Many librarians have the habit
of outlining a particular problem in a literary rather than a business
style. It is far better briefly to state the problem, state the action desired,
and request an answer. The multicopy business answer lorm serves to
curtail literarv stvle and automaticallv indicates that an answer is de-
sired. Claimr -uy be filed with the agent who provides this service in
four kinds of situations. The most frequent of these is the missing issue,
the phrase here referring to the issue which did not arrive in the mail,
rather than to one that, having been properly checked in in the first
place, can no longer be found in the reading room.

In the second instance, claims are filed for copies which, though they
reach the library, are mutilated in the process or are defective through a
printing error. The claim form should be filled out with all the neces-
sary information. The cornment should clearly state that the issue was
received in an unusable condition and should request replacement. Rep-
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utable publishers will usually make good mail-damaged issues, depending
on the number of extra copies available. And most will supply coffect
copies or replacement pages where printing errors have occurred.

The third situation in which claiming may be employed arises from
an interrupted subscription, one which the library appears to have re-
newed, but which fails to arrive. These are the most difficult to handle as
they are not regularly brought to the attention of the serials librarian un-
Iess he has developed the practice of examining all entries in the check-in
record at regular intervals (a tedious chore which only the use of punched
cards eliminates) or unless a patron complains. Such an interrupted sub-
scription may require six to eight weeks to be reinstated. At the end of
that time if no issues have arrived and no report has been received, an-
other claim should be filed. In Stechert-Hafner Booh News, this agency
suggested a claiming schedule for interrupted subscriptions as follows:

Dailies -claim after ro days from receipt of last issue
Weeklies -claim after z weeks from receipt of last issue
Monthlies -claim altet z months from receipt of last issue

Quarterlies-claim after 5 months from receipt of last issue
All others -claim one month after usual expected time of arrival

The fourth situation occurs when the library has placed serials other
than periodicals on standing order with an agent. Many of these are not
billed to the library at annual renewal time, but only after a particular
volume has been published. In these cases, the librarian has not really
paid for the volume in question, nor does he have convenient methods
for discovering the missing issue. He may hold invoices for these pend-
ing receipt, thereby creating a tickler file. He may phone other libraries
in the area if his suspicions are aroused. Some publishers and agents fur-
nish libraries with lists of volumes just off the press, or intended for
press. These can be clipped and filed in the check-in record, or kept sep-
arate in a tickler file. There is no sure method for catching all these vol-
umes. Once a missing volume is suspected, a claim form should be filled
out giving all the information the serials librarian has in hand.

Claiming is frequently the most irritating aspect of the relationship
between agents and librarians. Often serials librarians do not claim in-
telligently. They ignore the fact that almost all publishers will honor
claims within a three-month period following date of publication, but
will not do so after this date. Check-in records are not kept so that pat-
terns of receipt are indicated; thus irregularities in a particular title will
not be noticed and needless claims will be entered. This is particularly
true with foreign titles-urailed by ship. These will arrive out of sequence
nine times out of ten,. lllhen there are serials librarians who claim reck-
=lessly, never,supply,ei4ffcient.information, and follow up claims with a
note stating that:the issue has been found; or has arrived late. The agent
becomes wary of such claims and many do not pass this sort of claim on to
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the publisher. Agents, after all, are middlemen. They cannot solve all
claiming problems. In most cases, they simply note subscription or in-
voice numbers on the slips and forward the slips to the publisher. It is up
to the publisher to dispose of the claim.

Publishers have circulation managers, or fulfillment managers, to
handle the subscription end of the business. Often, this person will not
know exactly why an issue is missing, or an interruption in a subscription
has occurred. The best that he is able to do is to check existing records
and correct any eruors so that the problem will not recur. Once he has
determined that a subscription to the title for a particular library does
exist, he may choose to send an issue in response to the claim. Most pub-
lishers do have such extra stocks of issues from which to fill claims, but in
some cases, limitations on this stock exist in the publisher's contract
with a sponsoring society. In any case, the decision to honor a claim is the
circulation manager's. The process may require six weeks. Some circula-
tion managers notify either the agent or the library when a claim can-
not be honored. If all were so courteous, a serials librarian's job would be
easier.

The claiming process can be further complicated by mail losses, not
just of a single issue, but of an entire issue, a loss occurring at the point of
supply, by mail or dock strikes, by postal routines, or by incorrect ad-
dressing of copies. Librarians contribute to the latter problem by refusing
to realize that addressograph plates and computer storage fields are
limited spaces. A library having, for instance, the name "John H. Ryland
Memorial Library, College of Business Arts, University of Southampton,
rrr4 Southside Street, Southampton, Va. 2g2yg.Attention Serials Li-
brarian" will receive mail addressed to a variety of addresses because the
entire name is too long. Furthermore, many librarians themselves use
different forms of the library's name depending on what sort of impres-
sion they wish to make. It is no wonder that local postal officials cannot
locate the correct slot for such mail.

Invoicing is another area of discord between agents and serials li-
brarians. Invoices can be long and boring, can be in no particular order,
can sometimes not be identified. For all these reasons and more, the
serials librarian should record payment for each title on the check-in
record of that title. Most annual renewal invoices contain the same titles
in the same order year after year, afiording the serials librarian the op-
portunity to develop healthy suspicions about interrupted subscriptions.
In fact, no matter how much an agent may brag about his renewal capa-
bilities, many of them lack appropdate back-up procedures. Moreover,
the agent cannot guarantee that the publishers' records conform with his,
or that the publishers have recorded renewals at all. If, therefore, a title
which has appeared regularly on this annual renewal invoice in the past
fails to appear on the current one, action should be taken. Some serials
librarians create a separate tickler file of these omissions so that they may
be checked in February or March. Others append lists of these omissions
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the American Standards Association to draw up and publish acceptable
guidelines. Publishers were urged to heed these guidelines, but the prob-
lem still smolders.

A similar situation is now at hand as a result of the adoption of data
processing equipment by publishers and agents and by a few libraries.
In the rush to automate clerical routines, interaction is again being over-
looked, and all three parties will sufier because of a lack of knowledge
about what is important to the others. In reporting an experience with
a mechanized serials system, one librarian indicated a continuing prob-
lem with claims, which were sent directly to publishers. The system was
set up so that the claim response generated a card to be used to check in
the subsequent issue. The librarian complained that publishers failed to
respond to the claims.l? trt is possible that this occurred because the form
was imperfect, improperly worded, or did not carry sufficient informa'
tion. It is equally possible that the publishers simply failed to reply be-
cause it was not their routine to do so.

Shared time, which is frequently an economic necessity in smaller
firms, leads to slower service on claims and renewals. The circulation
manager who has access to the computer only on Wednesday cannot
supply information from the computerized files to a customer who tele-
phones on Friday. Yet a decrease in the time involved in claiming would
benefit most libraries.

Publishers and agents have not broken with tradition, as supposedly
they could do with the aid of computer technology, in the area of re-
newals. Most renewal work is still accomplished between October and

January, creating a terrific work load, backlogs, and slower service.
Program inadequacies have occurred through failure to consider

points of interaction. One circulation manager interviewed in connec-
tion with this paper explained that a discrete number assigned to each
subscription was his only entry to the tape-stored payment record. When
agents or individual subscribers failed to supply this number on an in-
voice or claim, the circulation manager was forced to search through
files of old addressograph plates to locate the subscription record, or to
wait until the next mail-out in order to check the label printed by the
computer for the number he needed. His programmers had not realized
that libraries and individual subscribers do not maintain files of mailing
labels which carry their discrete numbers. Agents, of course, employ their
own systems of discrete numbers, which the publisher cannot tie in with
his system.

A few efforts are being made to set up universal systems of discrete
numbers, or uniform title abbreviations which may be adapted to a num-
ber system. CODEN is one of these, as is the accession system of the New
York Medical Library Center. A form of coding for individual libraries
has existed since the first edition of the Union List of Serials. The
American National Standards Institute's Zgg Committee has issued guide-
lines for periodical abbreviations. Bu-t in all these attempts, there is no
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pressure for conformity, and at this point, there is not much dia
which could lead to a better understandine of why such conformity wil
be a necessity in the near future. Librarians, particularly practicinl
serials librarians, should take the professional responsibility of attempt
ing to discover the parameters of interaction between their routines a
those of agents and publishers so at least their efforts to mechanize cou
conform where necessary.
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Serials, Chaos and Standardization

Flurnrnr Pl'ut , Serials Libra,rian

Uniaersity of Oregon Library
Eugene, Oregon

The fantastic growth in the number ol serials demands that ue cut pro-
cesring costs drastically, Much costly inefficiency can be eliminnted if pub-
Iishers neaer let a ti.tle uary. A title should be unique, uithout ini,tials.
Title changes are uery expensiae and many are unnecessary. The present
struggle with numbers and dates, uolumes and, calendar years, pagina-
tion, and margin width i,s discussed. The U.S. Gouernment must help
enforce slandards uia the U.S. Post Offi.ce Department. The tg67 USA.
Standard for Periodicals: Format and Arrangement is largely unknown.
A committee should, be established to make standards known to publishers
and to report aiolators to the Po-st Office Department. Repeated, aiolators
would risk losing second or third class mailing priai,Ieges.

A NYONE ONLY VAGUELY FAMILIAR with the library literature
fl. about serialsl knows about the tremendous growth in the number
of titles published throughout the world. This "population explosion"
in serials had already been iommented on before World War II. More
than a third of a century ago, in rg35, J. H. Gable2 wrote in the Library

Journal: "When one visits the departmental libraries of the modern uni-
versity and notes that the greater portion of the literature is in serial
form, it is not difficult to visualize libraries of the future containing al-
most nothing but serials." Even now, in 1969, this "almost nothing but
serials" is difficult to imagine, but the rapid rate of increase will almost
certainly continue in the foreseeable future. I do not want to bore the
reader with many figures, but a few are certainly interesting. Already in
rgb4 the Library of Congress received a whopping total of 16o,ooo serials.
As of the fall of r968 the University of California (all campuses) received
no less than 158,233, the University of Michigan gg,zb6, and North-
western University 38,o36. There are, of course, several reasons for this
rapid increase, but the most important one p obably is that books are
too slow. It takes too long to write them. Scholars and researchers want to
know the latest developments in a great variety of fields long before
they appear in book form. Hence the fact that special libraries, for in-
stance, spend more money on serials than on books.

So far nothing new. Most of us are well aware of all this. Librarians
also know that separate serials divisions, sections, or whatever we call
them, have come into being in academic and in the larger public libraries
in the last decade or two throughout the continent. And librarians and
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publishers are well aware of the ever-increasing cost of subscriptions. For
the most part, the latter trend cannot be stemmed. But much could be
done about cutting handling co$t.r not only for libraries but for pub-
lishing firms as well. The administrative costs of acquiring serial pub-
lications, of recording the receipt of issues ("checking-in" or "posting"),
of shelving and of binding-in shorr, rhe costs of processing-are out-
rageously high. And the sad story is that these high costs are so unneces-
sary. Publishers (those of library literature apparently no exceprion) are
unaware of the great waste of processing time caused by the present
anarchy in serials. They still think of subscribers in terms of private
persons who receive only a handful of titles and who do not record
receipt of any issues.

Speaking about costly chaos and anarchy we might first take a look at
the actual titles of serials. A title is a wonderful thing. In the \A/estern
world it consists of a certain grouping or combination of rornan char-
acters whereby a particular title is known. Publishers do not know this is
serious business. This particular combination of some twenty or thirty
characters pinpoints a title. If the 196r-65 cumulation of New Serial
Titles lists ro?,ooo titles,3 this certain $oup of characters distinguishes
it from ro6,999 others. A publisher should realize that his title consti-
tutes only one out of some r2,ooo to rb,ooo serials received by the me-
dium-sized university library in the United States today. He should be
aware of the fact that hundreds and in sorne cases thousands of libraries
throughout America and elsewhere in the world have several records of
his one title: a check-in card, a paymeit record, perhaps an edge-
notched card to keep track of renewal time, several cards in the public
catalog, and perhaps a Linedex strip for quick reference. Furthermore,
his title may be listed in the catalogs of subscription agents and second-
hand dealers, it may be mentioned in the texts and footnotes of many
books, and countless invoices may be filed under it. In short, a title is so
important that a publisher should cling to it as he does to his own
name. One would not dream of spelling one's name differently on dif-
ferent occasions. For obvious reasons a person's name does not vary. And
a title of a serial should not vary for obvious reasons. But they do in far
too many cas€s.

Let us see what might easily happen to an issue of such a title. Chances
are that the title under which it is in the file cannot be located because of
the variation. The piece ends up as a "snag." After a search in other files
without results, the piece may then be considered to be an unsolicited
sample. Whereupon the library may decide to order. The publisher may
then want to know if the order is meant for a second subscription, and
so on. On the other hand, if an enrry in the file can be found that looks
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on. But all this detective wor"k is very time consuming. The next ques-
tion is whether or not all records should be changed to the new title. Or
has it varied before? In that case it is dangerous to change all records,
because after all has been done the older version of the "title" may ap.
pear again. In which case the piece is a snag again, unless a cross-refer-
ence has been kept. But cross-references are expensive because space is
expensive in Kardex files, and they clutter up the files. In the meantime,
the same guess and detective work is repeated in many other libraries
from coast to coast. Such publications are very expensive. If they are
received as gifts, they are costly gifts. Not only do they cause endless
trouble when recording receipt, but, in case of purchases, processing of
invoices can be seriously delayed.

Before we go into actual title changes, I would like to say a few more
things about titles. A title should be unique. No other publication on
earth should bear the same name. Take, for instance, Challenge. A
truly inspiring name for a brand new periodical. It is short, there are no
initials involved, it sounds brave. But Nezu Serial Titles, 196r-1965, al-
ready lists thirteen "challenges" and the Union List of Serials lists several
more. In fact, rumor has it that there are at least forty. Larger libraries
are bound to have several publications with identical titles. Subscrip-
tion agents will have them in their catalogs. They cannot but cause
trouble. A new order may be placed with an agent for X and the wrong
X may be sent. An invoice comes in for X but payment may then easily
be entered on the payment records for the wrong X. A checker may have
volume 14, no. r of X (z). When searching for the entry, he may first
encounter X (r). Chances are he does not notice the next entry for X (z).
After all, one naturally expects the next entry to be different. The X (z)
piece does not fit on the checking records of X (r) but it may come close.a
It may show we have received up to and including volume 12, no. 4. The
less experienced clerk will walk right into the trap. He will record vol-
ume 14, no. r of X (z) on the card for X (r). Now, although he lacks ex-
perience, he is conscientious and will initiate a claim for all of volume
r3; and an unnecessary claim will reach the publisher of X (r). The
annoyed publisher will, if he bothers to answer at all, state he sent the
issues on this or that date. In the meantime, someone checking the file
periodically for claims notices that volume l-4, rro. r of X (z) still has not
been received. The checking clerk does not know that the piece was re-
ceived but has been checked in on the wrong card, given the wrong call
number, and placed on the wrong shelf. He then claims volume 14,
no. r of X (z). The publisher of X (z) maintains he sent it-etc. What
a tremendous waste of time for librarians and subscription agents and
publishers alike.

Then there are those numerous titles starting with initials. They are
stumbling blocks to everyone and the number of man-hours wasted each
year in each major library because of initials must be considerable.
Take for instance Massachusetts Studies in English. Sometimes it is called
as spelled out, at other times MSE. On the front cover the title is spelled
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setts Studies in English it has been entered under MT. Mechanical Troms-
lation in New Seiial Titles. The bewitdered clerk who thinks he has

learned a lesson with Massachusetts Studies in English will go straight to

handle serials alm.ost exclusively. The only time librarians encounter
them is when the publication is first established in the file, when it dies,

or when something goes wrong. Of course things easily go wrong with

initials. Yet even f medium-sized library has hundreds of these snares in

its files.
Now we corne to the most frustrating and most costly phenomenon

to be found with serials: the title change. The Jan.-Mar. 1968 cumula-
tion of New Serial Titles listed about zoo changes and the Apr.-Jun.
1968 issue about z3o. This count includes superseded titles and changes
in corporate entries-more than 4oo reported changes in six months. One
wonders how many of these titles were changed without any warning
from the publisher. Let us see what happens in such cases. The publisher
of Social (Jpheaualsg changes his title' suddenly to, say, Today"s Prob-
Iems.B So volume rg, no. t of To,day's Problems comes in, the final (never
call it "latest") issue of Social Upheauals being volume 12, no. 4. And
the checker has a problem that day, one out of many. He may have
r4,ooo entries in his file but not a single one under Tod,ay's Problems.
He then searches his "dead file": the list of titles that either ceased pub-
lication or that were dropped by the library. He does this because this
publication may have come back to life. Nothing to be found. Next stop
is the authority or decision file, because the piece may be another sample
of a title not wanted by the library. No luck. Yet the piece is properly
addressed to the library, correct name of department, etc., and it bears
volume no. rB. As a last resort he tries the main card catalog, because it
contains more cross-references and the title may have been misfiled in the
serials file. The card catalog is no help either. The piece is a snag and it
is given to a librarian. If it is a sample, shall we subscribe? Some time
afterwards Social Upheatnls is claimed, since nothing has been received
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since volume 12, no. 4. But the publisher is swamped for he has already
received 5oo other claims from libraries located anywhere from Maine to
California and from Washington to Florida. He just does not find time to
answer. A second claim is sent. . We need not continue. The amount
of time wasted by clerks, librarians, subscription agents, and indeed by
publishers themselves is embarrassing.

The writer is well aware of the fact that some title changes are nec-
essary when the scope of a publication changes. But it may well be that
about 4o percent of all changes are by-and-large unnecessary. The Jan.-
Mar. 1969 issue of New Serial Titles lists some seventy-five changes. Of
these seventy-five no less than thirty-three (43 percent) either probably
did not really need a new title or a change of title was desirable because
the original title had been chosen carelessly. As I remarked before, choos-
ing a title is serious business.

Almost equally serious is the business of numbering. Numbers are
wonderful things. A certain cornbination of only two or three characters
will distinguish one issue from sorne 4oo other pieces that may be pub.
lished during the lifetime of a periodical. A system of numbers enables
libraries to make sure all issues are received and that all issues of a vol-
ume are there when it is time to bind. References to articles must either
give dates or numbers. Purchase orders and invoices depend on numbers
andf or dates, and so do indexes and abstracts. In view of the importance
of numbers one wonders why publishers do not pay more attention to
them. If they were more careful, they would save librarians as well as
themselves a lot of work. In case of an irregular publication with so-
called whole numbers only, a skipped number is bound to result in an
avalanche of claims. The same is true of an issue never published. It is
quite understandable that in the case of a quarterly, for instance, there
is not enough material for the fourth issue which is usually the final issue
of a volume. It is also understandable that a publisher may have oc-
casion to drop the fourth issue after the third one has already been
published. But there is no excuse for lvasting the time of 8oo clerksT
across the nation by not mentioning the fact that a number was dropped.
For example, if volume g, r:.o. 4 was never published, then volume 4, no.
r should have this note on the front cover: "Volume 3 complete in 3
numbers."

Publishers also unnecessarily burden themselves and Iibrarians by
not letting calendar years and volume years coincide. For example, a
quarterly published in Jan., Apr., Jul., and Oct. should always have the

Jan. issue as issue no. r. What happens when the new volume starts in
October? In other words, when the October issue is issue no. r of the
new volume. The publisher's records will be awkward and most likely
confused also. For the trend is definitely towards calendar years. So the
new subscriber or subscription agent orders a new subscription, to begin
with 1969. The publisher must then enter on his payment record for so.
and-so that so-and-so has ordered, say, volume 33, nos. z-4 and volume
34, no. r. His typist cannot send an invoice just for volume 33, 1969. No,
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the invoice must read volume 93, nos. z-4and volume Z4,no. r. Sooner ot
later-and most likely s66ns1-1hs publisher will be in trouble, because
a clerk will enter on the payment record, say, volume Bb, rg7r, simply
because most issues in that year ate of volume 95 and everybody should
know what he means. Or he will write volume gb/96, rg7r, or volume

35, rgTo/7r, or volume gb/26, rgjr/72. When he leaves the next person
will have a hard time untangling the mess. In the meantime, the clerk in
the library has renewed for rgTo and if he is not careful he may think he
has renewed for volume g4. But volume 39 is incomplete. Issue no. r is
missing. If he claims it, the publisher may then send the issue for which
the library never paid. Or he may start explaining. In such cases pub-
lishers and librarians (library publications are sometimes also guilty of
oft-key numbering) should not blame their clerks for being incompetent.
Rather they should blame themselves. If we set traps for the people that
work for us, we have no right to blame them for walking into same.

Another trap publishers set for themselves and others is the roman
numerals. It is true that they look more dignified, but they are not nearly
so efficient as the arabic ones. And efficiency is what we want in this age
o{ mass production and mass processing. When the numbers are still
low, people can usually read them, but volume r8 has already five char-
acters in roman numbering. Go a little bit higher and the trouble begins.
Obviously people get corifused at the publisher's end, because the writer
has seen a good number of cases where issues were misnumbered because
of the complexity of roman numerals. The writer lives at 439o Pearl
Street. There is not a single mailman in these United States who has
trouble with this number. But what might happen if people start writ-
ing to MMMMCCCXC Pearl Street? Is it unfair to compare millions of
pieces of mail with a handful of publications? Perhaps so, but one can
hardly speak of a handful. In 1967 the Library of Congress processed
r,gg4,42b pieces. And here are some figures for college and university
libraries in the United States. The grand total of serials (periodicals and
serials) reported in the FalI 1968 issue of Librony Statisti,cs of Colleges
and Uniuersities: Data for Indiaidual Instituteoazs, stands at 2,894,479
(give or take a few hundred because of the writer's possible mistakes in
addition). If r4,ooo titles require z5o postings each working day, which
is a conservative estimate, then 2,W4,47g subscriptions require the han-
dling of 5o,5oo issues per day, or e,877,goo pieces per year, figuring 255
working days per year.

With such staggering figures the library world cannot afiord to strug-
gle with irregularities and pitfalls such as roman numerals. Neither can
publishers, because eventually they will cause themselves a lot of extra
work. And I suspect that is just what happened with the British journal
Economist. The trouble began with volume CCXXII which suddenly
became volume CCXXIV with the Jan. ro, 1967, issue. The index was
numbered correctly. The next volume started as CCXXV but should
have been CCXXIV. This was corrected in the third issue of the volume,
but the index became CCXXV again. Although the next volume was
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numbered correctly, volume q26 came in arabic numerals. To every-
body's relief it has come in arabic numbers ever since.

What is worse than roman numerals, however, is the variety of num-
bering systems used. Generally speaking there are volume and issue num-
bers. But only generally speaking, be&use one also encounters volume
and issue and whole numbers, o: volume and whole numbers. or whole
numbers only, or dates only. Frorn time to time one also is confronted
with the problem of a particular issue being part of two difierent journals.
Or one and the same issue beine two issuCs. I have seen a case where an
iss-ue of a certain journal was rlolume 14, no. z; volume rb, no. 2; and
volume 16, no. z.

actly half of the titles had 'umbers elsewhere. And "elsewhere" is the
word. Numbers can be found on the inside of the cover, near the top of
page r, near the middle of page ii, at the bottom of page iii, on the left
side of page iv, in the center column of page o, et.. Or one finds the vol-
ume number on the cover, but the issue number somewhere inside, or
the issue number on the cover, but volume and issue number inside. one

so, and by the person who assembles the issues for binding and who must
make sure all issues of that volume are there and in the right order. A
typical example of hard to find numbers is provided by the Saturday
Reaiew.

So far we have talked about the rremendous growth of serials, both in
numbers and in importance, and about sorne of the present chaos re-
sulting frorn the woeful lack of standardization; chaos for which li-

|1a1i9s (and pubtrishers) pay dearly, mosrly in the form of scandalously
high handling time. If we conform to a few surprisingly simple rules, we
can vastly reduce the processing time of the ever-increasing number of
serials, resulting in great savings. Then why don't we have standards?
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do not have standards, but that they are being ignored, not only by pub-

the form and location of bibliographical information appearing on Pe-
riodicals, beginning with those journals which have as their path of
orbit, the world of library literature." Written four years ago, we know
that there are still plenty of library literature serials in orbit that do not
adhere to this Standard. At any rate, publishers o[ a]l kinds of serials
do not only ignore tl:.e Standardi most have never even heard of it.

Making the Standard known should not be too much of a problem.
I suppose that when publishers apply for their second- or third-class
mailing privileges, the U.S. Post Office Department could supply them
with a copy of the 1967 Standard, which incidentally is also known as
USAS, 2g9l-467. The 1967 Standard could also be printed in the U.S.
Official Postal Guid,e which, if I am not mistaken, is issued annually.
This would mean involvement of the U.S. Government, on behalf of
libraries, in disseminating the Standard. But involvement of the U.S.
Government should be carried even further: not only could Washington,
through the U.S. Post OfRce Department, assist in pr'ornulgating the
Standard, it could also help enforce it by linking conformance to it di'
rectly to mailing privileges.

This is not a new idea. Librarians have talked about it privately for
years. But as far as I know it has not yet been proposed in the library
literature. Culbertson merely mentioned the idea a few years ago when
he wrote: "I feel that persons as individualistic as publishers, their lay-
out men, and artists will probably never cooperate in a significant num'
ber unless standards were to be tied into their second and third class mail'
ing privilege. I'm not sure that I'd recommend any measure this
strong."e Yet if we cannot count on the voluntary cooperation of pub-
lishers, we must go in this direction. The government should do what
private enterprise cannot or will not do. No matter how well written,
standards are of no use unless people adhere to them and if U.S. mailing
privileges provide the only route to conformance, government involve-
ment may well be justified. In this connection it should be noted that
during the last few years there has already been increased government in'
terest in library affairs in general. A manifestation of this trend is the
recent establishment of the National Commission on Libraries and In-
formation Science as a continuing federal planning agency.

Once U.S. Government interest in enforcing USA Standard, Zgg'.r-
1967, has been aroused, it may not really be too difficult to create uni-
formity out of the present chaos. It would actually be up to the library
world to provide standards that are efficient and yet simple enough to
follow easily. The present Zgg.r Standard goes into so much detail that
complete enforcement can only be an ultimate goal. On the other hand,
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some points raised in this article are not mentioned in the Standard.
Librarians would also have to cooperate among themselves in aiding
the U.S. Post Office Department and in giving advice to publishers. In
order to fulfill these objectives it would probably be necessary to appoint
a committee that would give advice to publishers and to the Post Office
Department. This board or committee could be established by the Amer-
ican Library Association or by the Library of Congress. It would pri-
marily have to consist of librarians with plenty of experience with serials.

This board could start with bringing standardization to new publica-
tions. Whenever a publisher applies for second- or third-class mailing
privileges, the U.S. Post Office Department might require clearance
from our proposed committee. The committee might require the pub-
lisher to submit a sample copy. No clearance should be given until the
following conditions have been mer:

r. The tit le:
a. It musr not start with initials.
b. It must not be a title already used by someone else.

(The least the board could do is to check with Nezr Serial Titles
and the Union List of Serials.)

c. Title must appear on cover plainly and not be obscured by artistic
designs.

d. Title must never vary.
(This should be pointed out to the publisher from the beginning.)

e. The publisher should also be told that he cannot change the title
without the board's approval.
(Title changes are so costly that they must be kept to a minimum.
So the board should approve title changes only when the scope
of a serial changes or perhaps in a few other circumstances. I[ a
title must change, it should only be done at the beginning of a
volume. The new title should begin with vol. r, no. r, or with
no. r if only whole numbers are used. The title change should be
announced on the cover of the last two issues under the old title
and on the cover of the first two issues under the new title.)

z. Identifying numbers and dates:
a. These must appear on the cover

(It would be ideal if they would always appear in the same loca-
tion on the cover. The writer has thought of the lower left hand
corner,lo but this idea may be too revolting to the many publishers
who attach great value to the appearance of covers. There may be
less opposition to a strip across the cover, with the volume number
to the left, issue number in the middle and date to the right of the
cover. Anyhow, the most important thing is that all identifying
numbers and dates appear on the cover.)

b. Dates must be specific.
(There is no reason why a publication cannot have dates such as

January, April, July, and October rather than the inexact terms of
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Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall.)
c. Only arabic numbers must be used.
d. Volumes of regular serials must be on a calendar year basis.

(In other words, issue no. r of a volume must be the first one pub-
lished during a calendar year and the last issue of a volume must
be the last one published during the same or a following calendar
year.)

3. Indexes:
Whenever an issue has the index for a volume, whether loose or not,
the word "index" should appear on the cover.
(This would be of great help to those recording receipt who otherwise
may have to leaf through each issue in search for an index.)

Hopefully, this would bring some immediate standardization to most
newly published serials in the United States. The ones cumently being
published could perhaps be given a period of grace, say a year, after
which they must conform to standards or risk losing mailing privileges.
But it would be better if compliance with items r.(a) and r.(b) woulcl
not be required for the now existing serials in order to avoid a great
many title changes. Such titles will eventually take care of themselves,
as serials sooner or later die anyway.

The above would ,only be the beginning of standardization. I have
not even mentioned those points which are just as important, or even
more important, than these. Tables of contents and mastheads need also
to be standardized, terms of subscription must be stated clearly, pagina-
tion of issues and entire volumes needs uniformity, there should be a
minimum margin width, indexes need attention and so do supple'
ments. I would also like to see limits, both ways, to the width and height
of issues. CODEN designations on each cover would also be most useful.
Yet it would perhaps be better to introduce standardization in stages,
so as not to make things too difficult for publishers all at once. And this is
one of the reasons why I would not advocate trying to enforce all of
USAS 2g9.r-1967 in one sweep. It would be more realistic to begin with
rules which are simple and few and then to introduce others as time goes
by, always keeping in mind the most urgent needs of librarians and cer-
tainly also the problems that publishers may encounter.

Speaking of compulsory standardization, this question would soon
arise: Who is going to see to it that publishers obey all the regulations
that may be set up? One could not expect the U.S. Post Office Depart-
ment to examine the thousands of issues mailed daily. And our proposed
committee wo,uld presumably get to see only a sample copy of the first
issue of a new serial. But how about a network of reporting libraries?
We already report new titles and changes in publications to the Library of
Congress. Why could we not report violations of standards to the board?
The board could then warn the publisher and notify the Post Office De-
partment in case warnings are ignored. Close cooperation among li-
braries, the board, and the U.S. Post Office Department would be re-
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quired, but in this day and age of rapid communication such a scheme
ought to work.

While the above contains the main ideas of this article, a few con'
cluding remarks and comments are in order. The reader will wonder if
these proposals are not altogether too drastic. Librarians have long ago
accustomed themselves to lack of uniformity and to the idea of some-
how muddling through. They are not very militant people and they
may fear that enforcement, of standardization will incur the wrath of
publishers. Indeed, publishers may object and some may retaliate by
raising subscription prices. They may also protest on the basis of in-
fringement of intellectual freedom: "Today the government prescribes
the format; tomorrow the contents." But here the writer strongly em-
phasizes that he is concerned with format only, for strictly utilitarian
reasons. Contents have nothing to do with it. Another point of consid-
eiation is that libraries receive many serials, not infrequently as much as
25 percent of the total, in the form of gifts. Would librarians be willing
to report violations in the case of gift subscriptions? And there is also the
possibility of nonobservance en masse on the part of publishers, possibly
making standardization as difficult to enforce as Prohibition once was.

Yet the need for standardization has become so great that librarians
ought to strive for it, no matter how formidable the obstacles may be.
Further rapid growth in the number of serials is to be expected. Indeed,
so many new publications appear each year that one might well speak of
a "serials explosion." Standardization would mean great savings in
handling costs. The point is not that with uniformity we may get along
with less personnel handling the number of serials they do now, but that
the same number of people we have now would be able to process many
more serials than they do at present. The writer also has pointed out
several times that publishers and subscription agents would reap the
benefits of standardization as well: in the form of less correspondence,
fewer claims, fewer telephone calls, and fewer delayed invoices.

So far I have not mentioned automati'on. Fortunately automation
has finally made lib,rarians much more aware of the present lack o{
standardization. In the early days of automation many people thought
that the cornputer could do just about anything. Some librarians be.
lieved they could really pull themselves out of the serials morass by au.
tomating. Now that the honeymoon is over people have become more
realistic. Yet the idea that with automation one can get along with less
personnel is not yet dead. Some libraries, where serials have been at least
partly automated, have compared the check-in time required in an
automated system with that of a manual one. trt was found, of course,
that recording of receipt in the case of the computerized method took just
as long as that in the case of the manual system. Such studies were un-
n€ces$ary because plain common sense would indicate that standardiza-
tion really comes before automation. No matter how sophisticated the
method of recording is, the time-consuming hunt for identifying num-
bers must continue, and so does the struggle with varying titles, changing
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titles, initialisms, etc. And no matter how ingenious the storage medium
may be, that which is stored will still be a mass of irregularities. This is
not to say that there will be no irregularities after standardization. For
instance, publishers simply cannot pioduce an issue just because one is
due. Some titles will still have to change, and so.on. But with standardi-
ation the number of irregularities w:ill be kept to a minimum and

publications through government cooperation may well become con-
tagious.
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recounted at a later date. Our second step, taken during the fall of 1966'
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was the analysis and design of a cornputer-based lending system to em-
ploy an IBM 357 data collection system, machine-readable badges which
will serve as ID cards to students and faculty, and master book cards
which were to be keypunched in the library. Some one hundred thousand
master book cards have been punched to date but, as will be noted larer,
one result of our operational book acquisition scheme is the production
of a master book card for each title ,ordered. Upon the completion of
the systems analysis and design for a lending system, and a written report
from our Data Processing Center, the library stafi turned its attention to
a computer-assisted book acquisition program.

Of the members of the librarv stafi intimatelv involved in the analvsis
and design of the book acquisiti,on system described here, no one claims
expertise in the field of compurer applications, although the head li-
brarian could not be called a novice. At the same time, our Data Proc-
essing Center's manager, and the system analysts he assigned us, as well
as programmerq had not been involved in library applications prior to
this venture. Our key-punch operators are excellent clerk-typists, versed
in routine library procedures and terminology, and now trained in a
short course offered by rBM to employees of its institutional users free
of cost. We say all this to point out to those who are in fear of embarking
upon a course of action leading to computer assisted library procedures
that, with patience, understanding, and mutual respect, the jbb can be
done by those librarians who are inexperienced and unable to employ
cornputer analysts and programmers for their library staff. We hope we
have indicated, also, that a library can train its own library clerks io be-
come efficient and. knowledgeable'keypunch operators with little expense
involved. Finally, we have seen no indication in sorne three years bf as-
sociation with our Data Processing center personnel that they wish to
take over our library operations.

The advantages we claim for our system, other than the economy of
9o_Trputer use for handling routine and repetitive taskE consist of the
following: (r) printed on-order cards that aie filed in our pubric catalog
at the time we receive proof order listings, which permits us to omit one
step in our former verification process; (z) use bf computer-generated
order contro. ,cards for use in invoice checking, recording sh"orts, and
cancellations; _(3) printed proof orders which girre an olportunity to
check for-duplication of items ordered and au6maticalry permit elim-
ination of the duplicated on-o der cards from those to be'filed in the
public catalog; -(4) production of a second on-order card for use in pre-
cataloging-rou-tines; (5) and, as by-products: (a) production of prinied
book labels, (b) master book cardJ for our .om^p.rte. assisred iending
scheme, (c) printouts on offset masters for production of our monthll
listing of materials added to rhe collecrions ind arranged by Library oi
congress classification subject grouping; and (6) rapid fund accounr-
ing, including periodic listings of all items on order and the total
amount encumbered.

we have found that receipt of proof printouts ,of orders and the on.
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order cards at the same time in the library has saved several hours oI

Econornic factors may not be disregarded by those who embark upon
comPuter-based library programs and, before we present a description
of the routines and software involved in our system of book acquisition,
we would like to indicate some of the cost factors encountered in our
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sultation fees, $64.oo. Our production billing in the initial months of

operation, reflected on an average monthly charge, was $6oo.oo per

month, but much of the work was done on cards at that stage of the

in service rendered to our patrons by indicating all materials on-order in
our public catalog.

A comparison of costs indicates that we project a monthly cost of

$45o.oo for our computer-based IBM g57 data collection lending system;
this cost includes in-library machine rental fees. As indicated above, the
estimated monthly cost for our acquisition scheme is $47o.oo a month,
which includes the rental fee for an in-Iibrary keypunch. While the
monthly cost is about equal, the difference is found in a $4oo.oo monthly
charge by our Data Processing Center for acquisitions, while their charge
for lending will amount to abut $z35.oo per month. We anticipate a
circulation figure of more than 2oo,ooo transactions annually and, if this
figure holds up, our expenditure will be about $o.oz7 per loan transac-
tion. While our cost estimates have the inherent weakness of being based
upon our present experience, we feel they are indicative of the economic
feasibility of such a system as we describe here and may serve as a guide'
line to librarians considering such a venture or to those who might be
considering a shared-time computer-based acquisition system, using con'
tract hardware and personnel. Based upon the experience with our com-
puter assisted system, we have now contracted with our Data Processing
Center for a study and analysis of our serials acquisition Program, which
is to include our holdings file, a printout capability by curriculum sub-
ject areas 'of our current subscription list with holdings indicated, and
bindery listings.

The second phase of this paper relates to the specifics of our acquisi-
tion system. The third phase of the paper will indicate the cataloging
procedures which form an integral part of the system.

The writers, in determining the bibliographical string most useful
to our library purpos€s, felt that the book order process would require
a minimum of five IBM cards, including one each of the following:
author (or main entry, except title as main entry), title, publisher, edi-
tion (by date), and fund, with trailer card(s) used to accommodate
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In the final bibliographic deck, the author card and fund card would
be considered as primary control ,cards. visual proofing of author and
fund cards would be made before the cards were sent to the Data proc-
essing Center. All other cards would be scanned for error by use of a
proof purchase order printout. In this printout, each title -onid have its
individual order number, the first two digits in the series would identify
the fund to which the charge was to be made for that item. Two cards
representing the title for each item ordered would be sent with the order,
one to be returned with the book, or to indicate temporarily out-of-
stock or out-of-print, and returned with the invoice. These cards would
be made from the author card. The proof printout indi,cated above
would be an author, _i.e., main entry, iisting in alphabetical sequence,
and such a list would give sorne control to duplicition. Two ,on-order
cards would be printed from the same author iard source information

A second general determination was made co,ncerning listings to be
made for the library:

t. Two_copies of a numerical listing by item number of all orders praced
for the week, the regular weekly order, plus rush orders. This list
would be an exact duplicate ,of the orders placed and would serve as a
record copy. It would serve as an official source of all information
related to its items-in regard to reports, shorts, etc. The second copy
of the numerical listing would be pliced in the receiving area and usid
to check in material.

z. A weekly-receiving report which would give updated information on
completed orders.

g. 4" alphabetical list of orders placed as an index to the numericar
listings.

4. A rerriew reporr; this would be a weekly listing which would show all
funds encumbered by individual items and aiother risting, produced
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by a second run of the detail cards, to produce a summary fund

report.

It was felt that two disfibution cards, color coded, should be dupli-

loged and sent to the shelves to produce mats for offset printing of orrr

monthly accession lists of new materials added to the collection. This

listing would be by broad curriculum ateas amenable to the subject-areas

of input inforrnation. At the same time, a new list of output items to be

geneiated was derived. The primary input information would be
punched in a minimum set of four IBM cards. This set is referred to as
in order deck and can be seen in Exhibit r of this report. The first card
of the order deck is a Library of Congress call number card and con-
tains, in addition to the Library of Congress call number, the number of
copies of the title ordered, the number of volumes covered by the title,
thi date ordered, the vendor number, and the list price of the book. All
cards in the deck have an item number made up of a fund number and
an accession number located in a field encompassing the first eight
spaces of the card. This item number serves as the control for the deck.
The other three cards (in order) are the author, i.e., main entry, card;
the title card; and the publisher card. Any or all of these cards may have
one or more trailer cards containing additional information. The copy-
right date is added after the entry on the publisher card, as well as any
other information needed to clarify the order-such as volume number;
edition is given, if needed, after the entry on the title card.

From ihe information received at the Data Processing Center in the

order decks forwarded to them, the following cards, which have a later
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As CANCEILATION NoTIcE
D ctfEct r6^s* ror qNcErarioN,

- ouroF?nrNT
fl ouT or sToc(
E ofrERACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT

DEAN B. ELTIS TIBRARY
STATE UNIVERSITY, ARK 72167 PTEASE HOI,D CARD FOR BOOKS NOT

YET PUBTISHED UNTIT THEY CAN
BE SUPPI-IED

ORDER CONTROL CARD

Exhibit 4
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DEAN 8. ELI.IS IIERARY
{gNs S'AE UNtVhStB
slalE uNrvE$tn, &uN$l 7t4t

M I D W E S T  L I B R A R Y  S E R V I C E

I I 4 O O  D O R S E T T  R D .

M A R Y L A N D  H E I 6 H T S '  M O .  6 3 0 4 2

I N S T R U C T I O N S

SHOW qDER NUMBER ON ALI INVOICES AND 'N
Atr CORRESPONDCNCE

ENCIOSED "OIDER CONTrcI CARO" COT*SPOND-
ING TO ONOEF NUMBCR MU$ BE REruTNED WITH
MI€RIAL IO CLEAR YdR INVOICI IROWILY If
MTEIIAL WITI NO] 8E SUPPIIED REIURN 'OTOER

CONTIOL CARO" AS YOUR qNCETUTION

PLEASE HOLD "qDM CONTROL CARO" rcI @KS
NOT YET PUBilSHED UNIIL THEY dN gE SUPPLIED

f,EPORI EEFOIE SENOINC NTtrS WHICH ATE PATI
OF A SEIIES UNLfSS 'sCRIS" APPEARS ATER IHE
IITLE ON THIS OIDEE

ilTY ]hf SPECIFIC EOITIONS OTDERED WILT 3E
ACCEEED

ALL sHIPPING CHARGES MUST !E PEPAID

UNLESS OIHERWISE SIECIfIID ON ]HIS ONOTR SHIP

J O N E S '  G W Y N

T H E  N O R S E  A T L A N T I C  S A G A

O X F O R D  U N I V E R S I T Y  P R E 5 S ,  I 9 6 4

J O N E S '  P E R C Y  M A N S E L L

T H E  B A C K G R S U N D  O F  S O D L R N  F R T N C H

P O E T R  Y

C A M B R I D G E  U N T V E { I S I T Y  P R E S S ,  I 9 6 9

J O R D A N '  T .  E .

P E R S P E C T I V E S  I N  M E N T A L  R E T A R D A T I O N

S O U T H E R N  I L L l N O I S  U N I V E R S I T Y  P R E S S '

1 9 6 6

K A H N '  J A C K  H .

U N W I L L I N G L Y  T O  S C H O O L '  2 N I ]  E D I T I O N

P E R G A M O N ,  I 9 6 A

K E N N E D Y '  V I R G I N I A  W A D L O T J

S A M U E L  T A Y L O R  C O L E R I D G E

K R A U S  '  I 9 6 9

K I N E S I O L O G Y  R E V I E W  I 9 6 A

A M E R I C A N  A S S N .  F O R  H E A L T H '  P H Y S I C A L

E D U C A T I O N '  A  R E C R E A T I O N T  1 9 6 4

K R I E S R E R G ,  L O U I S

S T ] C I A L  P R D C E S S E S  I N  I N f E R N A I I O N A L

R E L A T I O N S

w I L E Y T  1 9 6 a

t 5 -  t 7  0 6 2 7

$ n . o o

$ 4 . 0 0

0 6 - 1 7 0 s 1 3

$ 4 . 5 0

2 2 - 1 7 0 5 2 ?

$ 7 . O 0

z2-110552

otAN r Ellrs Lrri^d
stsE uNrvcnsrfl AtgN$s t2&7

T N V O T C E S

5ENO INVOICE IN QUAORUPLICAft TOt

ACQUISITIONS DEPT.
DEAN ! 'LIIS IIIIARY
StAtE UNlVlRSril ATnNSA t247

rNvotc qNNoT al pato uNTtt A! MAIIR|ALS
BILLED ARF RrcEIVED

Exhibit 5

and may contain in addition to computer-generated items, the Library of
Congress proofsheet of cataloging for the item, a Library of Congress card
set-either of local duplication or the printed set from the Library of
Congress, the typed book pocket (which serves as a storage envelope for
the packet), a photographic reproduction of the main entry card from the
National Union Catalog and, in some instances, an order card for Li-
brary of Congress cards lbr the title. Patron inquiries concerning an
on-order item identified in the public catalog are traced through use

42 Li,brar^t Resources b Technical Seruices



158548

DA430.H58
I  O A a

158554
REFERENCE

15856t

84373.S83E55
I967

Book Stickers
Exhibit 6

of the item number which appears on the on-order card in the same rela-
tive position as the call number under a heading "order number."

The third stage of materials received from the Data Processing Center
includes items used for overall departmental control. The output infor-
mation in the third stage is presented to the library in the form of an on-
order list printed biweekly (Exhibit 7); it is an alphabetically arranged
list bv main entrv within vendor and will indicate the amount of funds
encumbered. An iccession list is printed monthly (Exhibit 8), arranged by
Library of Congress call number, grouped by curriculum subject areas
which do not fracture the class scheme, and printed on offset mats for
duplication and distribution to our faculty. The subroutine for this sort
procedure was the most dimcult portion 9f +9 program, as it is alpha-
numeric in nature, possesses linear irregularities, contains pun,ctuation,
and includes Dewey call numbers as well as Library of Congress call
numbers designated for special collection items. There will be a definite
and valuable transfer of programming information to the new lending
system being installed, inasmuch as the system will require a daily print-
out of materials on loan arranged by call number. Other items received
include a weekly fund accounting report for use in the Order Depart-
ment (Exhibit g) and a rzo-day-old on-order list for use in the same
area (Exhibit ro).

There are some exceptions to these procedures. Rush orders are given
special priority in verification and are typed and ordered directly from
the library. Then the rush order information is keypunched and placed
in a special file for inclusion with the regular orders, after the weekly
regular order has been printed. This adds rush orders to the cornputer
routines, excluding the actual ordering of the books which has already
been done by the library. It has been decided, also, that any material
received by the library but not ordered, such as gift books, can be added
to the computer data through the rush routine.

158550

If,U5f,5
REFERENCE
21037.8545

r58563

PR2837.A2K48
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D E A N  B .  E L L I  S  L I B R A R Y  S E L E C T I V E  A C O U I S I T I O N S  L I S T

A U G U S T  2 O r  1 9 6 9  C O L L E G E  O F  L I A E R A L  A R T S

I N - I N D E X  A R - A R K .  R O O M  O S - O V E R S I Z E  S H E L F

A T - A T L A S  R F - R E F E R E N C E  C S - C L O S E D  S H E L F

M U - I N U S E U I (  L S - L i B .  S C I E N C E  P R - P E R M .  R E S E R V E

( L -  l )

8 9 4 5 . D 4  1 4 4

D E W E Y  '  J O H N

a 9 4 5 . P 4  t 9 6 0

P E I R C E '  C H A R L E S  S .  S .

8 1 2 9 7  . Y  6 3

Y O L T O N ,  J O H N  W .

8 2 4 3 0 . 1 4 2 5  3 H 5 3

M A R C E L . 6 A € } R I E L

R a 0 2 . M 3 s

1 4 A N U E L ,  F R A N K

E } a 0 3 . M 5 4  V . O 1

M E R Z ,  J O H N  T H E O D O R E

8 D 2 3 2 . L 3  1 9 6 9

L A I R D ,  J O H N

B F 2  1 .  5 6 a

S P S N C E ,  K E N N E T H  W .

a F 4 t . G 3 2

G A R A N ,  D .  G .

8 F 6 7 .  D 6

D O L L A R D '  J O H N

B F  1  0 4 .  R a 0 3

O C C N N O R ,  N E I L

o r  I  u y . 5 5 5 c 9

S K I N N E R , 8 .  F .

e F ? o 4 . 8 4 4 5 4

C L A ! / S O N ,  A I L E E N

E } F 2 9 5 . L 3 3

L A U / T H E R ,  J O H N

a F 4 5 5 . W 2 4  L 9 6 7 A

t v A L D R O N  '  R '  A t

O N  E X P E R I E N C E '  N A T U R E  E  F R E E D O M

C O L L E C T E D  P A P E R S  O F  C H A R L E S  S A N D E R S

P E I R C E '  V .  O 1 - O 6

J O H N  L O C K E

P R O B L E H A T l C  i l A N

T H E  E I ] L I G H T E N I , I E N T

A  H I S T O R Y  O F  E U R O P E A N  T H O U G ' - 1 T  I N

T H E  I 9 T H  C E N T U R Y

T H E  I D E A  O F ' J A L U E

B E F I A V I O R  T H E O R Y  A N D  L E A R N l N G

R E L A T I V ] T Y  F O R  P S Y C H O L O G Y

P E R S O N A L I T Y  A N D  P S Y C H O T H E R A P Y

P R E S E N T - D A Y  R U S S I A N  P S Y C H O L O G Y

T H E  M A N  A N D  H I S  I D E A S

T I I E  B E N D E R  V ] s U A L  ! ! O T O R  G E S T A L T

T E S T  F O R  C H t L D R E N ,  A  M A N U A L  W - 3 5

T H E  L E A R N I N G  O F  P H Y S I C A L  S K I L L S

S E N S E  A N D  S E } i S E  D E V E L , O P N l E N T

Exhibit I

of in-library and in-data processing Procedures for our program.
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ASU LIBRARY REGULAR ORDERS FDIT LIST FOR O3/IIl69

$2.75
$10.95
$38.10

$266.35
$326.85
$416.67

$.00
$.00

$26.81
$.00
$.00
$.00
$.00

fi276.20 
'

$4.95

$26.75
$.00
$.00
$.00
$.00 ,

$.00
$774.98

$.00

AGRICULTURE

ACCOUNTING

BUS-ED SEC-SCI

GEN-BUS ECONOMS

COUNS.ED PSYCOL

ED-.{DMIN SEC.ED

ELEM SPECIAL'ED

HEALTH PE REC

LIBRARY SCIENCE

ART

MUSIC

SPEECH AND DRAM

ENG PHIL LANG

HISTORY

POL-SCI GEOG SOC

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

MATH PHYSICS

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

MILITARY SCIENCE

NURSING

RAD-TV JOURN PRT

GENERAL

MUSEUM

Exhibit 9

An overview of the comPuter-assisted procedures which go to make
up our present book purchasing system would not be complete without
a description of the precataloging routines employed in the ASU li-
brary. Our description attempts to follow the flow charting of order
and precataloging procedures presented in Exhibit rz. These routines
divide into three phases: verification, cataloging from the Library of
Congress card or proofsheet, and the validation of the precataloged card
set against the physical book. Both the verifi.cation phase and a part of
the matching phase are done in the Order Department.

Our verification procedure is that used by many libraries, in that the
same sources are checked; namely, the National Union Catalog, our Li-
brary of Congress proofsheet file, Boohs in Print, and the public cata-
1og. With the information derived frorn these sources, we not only have
enough data to order the title but, in many instances, to begin the pre-
cataloging sequence as well. It is during the verification process that cor-
rections are made on the faculty request card, if the need appears. Our
initial faculty requests were on standard forms, usually handwritten,
and retained because of the quantities on hand.
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AcqursrrroNs Svsrntr at AnraNses Srarr lJNrvnnsrrv Lrnnan'v
(In Data Processing)

TO LIBMRY I'OR fiTgIgNG

TO LIERARY FOR LAST
61{ECX IND MAI I,ING

TO LIBRIRY TOR FILING

Exhibit l l , part I

As our experience increased, a decision was made to phase out the use
of these book order cards and to oliginate one that would more closely
meet our need in an automated $ystem of book purchasing. A second
decision was made which requires all book requests submitted to the

. 4 8 Li.brary Resources 6 Technical Serai,ces



AcqursrrroNs Svsrnu er Anx-q,Nses Srarr lJNrvrnsrry Lrsnenv
(In Library)

,tsslcN
yirmR &

ruND NTAEER

Exhibit ll, part 2
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Llbrery recelves request
frcd faculty

Is book a 1i67,

6E, or 69 edit ion?

If foEd, at+ach
prcof sheet to request
c@d, afte! @klng
sEr Eegessarlt chdges
ln entry

If not foud
check NUC for

116k6 64r necess4Y
eddltton or cornectlon

If brped ced, take
plotue. Do not

lsslgn lteE Mber
ed verdor Mben

Bequest card dl1 be

st@ped "In the libra4.'l
qd letqEed to fawltY

Order L. C. cards
lf needed, puttlng
lten mrbe! on L'C.

ordeP ls kelrpuched
ea gent to Data

c & d s ,  1 @ s t e r ' P o o k
cqd, I  book receigt
ced, 1 book ca:aloged
csd, I  book si ickert
I order control cqd,
I pwchase order Per
JobbeB, ed 1 lroof
11st

Ononn AND PREcATALoGTNG Pnocnounss

Exhibit l2
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Flle 1 on-order iard

If book 1s foud
to be ln libraq/,
@noel order ad
leturn request c&d
to laculty @ked

fl]e I on-
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Ester book
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receipi  cd.,
book cataloged
cd.,  &d book
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should have
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Exh ib i t  12 ,  con t -
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The new card was designed in the same size as an IBM tab card, as it
would be filed in the precatalog file with other IBM cards. Since the de-
sign of this order request form, we believe that the keypunching will be
more easily done if the instructions printed on the request catd are
done in some other color of ink than black, whi,ch is the color used in
most typewriter ribbons by persons making the requests.

The information on the faculty request card should agree as nearly
as possible with the Library of Congress catalog card for that particular
title, by the time the book is ready to be ordered. Our verifiers are
trained to note several details in the verification process: correct main

number is assigned, Library of Congress cards are ordered if needed, and
the order deck is keypunched and sent to the Data Processing Center.
When the first stage of materials is received from the Data Processing
Center, one on-order card is filed for each title in the public catalog to
indicate that it has been ordered. This filing serves, also, as a final check
on whether the library has alreadv ordered or holds the title. This com-
pletes the verification phase of the precataloging routine.

first because the copyright date lor the title is ,one that is earlier than the
dates held in our proofsheet file and, second, the copyright date does fall
within the dates for proofsheets held but a proofsheet has not been re-
ceived. In the first case, the item number is added to the information

Volume 14,Number t,Winter tgTo ' 5 3



pr'oofsheet, and precataloging for the title will then begin. Regardless
of which course of action is indicated and followed, precataloging begins
when a proofsheet or Library of Congress card is at hand.

All precataloging is done by student library assistants under the
supervision of professional librarians. The student assistant will have a
proofsheet or Library ,of Congress card; the request card, on-order card,
or the Library of Congress order slip; and a check sheet which contains
detailed instructions for the precataloging procedures. A second list is
given the student assistant which indicates to him categories of materials
which he is not to precatalog; these materials are precataloged by
trained librarians or held for the arrival of the book. The student
library assistant is instructed to check the list of subject headings of the
Library of Congress, make any necessary cross-references, check the
series files, and add title tracings when necessary. He is asked to identify
books which may be added to the Reference Collection, Special Col-
lections, oversize books, and children's books. Children's books represent
one relatively large category of materials which student assistants do not
catalog. The student assistant receives a list of Library of Congress call
numbers that are not used in our library; books with such call number
designations are not cataloged until they are received. Finally, the stu-
dent assistant assigns the accession number for shelf listing purposes; this
number is a part of the order number assigned each item and may be
found on the faculty request card, the on-order card, and the Library of
Congress card order slip. Upon the completion of the precataloging rou-
tine, the cards are routed to a typist in the Cataloging Department.

The library clerk who receives the cards types the call number on
the main entry, and the rest of the set is Xeroxed from this unit card.
All added entries are then typed, the shelf list entry is made, including
list cost of the item, and needed cross-references are typed. The cross-
references are sent immediately to the filers for deposit in the public
catalog. A book pocket is prepared for each title indicating ,call number,
accession number, author, and title. The card set is then placed in the
book pocket and returned to the Order Department where it is placed in
the precataloging file by item number. If the title has been received dur-
ing the time of this process, the rest of the material will have been
pulled from the precataloging file and placed in the book, and the
book shelved by item number. The card set and book pocket will then
be placed with the other precataloging material in the book, and the
book will be removed from the shelf and set aside for final check. If the
title has not been received, the material in the precataloging file will be
added to the card set in the book pocket and the packet refiled to await
the arrival of the book. Eventually, of course, the book and the precata-
loging packet do get together. It is at this time that the final phase of
precataloging is carried out. Actuall), this is not much more than a final
check.

The procedures carried out as a final check are as follows: the call
number is written in the book, and the accession number stamped; the
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Punched, a change card is made which contains the item number and the
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Unpublished Studies of Technical Service
Time and Costs,
A Selected Bibliography

Menv E. Trsovxrr, Lecturer
and

FronrNcr E. DrHenr, Assistant Ptofessor
School of Library and Information Science

(Jniuersit^t of W isconsin-Miluauhee

The bibtiography of fifteen time and cost studies was compiled-from
inforrnatioi aiquired from a suraey of r9j institutions. The difierent
methods usecl by the respondents in their studies point up the lach of a
conrnlon basis for the itatistical eaaluation of the aaailable data. The
suraey reueals a need. for deuelopment of methods for gathering compa-
rable time and cost statistics to proaide a foundation for the compilation
of standards for technical seruice operations.

T HE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE Of

I 
.ftre 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee agreed to compile for the
Techni,cal Services Cost Committee of the Resources and Technical
Services Division of the American Library Association a bibliography
of unpublished time and cost studies of technical services. The objective
of the Technical Services Cost Committee is to establish standards for

Associate Director of the University of Colorado Libraries.
The information obtained frorn studying the items in the bibli-

ographies, particularly in regard to the methodology used in computing
given statistics, will be useful toward the development of standard term-
inology and a standard form for reporting technical service statistics,
taking into account the extent of processing, the materials processed,
the recency of the collection. and other cost factors, along with the meth-
ods of computation. Uniform reporting of statistics will permit: (a) the
comparison of statistics of technical service operations, and (b) develop
ment of standards for the specific procedures. The application of auto-
mated and computerized methods to technical service operations and the
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separation of professional from clerical tasks require further scrutiny of
time and costs,

Unpublished time and cost studies in the technical service areas were
sought from rg3 institutions. Eighty-two percent of the institutions re-
sponded. Only twelve had studies to send, and they sent a total of fifteen
studies. The institutions included the forty-two accredited graduate li-
brary schools (as of February 1968), the fifty state libraries, the U.S. Office
of Education, and the one hundred largest libraries and library systems,
according to a compilation derived from U.S. Office of Education sta-
tistics. One follow-up mailing was sent.

Table r gives the sources of the time and cost studies. Table z is a
breakdown of the types of libraries represented in the studies.

TABLE T
SouncBs or Cosr Sruoros

Institutions

Number of
Questionnaires

Sent
Number of

Replies

Number of
Studies

Received

Accredited Graduate
Library Schools

State Libraries and U. S.
Office of Education

roo Largest Libraries

Total

42

5 r
IOO

r93

3 r

49
78

r58

3

J

9
r 5

TABLE Z
Tvprs or Lrsnanrns RBpnBsnNrBo tN rro SruorBs

Cost
Studies

Academic
Libraries

Public
Libraries

and Public
Library
Systems

State
Libraries Total

Received

Six librarians stated that they had made time and cost studies but
felt that, although these studies were adequate for the purposes of their
library, they were not worthy of inclusion in the Bibliogtaphy and there-
fore did not send them.

"Unpublished" was defined as not produced for sale or distribution
or not intended for loan and consultation. Theses or dissertations on
microfilm and available for purchase were therefore not included. "Time
and cost studies" referred to those attempting to derive unit time and
cost figures, including time and motion studies. "Technical services"
were considered to be those activities inherent in obtaining (excluding
selecting), organizing, and preparing library material fo: use.

The Selected Bibliography is arranged by the type oI operation under

r 5
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study, followed by indexes ro rhe libraries and to the types of libraries
represented. The following information is included, when given, for
each study: the library; its location; the person conducting the study;
the title of the study; date; pagination; vofumes held by thJlibrary; the
work activities involved; the sample size, when a given number,of items
were measured; the duration, when the study was based on a given length
of time; the method of computing the cost figures for the operarion with
respect to direct and indirect costs; and the cost figures.

The studies included a variety of technical service operations: order-
ing, cataloging, and preparation (that part ,of the total processing opera-
tion pertaining to catalog card production and the phyiical preparition
of library materials), and reclassification. Some of the studieJwere made
for several of the operations and others for only a single operation. The
studies varied in the units of measurement, the sample size, the duration,
and the degree of detail in analysis of direct and indirect costs. The
cost figures reported were therefore not comparable.

A lack of interest in technical services cost information cannot be
concluded from the small number of reports received for inclusion in the

management can demonstrate what operations are necessary, how they
should be performed, and what are the standards by which-they can be
measured,"

The work of the Technical Services Cost Committee in establishing
standardized terminology and reporting in statistics may facilitate and
enc_ourage more studies of technical service operations. If methods for
gath-ering -comparable time and cost statistics are developed, the Tech-
nical services cost committee can then provide standard^s for technical
service operations needed for planning improved library service.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF UNPUBLISHED STUDIES OF TECHNICAL

SERVICE TIME AND COSTS

Ord.ering

1. Ohio State Unhtusity Librarie.s. Columbus, Ohio. ,,processing Time
and Cost of 1 Order Card, Excluding Searching." n.d. 3 p.

Work actitti.t'i,es.. sorting; Eping; revising; mailing; filing.
Si.ze of collectian: r,845,o69 volumes.
Sample size:
Durali,on:
Direct costs:

Labor: Processing time per order card for each activity was computed
from hourly production rates.
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Total processing time per order card: 5.54 minutes.
The time required for each activity was converted into cost figures

accorCing to hourly wage rates.
Materi,al;

Indirect cosls:
Cost f,gures: processing cost per order card: $.rr.

2. Oh.io State Uniuers,ity Librari,e.s. Columbus, Ohio. ,,Time Study of
Checking for Branch Campus Items." 1967. 3 p.

work actia'i't'ies: checking request slips in the public catalog and in the order
file for items to be added at branch campus libraries.
S'ize oJ collection: r,845,o69 volumes.
Sample size: 764 request slips checked in the public catalog; 765 requesr
slips checked in the order file.
Darati,on: T'r'o employees kept time records on a batch basis, one for ro
working days and the other for 4 working days.
Direct costs:

Labor: Time record only was kept. Cost of labor was not included,

Ten Working Day Period
Public Catalog
Order File

Four Working Day Period
Public Catalog
Order File

Material':
fnd,irect cosls:
Cost fi,gures:

NuMsnn oF Sr,rps
CnBcrpo

Avnnsco TruB
Pnn Sr,rp

I . 4 5 I
.s79

r . 7 6 5
.985

483
484

28r
z8r

Ordering and Pr epar ati,on

3. Uniaersity of Demter Library. Denver, Colorado. Melvin Klatt,
Acting Director, University of Denver Library. "Time and Cost
Study of Ordering and Processing." 1966. 3 p.

Work activities.' bookkeeping; searching;.ordering; receiving books; Xeroxing
catalog cards; typing headings on catalog cards; marking; filing; miscellaneous.
Size oJ collecti,on: 575,5oo volumes.
Sampl,e si,ze:
Durat'i,on:
Direct costs:

Labor: The clerical labor cost was derived from hourly production
and wage rates for each activity.

Clerical labor cost: $r.zo per book.
Matzr,i,al,: card stock: 7C per set of catalog cards. The costs for Xerox

machine supplies and spoilage were not included.
Ind.irect, costs: Xerox charges: r3p per title.
Cost f,gures : ordering and preparation cost per title : $r.4o.
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CartJ Prod,uction

4. Dartmouth Col'l'ege Libraries. Hanover, New Hampshire. "Catalog
Card Production Study." 1968. 2 p.

Work act'i,vities: production of catalog cards on an IBM magnetic tape
Selectric system (Selectric typewriters driven by magnetic tape using contin-
uous feed card stock), including programming, revising, and run-off.
Size of collection: 924,396 volumes.
Sample size: z7,o6z catalog cards.
Duration: z months.
Direct costs:

Labor: The labor cost lvas determined from man hours utilized and
salary expenditure.

Triue Ser-enrps
24o hours $ 456
83| hours I84

4oo hours 64o

Programming:
Revising:
Run-off:

Total: 74| hours

Material:

Card stock:
Proof stock:
Carbon ribbons:

$r ,z8o

$ r84
8 r
40

Total:
Tol,al d,irect costs:

Indirect costs:

Machine rental (including servicing) :
Amortization of card cutrer:
Amortization of magnetic tapes:

Total ind,irect costs: $r ,oo6

Cost f,gures: production cost for 22,c,62 catalog cards: fi2,59r.
production cost per completed card: $.o96.

5. Uniaersity of Notre Darne Library. Notre Dame, Indiana. "Compari-
son of LC Card Duplication Processes and LC Card Purchase and
Processing." 1967. 5 p.

Work actia'ities: Xeroxing process;stencil duplication; LC card purchase and
processing.
Size of collection: 78r,oo2 volumes.
Sampl,e size:
Duration:
Direct costs:

Labor: The labor cost was totaled from the production and wage rates
for the various activities within each process. Time reqtrired for performing
the steps involved in the work activities was estimated in most cases. The

*
b I

305
,585

fi 952
3o
24
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wage rate for workers performing the activities was given as $r.5o per hour

cost per completed card:
Xeroxing process:
stencil duplication:
LC card purchase and processing:

Material:

cost per completed card:
Xeroxing process:
stencil duplication:
LC card purchase and processing:

Total direct costs:
Xeroxing process:
stencil duplication:
LC card purchase and processing:

Ind,irecl costs: cost per completed card:
Xerox machine charges and amortization
of cutting machine:

Costf,gures: production cost per completed card:
Xeroxing process: $ o3o
stencil duplication: .o57
LC card purchase and processing: o89

Calaloging and, P re paration

6. Broohl,yn Public Library. Brooklyn, New York. Thomas J. Tennyson,
Methods Analyst. "Average Cost, Cataloging Department." 1966.
14  p .

Worh actiaities: administration; cataloging; new search; duplicate search;
typing ; multilith ; assembly ; preparation ; catalog maintenance.
Size of collection: 2,604,112 volumes.
Sample size:
Duration: July r, 1964, through March 3r, 1965.
Direct costs:

Labor: The labor cost was determined for each work activity from
production rates per work unit, man hours utilized, and salary expenditure.

Malerial: Supply costs were enumerated for each work activity.
Ind.irect costs: Overhead costs for floor space, furnishings, equipment, support
services, and machine rentals were itemized for each work activity,

Cost f,gures:
Work actioit;i,es Aaerage cost per worh unil

administration: Charged to work activities. Percentages
charged were compiled on the basis of
total salary expenditure for each
activity.

$ .o r7
.o39
.023

$.  oo6
$ .  o r8
$.  o66

$.  o23
.o57
.o89

$.  oo7

f i r .70
I  . 5 I
.44

'  6 r

cataloging:
new search:
duplicate search:
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tYPing:
multi l i th:
assembly:
preparation:
lq with plastikleer jacket:

without plastikleer jacket :
catalog maintenance:
cataloging and preparation cost per title:

93.77 with jacket
$3.7r without jacket

preparation cost per duplicate title:
9o.93 with jacket
9o.87 without jacket

7. The State Library of Ohio. Catalog and, Processing
Ohio. "Cost Study." 1967. rg p.

receiving books:
filing proof slips, pulling proof slips,

ordering card sets, matching books
to catalog cards:

card production:
cataloging:

per volume:
per title:

typing headings and classification
numbers on cards, typing book
cards and pockets, book labels:

physical handling:
revlslng:
shipping books:
bookmobile books:

Center. Columbus.

Size of collection: r,tg1,446 volumes.
Sample s'ize:
Durat;i,on: z weeks.
Direct costs:

Labor: The labor cost was determined from the oroduction rate and
department or section salary expenditure for z weeks for each work activity.

Mater,ial,: Supply costs were enumerated for each work activity.
Inilirect costs: Overhead r.vas calculated at z9/e of the direct labor cost.

Cost f.gures:
cataloging and preparation cost per volume for each activity:

. I l

.()5

. I I

a a

. 1 6

. 0 7

$. os6s

.3400

.2O5r

.4ooo

.66oo

.27oo

. 1460 to . 1600

.0940

.or60

.2r20

8. Western M'ichigan Un'htersity, Wald.o Library. Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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Edward Peterman, Graduate Student, Department of Librarianship.
"A Study of the Cataloging Costs in the Waldo Library, Western
Michigan University." 196z. z5 p.

Work actioities: accessioning; cataloging; preparation; ordering Library of
Congress cards; filing cards in the card catalog.
Size of collec!:i,on: 389,823 volumes.
Sample si,ze: 5,227 books.
Durat'i,on: z3 weeks, II.5 days, of actual work from September t, 1961, to
February 28, T962, vacations excluded.
Direct cosl.s:

Labor: The labor cost per book was determined from man hours
utilized and was prorated from annual salary expenditure.

Psnsor.TNBr- Houns Wonr<Bo
Professional

catalogers: 3,042 (35 min. per bk.)
Clericals: I,84o (2r min. per bk.)
Student

assistants: 9o3 (to min. per bk.)

Sar,anrps Parn

$r3,ror ($2.5o per bk.)
2,746 ( .Sa per bk.)

8Sz ( .r7 per bk.)

Total: 5,785 (66 min. per bk.) $16,699 ($3.2o per bk.)

Mater'ial:
Inilirect costs:
Cost f.gures: cataloging and preparation cost per book: $3.2o.

Ordering, Catal,ogi,ng, and, Pr eparation

g. Dal,l,as Publ,ic Library. Dallas, Texas. Thomas M. Bogie, Chief,
Technical Services, Dallas Public Library. "Processing Cost Study."
1966. 5 p.

Work act'i.vities: ordering; cataloging; preparation. Limited to single copy
orders of adult fiction and adult non-fiction for which LC proof slips were
available.
Size oJ col,l,ecti,on: 82r,377 volumes.
Sample si.ze:
Durattion:
Direct costs: The labor cost was determined from production rates per work
unit, man hours utilized, and salary expenditure. Estimated production rates
were given in detail in the study.

Lobor:
Cost per book:

Ordering:

Cataloging, including
card preparation: .468

Physical preparation: .o53

Firtion Nowf,ct'i,on

$.sr8 $ .ga8

r . 240

.o70

Total: $.859
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Material:

Cost per book:

Ordering:

Cataloging, including
card preparation

Physical preparation:

Total:

Total, d.irect costs:

Inilirect costs:

Cost per book:

Overhead:
Equipment:

Total iniJirect costs:

Fict:ion Non-f,ct:ion

$ . o o 7  $ . o o 7

.o29 .o37

.o45 .056

$ o8r
$ 940

Fiction
g.  ro8

. I I O

$  . roo
fir 748

Non-fi,ction
$ .  ro8

. I I O

10.

$ .  r r 8  $  r r 8

Cost f,gures:
ordering, cataloging, preparation cost per fiction book: $r.o58.
ordering, cataloging, preparation cost per non-fiction book: $r.866.

Dal'l'as Public Library. Dallas, Texas. Thomas M. Bogie. Chief,
Technical Services, Dallas Public Library. "Processing Cost Study
l l . "  1 9 6 6 .  3  p .

Worh acli,aities: ordering; cataloging; preparation.
Size of collect'ion: 82r,377 volumes.
Sample size: ro4,165 volumes.
Duration: fiscal year 1965-1966.

Direct costs:
Labor: The labor cost was based on the total salaries for authorized

permanent positions, in whole or large part directly concerned with new book
processing and including administrative salaries.

Total l,abor costs: $r75,6o9.
Material: Major supplies with summary estimate for minor supplies:

fi7,746.
Total, d,irect costs: $r83,355.

Ind.irect costs: Overhead (equivalent annual cost of space rental at an average
comrrteirical rate) : $ro,8oo.

Equipment (total estimate of equipment ard furniture value amortized
over a 15 year period to yield an annual charge): $r,666.

Total ,ind,irect costs: $r2,466,

Cost f.gures:
ordering, cataloging, preparation cost for ro4,165 volumes: $195,82r.
ordering, cataloging, preparation cost per volume: $r.87.

The Nassau Library System. Garden City, New York. Richard A.
Pfefferle, Chief, Technical Services. "Cost Study." !967. S p.

1 1 .
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Worh activities: ordering, receiving;cataloging; card production; preparation;
administrative services.
Size of collection: z,6z4,rz5 volumes.
Sample size: 322,390 volumes processed; 3c,4387 volumes cataloged and
processed.
Duration: 1967.
Direct costs:

Labor: The labor cost per volume was determined from man hours
utilized and salary expenditure.

$328,755.76, including employer's contributions (social security,
health, pension).

Labor cost per volume: $t.o378

Materi,ol:

Indirect costs:
Rent:
Machine service and maintenance:
Other:

Total:
Indirect costs per volume:

$ r6 ,839 .33
rg ,28o.46
8,9o3.29

$45 ,oz3 . o8
$.4o2 (sic)

Cost f,gures:
ordering, cataloging, preparation cost for 327,39o volumes: #525,718,8+.
ordering, cataloging, preparation cost per volume: $I.t78.

12. Washington State Library. Olympia, Washington. Robert M. Hayes

and Joseph Becker, Consultants. "Cost Accounting for the Timber-

land Library Demonstration Project." t966. 22 p.

Work actiaities: ordering; cataloging; book catalog production; preparation'

Sample size: Annual production for duration of study, 196z-1967.
t965-t966: 37,247
1966-1967: 42,262

Duration: r96z-r966i projection of costs for fiscal year 1966-1967; actual

costs for fiscal year t966-r967 appended.
Direcl costs:

Labor: The labor cost for each work activity was determined from

man hours utilized and salary expenditure. Salary figures included direct

salary, fringe benefits, and nondirect time for vacations, etc.
Matirial: Figures for material costs were given for each work activity.

Ind,irecl costs: Figures for the various indirect costs were presented for each

work activity.
Cost f.gures:

ordering, cataloging, book catalog production, preparation cost per

volume:
1965-1966: f f2.73

projected rg66-rg67i fi2.o9
actual1966-1967i $t.87

13. West Virgini'a L'ibrary Commission Charleston, West Virginia'

James W. Henderson. i,Centralized Processing of Library Materials

in West Virginia and Other Matters." 1958. 25 p.
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Work acti,tsities : ordering; cataloging; preparation.
Size of collection: 382,60T volumes.
Sample size: 33,688 books.
Duration: Fiscal year r957-1958.
Direct costs:

Labor: The labor cost was determined from man hours utilized and
salary expenditure,

Total labor cost: $25,5oo.
Material: $S,oZ6.

Total d,irect cosl.s: $3o,576.
Ind.irect costs: Rent, utilities, IBM rental, equipment prorated: $5,5o2.
Cost fi.gures:

ordering, cataloging, preparation cost for 33,688 books: #16,o18.
ordering, cataloging, preparation cost per book: $r.o7.

Recl,as sif,cation to LC

14. Dartmouth Col,l,ege Libraries. Hanover, New Hampshire. "Reclassifi-
cation Study." 1968.2 p.

Work act:ilities: gathering books; checking for central library catalog record-
ing; searching; photographing; preparing and filing temporary slips; original
reclassification; changing call number inside book; supervision; revising; typ-
ing new charge cards; preparing catalog cards; filing cards; remarking books;
reshelving books.
Size of coll,ection: 924896 volumes.
Sample size: A three-shelf book truckload, chosen at random from one of
the branch libraries, and the attendant reclassing of all copies in other locations.

Trrr,Bs
Monographs r2S
Serials 14

Total r39

Duration: --
Direct costs:

Labor: The labor cost was determined from hourly production and
wage rates for each activity.

Materi,al; card stock and miscellaneous supplies: $88.oo.
Indirect cosl,s: -
Cost.figures:

reclassification cost for 387 volumes: $log.SS.
reclassification cost per serial title: $2.83.
reclassification cost per monographic title: $2.16.
reclassification cost per volume: $.8o.

t5. University oJ Oregon L'ibrary. Eugene, Oregon. "A Proposal to Adopt
the L. C. Classification (A Summary Statement) and Report of the
Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Advisability and Feasibility of
Adopting Additional Cooperative Cataloging and of Reclassifica-
tion." 1964. r3 p.

Vor,uuBs
r88
r99

387
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Worh activi,t'i,es.' cataloging; classifying in the Dewey and Library of Congress
classification schemes.
Size of col,l,ecl,ion: r,rr2l43 volumes.
Sample sizr-
Duration: to weeks.
Direcl costs:

Labor: The labor cost was determined from hourly production and
wage rates for each activity.

Production rates:
production rate of library assistants for processing books which

had LC classification numbers available: 12 titles per hour.
production rate of catalogers for classifying books in the Dewey

classification when the LC cards were at hand;3 titles per hour.
production rate of catalogers for original cataloging as well as

classifying in Dewey: r.4 titles per hour.
average production rate of catalogers cataloging and classifying

monographs in Dewey: 2 titles per hour.
Material:-

Inilirect costs:-
Costfi.gures: .

classification cost per title in LC by library assistants using LC printed
cards: #.2o.

classification cost per title in Dewey by catalogers using LC printed
cards: $r.o6, plus the $.zo library assistants cost for a total of $t.26.

projected cost 1964-1975 to continue with present system, using the
Dewey classification: $r,8$,64o.

projected cost 1964-1975 to change to the LC classification and to
reclassify: $I,834,r4o.

Ixotx ro Lrenanrns

Library ftem number
r. Brooklyn Public Library 6
z. Dallas Public Library 9, Io
3. Dartmouth College Libraries 4, 14
4. The Nassau Library System rr
5. Ohio State University Libraries r, 2
6. The State Library of Ohio z
7. University of Denver Library 3
8. University of Notre Dame Library 5
9. University of Oregon Library 15

ro. Washington State Library 12
Ir. West Virginia Library Commission 13
12. Western Michigan University, \A/aldo Library 8

Ixoex to Tvpns on Ltnnanrps

TvPe
Academic
Public
State

Item number
I ,  2 ,  3 ,  4 ,5 ,  8 ,  14 ,  15
6,  9,  ro,  r r
7 ,  12 ,  13
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Relationship of College and University
Size to Library Adaptation of the 1967
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules*

VrncrNrR Worl ArwooP
M inneapolis, M inne sota

Policy decisions and type ol action taken on the Anglo-American Catalog-
ing Rules by librarians in academic institutions is correlated with the
size of the institution. Most uniaersity librari,es haae definite policies
regarding the application of the AACR and'all of the libraries contacted
are either modifying or adopti,ng it. The small college libraries haue only
rarely formulated definite policies and, while most of these libraries are
modifying the code, many are totally disregarding its existence. The
Iibrarians in the aarious-sized institutions behaae sirnilarly in being
strongly influenced by the Library of Congress, in using the descriptiae
cataloging section of the code extensiaely for boohs and little for serials
and non-book materials, and in recataloging extensively only in coniunc-
tion with other major changes such as reclassification.

Introduction

HE EFFECT OF SIZE of academic institutions of higher learning
on library cataloging policies is rarely formally considered. To re-

late size to the extent of adaptation of the ry67 AACR in the institution's
central library, it is necessary to determine for each type of school the
library policies made regarding the code and the primary influencing
factors. The results are potentially of great value to college and univer-
sity librarians, both as indicators of the decisions and policies of sister-
institutions of ,comparable size, and as a demonstration to the library
field of the cornparative value of the AACR for large universities and
small colleges. The response by 8r percent of the ror librarians con-
tacted by mail for this study reflects a high degree of interest.

Data Collection

A twopage checklist delving into the practices and policies of catalog
librarians ,on the AA cod,e and an appended questionnaire consisting of
two open-ended questions to elicit additional information on code adap

* Presented at the Technical Services Division meeting of the Minnesota Library
Association, Minneapolis, Minnesota, on October B, 1969. This paper is an abridged
version of the author's M.A. research paper, University of Minnesota Library School,
r969.
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tation and/or modifications was senr to ror librarians. This number
represents a random sample of the librarians of eo percent of the large
universities (24 schools) with a student enrollment exceeding lo,ooo, and
20 percent of the small accredited four-year coeducational liberal arts
colleges (77 schools) with a student enrollment of under z,ooo. The num-
ber of volumes and library operaring expenses were gathered from the
American Library Directory, 1967, and A.L.A.'s Library Statistics of
Colleges and Uniuersities, t 96 5-66,respecrively.

Presenta'tion, General Analysis and Comparison of Chechlist Responses

The response (92 percent) of head catalogers at large universities was
far greater than that of the ,catalogers at small colleges (77 percenQ. The
greater interest on the part of the universities may be due to (r) their
greater need for a simplified code because of the vast bulk of incoming
materials; (z) larger stafis including administrative personnel; (g) e"-
treme dependence on LC, particularly since the enactment of Title II-C
of the r965 Higher Education Act.

Chart A presents each checklist item, followed in the center column
by the responses of librarians from small coeducational liberal arts col-
leges (enrollment under z,ooo), and in the right-hand column by those
from large universities (enrollment over ro,ooo).

The widespread shortage of professional cataloging perso,nnel, par-
ticularly in small college libraries, can be seen in the light of the publica-
tion explosion to have a strong effect on the question of policy fo mula-
tion regarding the AACR. With 68 percent of these colleges employing
only one professional cataloger and rz p€rcent none at all, it is not dif-
ficult to comprehend how 78 percent of the respondents were operating
without any definite policy regarding the library's extent of adoption or
modification of the code well over a year after the code was put on the
marketl As one California librarian remarked, "We're too swamped with
books to catalog to take time to philosophize on policies." A New York
State cataloger added: "Thus far we have not had time to seriously study
the changes. As questions arise, we refer to the new code. We generally
use LC entries without much questioning. As time permits, we may
formulate some definite policies." Caution was reflected in a Georgia
reply: "We are still in the process of studying to fully understand the
rules before applying to our collection."

The universities, with larger cataloging stafis, tend to be under the
jurisdiction of techni,cal services administrators or other administrators
whose job it is to make policy decisions. Therefore, it is not surprising
that 67 percent had formulated definite policies regarding the extent of
adaptation of the AACR. No large university has in practice disregarded
the code; half indicated the decision to modify it and half to adopt it as
it stands. Of the srnall college librarians, on the other hand, almost a
third have totally disregarded the code and continue to operate under
earlier rules.

The influence of the Library of Congress on both small college and
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CHART A

Cor-rBcP (T : SS)* UxrvBnsrtv (T : zz)*

No. r. Number of professional
catalogers (full-time) :

o
I

2-5
6-rs
over 15

No. z. Number of sub-professional o
catalogers (full-time): r

;1,
orr"i r5

No. 3. Has your library formulated Yes
a definite policy regarding No
extent of adaptation or mod-
ification of the 1967 AACR?

No. 4. How can the attitude and Modification
action your library has taken Adoption
regarding the AACR best be Disregard
described? No answer

No. 5. Will you conform to LC's Yes
new policy of superimposing No
the AACR on the old rules, Partially
thus creating a situation of No answer
dual systems?

No. 6. Does your library now Yes
follow LC's former policy of No
augmentingthroughother Partially
sources the information on No answer
the title-page, in order to
provide full names, dates,
and real names rather than
pseudonyms?

No. 8. Approximate percentage of o
incoming materials for 25
which other commercial 50
cataloging services provide 7S
cards (e.g., Wilson): roo

No answer

SzTo Modification rr 5o7o
rZVo Adoption rr 5o7o
3rVo Disregard o

SS% Yes 18 86Vo
2SVo No | 57o
2oTo Partially 2 g7o

No answer r

7 o
40 6870 r
12 2o7o 2-5
o 6-15
o over 15

37 66Vo o
rr 2o7o I
8 t+/o 2-s
o 6-15
o over 15

t3 22Vo Yes
46 7870 No

No answer

o
o
6 zTTo

12 55%
4 rSVo

4 r87o
4 rSTo
7 3270
7 32Vo
o

14 67T0
7 $7o
I

4 rgTo
T  J J / O

ro  48%
I

zz too/6
o
o
o
o

z8
9

r 7

29
I ?

I O
a

No. 7. Approximate percentage of o 2 o o
incoming materials for 25 | 25 | SVo
which LC cards are pro- 50 2 So 5 24Vo
vided:  ZS 41 73To 75 r5 ZrTo

roo ro r9/s roo o
No answer 3 No answer r

$ 6oVo Yes
14 2S7o No
8 rSTo Partially
4 No answer

$ 9570 o
3 5 % 2 5
o 5 0
o 7 5
o roo
J

No. 9. Which form of entry for Earliest title 3 670 Earliest title o
serials have you used in the Latest title 3o 6o/6 Latest title 17 8S%
past? Successive Successive

titles 16 3z/s titles 3 r57o
Serials not cat. 4 No answer 2
Tit le when l ib.

first sub-
scribed r

No answer 5
' 7 0 Library Resources dv Technical Seraices



CHART A (Continued)

Cor-roco (T : SS)* IJNrvonsrry (T : zz)*

No. ro. Which form of entry for
serials do you plan to use
in the near future?

non-book materials

Earliest title r
Latest title 30 SgTo
Successive

titles 20 3g7o
Serials not cat. 4
No answer 4

Earliest title o
Latest title rS 6870
Successive

titles Z 3270
No answer 2

(z librarians checked
more than r blank)

No. rr. Is your practice in serials Yes 4z 8r/s Yes
cataloging influenced or No ro No
determined by LC's Serials not
practice? cataloged 4

No answer 3

No. rz. ls the AACR your guide in Yes S6 6g7o Yes
the descriptive cataloging of No 16 No
books? No answer 7

serials? Yes 24 SST7 Yes
No 20 No
No answer r5 No answer

non-book materials? Yes 24 S27o Yes
No 22 No
No answer 13 No answer

No. r3. Approximate amount of o 29 67% o
recataloging to be done 25 I 25
to conform to the AACR: 50 2 So
books 

1:, ? 1:"
No answer t6 No answer

serials o  z 9 7 6 / 6  o  r S  4 7 o
2 5 5 2 5 3
5 0 r 5 0 o
7 5 r 7 5 0
roo 2 too o
No answer 2t No answer 4
o 3z 8o/q o rZ rooflo
2 5 4 2 5 o
5 0 o 5 o o
7 5 2 7 5 0
roo 2 loo o
No answer 19 No answer 5

* Percentages based on total number answering each question.

large university library cataloging practices is evident from the responses.
Interestingly, large university caraloging decision-makers feel rhemselves
more saddled with virtually all LC cataloging policies than do their
small college counterparts, despite the fact rhar the small college li-
braries receive a larger percentag€ of LC cards or proof slips for incom-
ing materials than do the universities.. (While Zr percent of the latter
receive LC cards for approximately three-quarters of the incoming ma-
terials, gt per,cent of the small colleges receive LC cards for between 7'5

22 rOOTo
o

20 grTo
t

78%

88%

7sTo

r4
+
4

r 5
t

(
r 5
4
o
o
o

J
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and roo percent of these materials.) 
'fhe 

university libraries' almost total
reliance on the Library of Congress' cataloging policy shows itself in the
adoption of LC's policy of superimposition by r8 (86 percent) of the zr
university head catalogers who answered the question. Only 55 percent of
the small college catalogers were willing to adopt fully LC superimposi-
tion. The majority of college librarians tended to follow LC's earlier
rather than current policy of augmenting title-page information with full
names and dates, and real names rather than pseudonyms. Forthright
comments reflected a lack of rigidity on this point. Said one cataloger:
"When information is readily available, we add it." Another augmented
information "in ,case of conflicts or when known that the information is
available. We make no automatic searches." This comment characterizes
the approach taken by almost half the large universities; they go along
completely with LC's current augmentation of title-page information
only when conflicts would otherwise arise in the dictionary catalog.

Over 95 percent of the responding college catalogers and all o{ the
university catalogers cited no other aommercial cataloging sources of
cards or information than LC. Thus the fact that Wilson cards adhere
closely to AACR rules of entry for, e.g., pseudonyms, affects none of the
libraries questioned to an appreciable extent. Three libraries receive
cards from Bro-Dart for close to 25 percent of their materials. This was
the only source other than LC to be cited at all.

Serials cataloging under t}:re AACR was no problem for the four small
college libraries which do not ,catalog serials at all; yet they too must
make the decision of form of entry under which to shelve their serials.
Of the responding small college libraries which have been cataloging
serials, most of them (3o libraries, or 6o percent) in the past had entered
the serials under the latest title. Sixteen of the Iibraries (32 percent) used
successive title entries. Present policy wo'r-rld seem to be almost identical,
from figures and percentages. Thirty libraries now enter serials under
latest title, and twenty enter under successive titles. Yet the figures alone
do not give an accurate picture of the changes in serials-cataloging policy
which have recently been taking place. As might have been expected,
the number of colleges entering serials under earliest title, or title when
the library began to subscribe, has diminished. One college library
changed from entry under earliest title to latest title, one changed from
earliest title to successive titles, one library changed from successive to
Iatest, and five libraries changed frorn latest to successive-title entries for
their serials. These changes to entry under successive titles by six li-
braries can hardly be said to constitute a major trend, particularly if we
keep in mind the affirmation by forty-two schools (8r percent) of the
fact that their practice in serials cataloging is presently influenced or
determined by LC's practice, which, unril recently, involved entry under
latest title.

Questions concerning serials policy uncovered in some instances a
lack of understanding and/or knowledge of the area. The terms "latest
title" and "successive title" seemed especially confusing to some li-
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brarians. one candidly stated: "r don't know enough about serials cata-
loging to understand your question. sorry." Another" cataloger wrote that
she cataloged under laiest title "unless *" .q., LC cards for new titles."

The serials cataloging practices of ari the rarge universities are in-

3."^::O lf -1C's 
fjSnlf hoi pe,..er,t of rhe university libraries in the past

entered serrals under latest t it le and 14 percent under successive ti i les;
the percentage has risen with.g, p.r..ni irt ,n" 

""i"".. i, i .r 
,rJing ,r...r-

sive. title,entry at the present tiioe. .Ihrrr, 
sorely in rhe area of serials cata-

loglng' the various-sized academic institutions act similarly, admitting to
being influenced but not completely dominated by the fi}ruro of Con_
gress.

small college libraries which chose to
:ted to use it in the descriptive cata_
of these libraries use the code in the

I non-book materials. Sixty-nine per_
follow LC's policy o,f complete adop_
ortion of the code for books, as con_

.l,yi.i:il""" T:::,i'J;i:' :: #"*':l
logers of their much srnaller u.ua"*i. Xl"T:J.H.:J'ent 

than do the cata-

Extensive recataloging by small college libraries is done armosr ex-
clusively in conjunction witir other Iargelscale projects. Three libraries
are recataloging in accordance with the aac{ as'they reclassify from
Dewey to 

!c. Representative of the other end of the spectrum is the
cornment of a frustrated south carolina cataroger: "Beciuse of rack of
staff, we don't even think about this matter."

s who responded to the question on
foresee the recataloging of any non_
:cent o.f books and serials. Approxi
rsities planned to do no recataloging
de. Some of the large universities are

ylderggin-g enormous changes in their libraries such is reclassifying toLC and find themserves fo."r the present floundering without definite
policies, especially in the area of serials cataloging.

rt must be noted that inconsistencies in answers came to the fore in
several returned checkhsts. One example of this was the incompatibility

:|lli.llt"g 
a po]ic_y of.totally disregarding the AACR and yet'tater ai_nrmrng the use of the AACR as the library's guide in descriptive cata-

loging.

Staristical Analysis

,vith the accompanying measures of
of number of volumes and size of

academic institutions) demonstrates
size of school and size of library.

rtion basic in the approach taken in
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gathering the sample for the studv, namely, a sample based on size of

school enrollment.
To show statistically the relationship of college and university size to

Iibrary adaptation of t'he ry67 AACR, the actual correlation coefficient

relatirig libiary (or school) tL"'to the degree of acceptance 9{ 1ne 
code can

be conip,rted.'Using the formula r - 2z*zy/(I-t)'t il which r denotes

the Pea^rson produit-moment correlation ind z* a1d lv -the -standard
scores, I arrive at a correlation coefficient of '424, which is valuable in

showing the direction or positive nature of the correlation. The contin-

g"rr.y 6bt" (Table r) serves as the basis for the c-omputation,.in which

Eq"uity ,pu."d numerical values were assigned to the various school sizes

(o, r) and degrees of adaptation (o, r, z)-

TABLE 1
CowrrNcnNcv T.a.sm-Scnool Srzp eNn llCR ADAPTATIoN

Disregard Modification AdoPtion Total

Large
universities

Small colleges
Total

O  I I

rZ  28
17 39

I I

9
20

22
q4

N : 7 6

Less arbitrary and therefore more valid a test for randomness is the

chi-square test for independence. Using the contingency table (Table r) as

the record of observei frequencies ind the formula 12 
- !(O-E)2/E,

where o = an observed frequency and E an expected or theo_Ietical fre-

quency assuming independen." of X and Y,2 I im able to calculate chi-

uq"ut" for the ["tpote of comparing the two frequencies. The result'

*i 
- ,g.gzz with two degrees of freedom, is significant a-t the.o.'5-percent

ierret, u"tti almost significiant ar the o.r percent level. (The critical values

are 12.oes : to.6,3 ind 12.soo 
- 13.82'?) ,This means that, if X and Y

*"rJ'i.ta"p"ndent, there'would be bnly about one chance in a thousand

of obtaining data as deviant (or more so) from the theoretical expectation

as that of tf,is study. I therefore conclude school size and library adapta-

tion of tl:te Anglo-American Cataloging Rules to be dependent'

Tables 4 otti 5, based on TableJ z-and 3, provide a more complete

TABLE 4
RBr.erronsnrp or Nulrsnn or LrsRAnv Vot'uurs to

I-t"*o*o A*tto"to" o" t"t

No. of vols.
in thousands

No. of vols.
in thousands

Small Colleges 2a-74 75- Large Universities 0-249 350-749 75o-

Full adoption of AACR
Modification of AACR
Disregard of AACR

Total

3 Full adoption of AACR 2

7 Modification of AACR 2

5 Disregard of AACR o
15 Total '  4

6
2 l

l 2

39

6 3

o o
r r  8
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TABLE 5
Rnl-errorqsstp or Lrsnenv Buocpr to Lrsnenv Aonprerrow or rnr. AACR

Thousands of
Small Colleges dollars

Thousands of
LargeUniversities dollars

breakdown of the relationship of internal factors, such as numbel of vol-

umes and library budget, to ihe degree of library adaptation of the 1967

Code.
It is likewise revealing to be able to note at a glance the relationship

of both library budget und size of cataloging staff to the existence of a

definite policy on the AAcR,within each library. This is best revealed by

Conclusi,ons

Size of an academic institution is related to the decision on whether
and how to deal with the 1967 AACR, as demonstrated by the correla-

make a decision on their library policy regarding the code, and many have
chosen to disregard it for the present. The written responses of the li-
brarians indicati that they have not considered themselves equal to the
task or time, much less cost, of completely adopting the code. Suggestions
for integrating the AACR into one consistent catalog by relocating cards
under new forms of heading behind guide cards, typing new forms of
heading above LC's, and relating old and new headings by cross-refer-
enceso have been generally ignored or rejected by the small schools.

30-74 75-

Full adoption
AACR

Modification of
AACR
isresard of

0-249 250-749 75o-

ull adoption of
AACR

odification of
AACR

o

o

o
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Both large university and small college libraries tend to make changes
in accordance with tlne AACR to the same extent as LC does, particu-
larly in the case of large universities. This does not mean, however, that
large university librarians have been overwhelmingly in favor of LC's
superimposition practice. The representatives from "larger university
libraries" at tlne ry67 University of British Columbia wo kshop resolved,
unanimously, to formally ask the Library of Congress to adopt fully the
Anglo-American Ca,talogi,ng Rules.? Despite such dissatisfiction, uni-

The slight shift in serials cataloging, discussed earlier, from entry
und€r the latest to successive title, name, or author is in keeping with
cument cataloging philosophies and opinions; yet not successive-title
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entry, but rather latest-title entry, reflects pfevailing Practice according
to the results of this study.

In addition to an overall general policy regarding the AACR by each
library, a number of specific policies must also be formulated. For those
numerous catalogers, ptimarily overworked librarians from small col-
leges who have not yei formulated definite policies regarding the use of
tl:'r^ AACR in their libraries, I would strongly recommend the suggestions
of F. Bernice Field and Margaret Beckman regarding study of the code
and a careful systems analysis of the library, respectively. In trying to
orient oneself to the new rules, Miss Field suggests a careful study of the
contents pages, then of the Introduction (particularly sections on Gen-
eral Character and Structure), and finally concentrated notice of the in-
troductory notes within each section, these being the clues to the under-
standing of the specific rules which follow.e

Speaking with great insight, Mrs. Beckman emphasizes the fact that
"we cannot guess at effects in our individual libraries; these must be
determined after a careful systems analysis shows what the actual amount
of change would be, what the cost of a policy of deviation might be in
certain pre-defined areas, and what the costs of the alternatives might be
in terms of both money and user satisfaction."lo As mu,ch as our catalog-
ing departments need definite policies on which to base their work, it
is vital that these decisions not be hasty or based on untested assumP-
tions.
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Classification of United Nations
Documents Using the JX Schedule
and Document Numbers

Lownrl R. DurrnsnN. Serials Librarian
Coe Library

Uniuersity of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming

All libraries, constantly being presented with odd forms of book and
non-booh materials, each requiring space and procedure dificulties, are
thankful when something being added can fit into existing patterns end
collections. United Nations Documents can be handled any number of
uays, none of them simple. The lollowing scheme enabled Coe Library
to fit them into the existing collection in the quichest, yet most thorough
manner. The documents are completely cataloged in terms of subject
and description, the classification scheme puts thern in one place in the
library but within the LC schedule, the classification number is obtained
directly from the document in hand, the documents are accessible through
the bibliographic tools, and, LC copy is,atailable for most.

T HE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING Coe Library, in 1968, chose
I a plan for cataloging UN Documents. After brief correspondence

with the Library of Congress, it was decided that in the absence of LC's
serial records file, Coe Library would have to devise its own scheme.

Subject classification was considered, but LC indicated that subject
classification was assigned only if a second set of documents were re-
ceived. Coe Library does nor have the stafi time to assign subject classi-
fications for what was su$pected would be the majority of UN Docu-
ments, so this idea was discarded.

Using a scheme based only on UN Documents numbers was also
dismissed. Coe Library is in the process of changing from Dewey to
Library of Congress and marerials currently are shelved in two places.
There is also a separate United States Documents division using Super-
intendent of Documents classification. Adding yet another scheme would
be the final blow to the already confused faculty and student body.

The selection finally fell on a system that would permir the docu-
ments to be shelved within the general collection, but in one specific
area. This is possible by using the UN Documenr number in the Library
of Congress JX schedule, in conjunction with the documenrs numbers
assigned to each documenr by the United Nations. The acceptability of
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this plan was enhanced by the quickness
numbers could be assigned.

Building a Unique Classification Number

with which the classification

It is not possible to use the JX number by itself as it is intended only
to get the documents involved into the LC scheme. It is necessary to
utilize the UN Documents number in combination with the JX number
to get a unique number for each document.

The UN Document number begins with a series of letters that stand
for agencies, committees, conferences, etc., within the main body. Then
each document put out by the specific agency, etc., is merely given a num-
ber in sequence. Example: In the UN Documents number "E/CN.tt/

7rg," the "E" stands for "Economic and Social," the "CN" for cornmission,
the "rr" for "Asia and the Far East," and the "7r5" means this is the

7r5th publication for this agency.
Only that part of the UN number which applies to the issuing agency

is used. In mbst cases this is the only number given. But, in the UN
Documents number "ST/50.A/62/E/C.6/96/a d.gfrcv.r" only the
"5T/50,{/62" would be used. In most cases, however, it is desirable to
utilize the "rev.-" to indicate difierent editions of a particular document'

Thus each UN Document number is unique and is never repeated,
because of its numerical sequence within the agencies. The classification
number thus becomes the JX number plus the documents number.

[This is the card for a set, each volume with its own Documents number-all in suc-

iession. The example card is for volume r. Each volume is indexed in separate issues

of  Documents Index.  See v.  r8,  no.  g,  p.  343;  v.  r8,  no.  4,  p.  43i  v.  r8,  no.  r '  p.  2r .

Notice that v. r is part z of the volumes issued for this conference.]

Figure t

Volume 14,Number r ,Winter  tgTo

JK \ilorld Population Conference, 2d. Bclgrade, 1ffi5'

Lg?? Proceedings. New York, United Nationsr l90&'
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E "Unrted liations publication. Snles no': 66'rnr'5.''
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4t/Z etc. Bibllogrnphlcal footnotB'

coNrEr-rs.-Y. l. Sunrrnary reporl V.2.Fertility etc '

v.3. Project ioas etc.  v '4 '  l l igrat ion etc '
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Asiiln poptliltiolr stildics sclics. no. 1_
l*es \-ork, linitcrl Nitions, 1t66-

y :3 crr- {Unitcd \nrior"q {Doctrtrtcntt f/C\.11)

Is - \ rod  \ i r l t  Ur i rod  Nr t io r - r  t t r t i i cn [Ds sn ]es  rumbe$.

i lR  ru  u ,  ia  r ' r  I  r : i l iQY SE!  : l i r , ! s  c i lEc(  L rs l

I  . \ s i r - I ,oput i r ion .  r  UDi tcd  Nr i lons  (Scr ies)
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1 ota

L2

CN
11

JXl977.l2 36j--2d reL HD
LtbrnF o( Conges t${

JX
1 Q1a

A2

CN
1 1

Unit^edl ial ims. I : 'eonot, ic Conttnission /or .1si t  and the' 
iiri.iii" p"ill,v?,\'i:j,ii,ii:f ii; 1t'.f itli*? *i3: i% _

- \e \ r  I  o rk  l c tc . r  I . : l i te , l  \ : l l  i , i l l c  rc lc , l
r .  i l l us  23  cn .  (Uu i rcd  Nr t ion , (  rDocuD)cnh r i l cN11)

ri:LtE?15 lfi iqJ f'l ta: iiilriil rilitc< !t3l
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JX1977.A2 330.95 66_€614--2dst. XLUr.!U56
Ubrary ol (bDg.6s r3r
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!_ New York, Unitad llatioDs,19

S bo. 2; @- (urird Nailors. rDoNrcerrr E/cN.ll)
Issued wit\ Unttcn Het!)& FbilcailoncFl6 oEbbB

Cataloging Monographs

Some UN monographs contain more than one volume, and in some
cases, the UN has chosen to give each volume a separate number rather
than the same one with a volume r, 2, etc., designation. If you were to
utilize each difierent number, chances are the numbers would be consecu-
tive and would not separate the volumes on the shelf. If, however, the vol-
umes are done at different times, it is entirely likely that the numbers
would not be consecutive, but far apart. The documents number is es-

-sentia-lly an accession number and many works by the same agency might
have been done and accessioned in between these two or tliree. In the
case of a conference, this is less likely.

U n i t e d .  N a ( i o n s ,  l : , , , , , u , , r i ,  r . o n , t , , i r : i o n  l o r  E u , o p c
l n e  g r r  s r t r r r r i o l  i n  I . : I r o p e  a n d  p r o : l ! \ , c t : .  l l j i , 6 , r _

New Yor k.  rce voLUtEs rN Lrtr i l ry sEE sEFi^ls cHEcK fr i ,

, ""ro13.,  
,n v ?! crD (Unired Nnri , , ,s rDnctr, , ,e, , i  ST/

, ," i l11i" 'g l f i* ]$rr* rnnuar (esie$. or the 8,r i  s i r
Yol.. fo! 19i5,/Cfl$),/0t prctared bx irs Secrctxriir.

L Cas loJus t r .s -Euro tE.  r .
o iss io r l  fo r  Duru t , . ,  . \nnux t  re r ic r

I ' i" l i l l j ,  
^",,,", ,r!,e\ ..r rhe ;e'

J\l0i;..r: l
l . i bHry  o?  Congrcss  13 ,

1977
p

ECE

Figure z
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Thus, it is wise to use the UN number in the first volume if possible.
After this number, "etc." would be added to indicate that additional
numbers are involved but will not be listed as part of the classification
number. Then, as additional volumes are received, its unique UN num-
ber is ignored as far as the classification number is concerned; and it is
given tlie number of the first volume with v.z, 3, etc., added.- 

If, however, other than volume r is received first and it is undesirable

JX United l {al ions. Xccnonic Conr; iesion for Erfope.
l9?? The ga6 si tuat ion in I iurole ahd prospects,

Cas

l ^ d d l )  J  I  J  , t

58
59
60,

68
6)
70

1I
12

75

JX United i :at ion6. lccnomic Connission for A6ia
I97? an,1 the Far East,

L2 alectr ic pouer in Asia and the lar East.

E
CN
l_1

( ^ d d J )  J  , '  J  J

7l

7t
68
69
70

Asian populat ion strrci ies ser ies.

Jf United N.lt ions. Eccnoric Conriission for Asia
19n aqC thc I3r i.asti
A2 iegronal economic co-opeDaLion series.
E

11
(  d d I )  I  J  i  . t

t6

IB
I9
20

2l

23
24
25

Figure g
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to search UN Documents Index for the number of the first volume, then
the Documents number of the volume in hand becornes the permanent
number for this monograph. As the number is only an accession one with
no subject bearing, this is possible.

Cataloging Serials

Serials also can be cataloged quickly within this scheme. In effect, the
last number of the UN Documents number, the accession part, would act
as the volume number of that particular issue of the UN serials. This
number has no subject meaning to the do,cument itself, being only ac-
cession in nature as stated. It acts, in the case of serials, as a means o[
simply controlling and checking in.

Figure z provides four sample cards that a parron mighr find in the
public catalog. Note that the same examples are used in all phases of this
paPer.

If the UN number were itself subject-oriented, all these dissimilar
series with the same classification number would indeed be a violation of

classification number in the upper left corner of the holdings card, to
which is added the number written in by the librarian (uN accession
number) beside the number in the series.

Finding a Document with the (JN Documents Ind,ex Number

It is common for those who use UN Documents Index to have only
the UN Documents number, minus the JX ry77/A2, etc. Thus, it is
recommended that each document would also be checked off under its
pure documents number. This would draw all the separate serials, multi-
volume monographs, and monographs together in one place. It should
be indicated that the LC number, i.e., JX/ry77.A2, must head this UN
Document number to find it on the shelf.
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JX
L977
L2

CI'l
11
742

United Nations. ll'orking Group on Adtni,nistratiae Aspects
of Fami,lv Planning Progratnmes.

Adninistrotive aspects of family planning progrommes;
report. Nerv York, United Nations, 1966.

vi, 64 p. 33 cnr. (Asirn population studies series no, 1)
United Nutions. rDocumentr E/CN.l1/712.
"UDited Nations publicntlon. Sales no.: 66.u.F.10."

1. Birth control-Asia. r. Tltle.
Nntlous. Docunrent E/CN.ll/7421

JX1977.A2 E/CN.rr/742

(Series. Serles: United

30t.42',6 67-4301

Library of Congress tBr

tJ,L

L977
A2
IJ

CN
1I
1 1 q

United liations. Econot,rie C'onunission for Asia dnd th.e
Fur Ea!., IYor|ing Group ol Ex.pertt on Shipping an,l
Otean Frelght Rates.

Ileport ... aud relatetl p:lpels. \erv l 'ork, 1905.
vl l l ,  86 p.  t l l r rs .  2.3 cru.  (  [ . i r i i te , t  Jr( i ' , r r$.  Ecoulor ic  t 'orr rnr is . i r r r r

for -{sia urrd thr. Iiur East. Regiorrat economtc ceop+l.atioo Eeries.
oo .  3 t

Unlte:l Nrrtious. rl.rocumeDt, Urc\.1f,/7f;.
b n ^ 1 . ^ - r

"rX United Nations. Economic Comntssion for Ada and tlu1977 Far East.
A2 The Asiln Development Rank and. trade liberalization
O l{ew York,196b.

(Codtinued ou next earat)
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A file of UN Documents numbers is housed in several drawers of the
Serials Check List. Filing is by Documents number as this is the way the
patron will approach this tool. This procedure enables the patron to
know just the UN Documents number and still find the item without
ever having to go to the main catalog or determining the main entry. Fig-
ure 5 includes sample cards as they would appear in the UN Documents
number file.

Shelf List Information

Shelf list information for UN Documents has to be handled differ-
ently, as the number will, in many cases, be the same, i.e., JXtg77.Az
E/CN.rr. Thus, cards with the same number are filed alphabetically by
main entry in the shelf list. They, in turn, refer to the Serials Check List
for holdings.

(JXrg77.Az must head all numbers to locate)

Figure 5
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Figure 5, cont.
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Gifts and Exchang€s:
Practicalities and Problems

Arrnro H. LaNr, Head, Gifts and Exchange
C olumbia Uniuersit^t Libraries

New York, New Yorh

Problems considered include: quantity of rnaterial inaolued, disposal of
unwanted materials, requests lor eualuations and appraisals of gifts,
restrictions placed on bequests and gifts, interlibrary exchange programs,
and a few legal questions arisingin the hanilling of gifts.

l\ fUCH OF WHAT I HAVE to say will not be new to most of you,
IVI l.rt perhaps you will recognize some of your own problems shown
in a different light. I think we can start with the basic idea that gifts
and exchanges are very much alike in at least one respect: they are
materials received in the library without any direct cost in paying for
them. They both represent acquisitive functions and therefore would
logically form part of an acquisitions dePartment. This is not always
true, however, in actual practice. Some libraries handle exchanges in
the serials department, since so much of exchange material is serial in
nature. In smaller libraries gifts and exchanges are sometimes handled
through the reference department, or even through the librarian's
office.

But let us examine some of the problems engendered by these two
forms of acquisition. First there is the quantipy of material involved. In
a large library system one is likely to receir,ie as gifts from numerous
sour,ces large numbers of books and other libr4ry materials which ate not
needed or wanted. Flere comes the problem of how to handle them. lt
takes personnel, space, equipment and judgment. One large library
estimated that it could use only 4o percent of the materials it received
as gifts. What to do with the other 6o percent? They can be sold, or
given away, or exchanged, or discarded, or stored against some eventual
use for them. In terms of selling, many libraries are enjoined from selling
materials which in the larger sense belong to their governing body
(state, county, municipality, etc.). The same might apply to giving away
materials. Sometimes these strictures can be circumvented by selling
or giving to the library's constituency. This poses a problem of how
physically to do this. Suppose you wish to sell to the faculty and students
at your college or university. Through the bookstore? Through a
separate library-sponsored book sale roorn? An annual book sale in a tent?
Periodic sales in an unused classroom? Then, how do you price the
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books? In groups of difterent values? A flat price for each? In bundles?
And who gets rhe income?

Suppose you wish to give these unwanred materials to other libraries.

_ Flowever, calling in an appraiser for every request is just not feasible.
rt 

-could very well be that the cosr of the appiaisal wburd exceed the
value of the material. What to do, then, to uvbia annoying a donor (or

*  Ant iquar ian Bookm.an,  July 3r ,  196r,  vol .  zg,  no.  B,  p.B€4.
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losing a gift)? The library might well provide an estimate of value based

on available evidence-listings in dealers' catalogs, book auction records,

quoted subscription prices, list prices of books still in_print, etc. In cases

like this, the bisis for the evaluation should always be stated, and it is

wise to use such words as "estimate" and "approximate." A statement

leaves money for a special collection of books in his honor and decrees

that these books shali not circulate, shall be housed in a special alea and

there are other kinds of depositories-from government organrzatlons'
from businesses and even from individuals. Here are some factors to

consider before accepting depository collections. Are there limitations in

the use of the materialsiHoiv much will it cost to handle the materials?
Are there time limits on the collection-i.e., must the library keep the

materials a specified length of time, or is the use of the materials
restricted for a period of time? Are there strings on who- may or
may not use the haterials? Above all, does the material fit within the
collecting policies of the library? All of these factors (and perhaps others
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ne_s_s fo-r the library, it is wise to suggesr alternative places where the
collection might be useful-another library in the arEa, a book drive,
or perhaps a philanthropic agency. Ffere, perhaps, is the place to
emphasize good public relations-the need to lpply tact and diplomacy
with donors and to acknowledge all gifts in an- appropriate wly. per-

faps a _simple postcard will do, or a iigned form lettei, or a specially
dictated signed letter. In many cases an idditional letter of thanis from
a higher authority is in order-from the president of the institution,
from the Board of Trustees, or some other source.

As with a gift program, the function of interlibrary exchange is to
acquire books and other library materials without purchase (6ut not
without cost or money to operate). In the past sdveral years many
librarians have raised the quesiion of the practical value of # e*change
program. rs it not cheaper and more effitient to buy what one needs
directly? In some cases this may well be true. rf a library does not
have available to it suitable maierials to offer on exchange, then it is
best to buy directly. But even this generalization must be"hedged. For

lished-especiaTly in the European
y materials that is not available in':::*:T;";;:,:,;X*;li"ixilHii

o nry me an s a va' a br e t o m any r i b,.,l.I: "lbilrTt*llfi rffi?T; "l.'ffpublications." rt is all a matter .of currency restrictions. \A7ith this in
mind, is not an exchange program a wise thing to consider? If your own
institution does not mate ivailable materials io be used for .*.hung"-
either by a grant of a specified number of copies for this p.,.por", oi by
a substantial discount-perh-aps you should poittt ont to yorrr publishing
agency that you would not be cutting into their market, for there is n6
market if the countries abroad .unnot export currency. The simplest
and most common form of exchange involvis periodical titles on a iitle-
for-title basis. But this_ does not b/any means indicate that monographs
are excluded. over the past several'years the tendency has be-en^ to
evaluate-exchanges on a monetary basis, whereas ten or twenty years ago
the.usual pattern was exchange on a piece-for-piece basis. This monetary
basis means more bookkeeping, mord recordsi-a costly procedure, true,
but is it- any-more costly ?han regular ordering pr"."d,rr", if you are
going- to buy qhe marerials at curreni prices?

- - Th"- D-uplicate Exchange Union and the programs set up by the
Medical Library_ Associarion, the American TheolJgical Library Associa-
tion, and the Music Library Association are ex'amples of exchange
programs which have worked successfully for u ,r-be, of yearg bit
they do have their drawbacks, especially for a rarge library. First, there
is the. cost of Iisting (or otherwise indicating ava"ilabilityj of materials
and the paperwork involved in the actual transactioni.' The United
States Book. ET*u$",manages quite well to deal with this problem
on a centralized basis. Another way of reducing costs is to list only titles
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which are available in multiple copies, thereby prorating the listing

cost over the number of copies of each title available. Then, again, titles

offered by most libraries in the Duplicate Exchange union-are l]ot usu-

ally useful for large libraries, which already have the titles listed, excePt

for an occasional replacement needed.
Perhaps the most efficient and effective exchange. program is one

where udurrg.*.rrts are made with individual institutions on the basis

of what is aiailable on either side. There are several aids which are use-

ful for this purpose, prime among them being the I/NZSCO Handbook

on the Inteinaiional Exchange iy eublications, now in its 3rd edition

(rg6+), which indicates specifii insritutions and what they have to ofier.

f[re-'U.nUfSC O Bulletin' lor Li,brari,es supplements this information on

a more current basis. The world of Learning (the rSth edition is dated

1967-68) is a valuable source of information for addresses, departments

oi instruction, and often names of publications of institutions of higher

learning throughout the world.
The"usual ["tt..n in setting up an exchange arrangement is to write

a letter to th; proposed 
"*Jnuttg" 

partner outlining one's fields of

interest, the mate.iuli available for exchange and pr'oposing an exchange

of publications on the basis of title-for-title or piece-for-piece or monetary

value for value. One can at this time ask to receive a specific title or

group of materials (e.g., catalogs of
field o{ anthropolog), etc.) in exchat
a serial title, it is wise to send a si
proposed partner. This informal a
successful if the pattern of operatio
Flowever, in some cases a formal co
specifically stated (including provision for breaking off-the exchange

ii later desired; and signed by both parties. A contract could also include

the exchange rate to 6e used in deiermining value of publications sent

and received. such a formal arrangement seldom is necessary, however.

From time to time legal questions arise in the handling of gifts. one

such question that .o*"r1o -ittd ir rhe legal definition_of a-book. Several

y.urr'ugo a major library received as a bequest a rather large and im-

portani'collection with one string attached. Quoting in part .from 
the

*itt, "f give ancl bequeath to *y iott, -,it he survives me, the choice

of such-five hundrecl (5oo) books in my library as he may select and

after my son has made such selection, I give and bequeath to -

flibraryj such of the remaining books in my lilTly as it may wish to

l...pt. For the purpose of thii Codicil to my Will, my Encyclopaedia

BritZnnica, *y Ulbtiog.aphies and other catalogues are each to be con-

sidered as one book." T.his posed quite a problem in that the son inter-

preted each listing on the bffi.iul^appraisal as one book, regardless of
'ho* 

,ourry titles or volumes were involved in the entry, and he also

thought oi ury set or series of volumes (regardless of titles)-as orre "book."

In thi effort to resolve this difficulty no one could find a legal definition

of a book-and to my knowledge, no such definition has yet been found.
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ln other words, is a book a physical volume, or is it a title (regardless of
the number of volumes)? And if a title is a book, which title do you
count? The publisher's title of "The Collected Works of Washinglon
Irving" may consist of twenty-five volumes, each with its own specific
title. Is this to be counted as one book or twenty-five books?

As you can see, I have only skimmed over the surface of many prob-
Iems. I have posed a lot of questions and provided only a few answers.
In many cases the individual circumstances will have to dictate the
solutions. But I hope I have shown that gift and exchange operations
work at both ends of the acquisitions pr.ocess: the receipt of materials
as well as their final disposition.
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Delight and Pitfalls of Subject Cataloging
Rulolr F. ScHeErrsn*

Camp Springs, Maryland

Reminiscences of a subject cataloger at the Li.brary of Congress, in which
he tells of some of the challenges of subiect annlysis and explai'ns meth-
ods of meeting th.em.

HESE HIGHLY PERSONAL notes are an expression of gratitude
for twelve years of work which was a constant sour'ce of satisfaction

and enjoyment. They will offer nothing new or startling to any experi-
enced cataloger. My views and attitudes may occasionally have a peda-
gogical slant and thus offer advice or warning in the guise of reminis-
cences; if so, I hope an educator by profession and a teacher for a great
many years will be forgiven.

Subject Cataloging as a lob

Subject cataloging is delightful if regarded as work worth doing,
not just a job to keep one busy within prescribed hours, producing
subject entries and class numbers for a certain amount of books in a
given time, and a pay check every two weeks, linking one coffee break
by way of lunch with another along the road to five-fifteen. If the books
piled on your desk are only a chore to be disposed of as quickly and as
graciously as can be managed, then my thoughts on the subject may seem
to be those of a daydreamer or just wishful thinking in retrospect.

If, on the other hand, you are looking forward to each new assign-
ment of books, entrusted to )rou for analysis and interpretation, with
suspenseful curiosity and anticipation, then my delight at subject cata-
loging will become understandable. An almost personal relationship
will evolve between the author speaking through his work and the
subject analyst "listening" to him. In a way, this relationship begins
when he takes a first look at the book.

At this point I sense a strong objection: FIow can there possibly be a
"personal" relationship to an individual work when the overall work
Ioad is pressing, and the books have to be moved along at a fast pace.
To counter that objection, let me look for a moment at subject catalog-
ing from a psychological angle.

* The author, originally a teacher of classical philology in Germany, received a
Ph.D. degree from Columbia University in rg5r. At the time of his retirement in
1964, he was on the staff of the Library of Congress as a subject cataloger in the hu-
manities. We regret that his death on January 4, rg7o, makes this article posthumous.
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, What-happens to the subject cataloger, what goes on in his mind,
when he looks at a book for the first tirie? while ihis first reaction and
attitude will not and should not determine, or even affect, the subject
entries he will finally assign to it, he is by human nature bound ro react
to a grven work in a certain way. Should he feel obligated to suppress
and ignore his reaction in order to do an impartial job"? we are aiiung
here with two entirely different intellectual pto."rr.r, to be kept strictl!
apart in subject analysis. There is, on the one hand, u p.rrorrui reacrion
which may range all the way from fascination to indifier6rr.e to repulsion.'fhere 

is, on the other hand, the unbiased, objective interpretation of a
work in terms of subject headings and classification. The latter is un-
doubtedly a desirable achievemen"t. rrowever, r sincerely doubt whether
a, cataloger is capable of entirely suppressing his personal reaction for
tne beneht ot a completely impersonal evaluation. If he were, I should
not enw him.

Subiect Cataloging as an Art

,Yh."t-fo- 
it in particular that makes subject cataloging, by and. large,

a delightful occupation? what is irs narur6, its philo-sophy?'what does
it take to be a competent subject cataloger?

r have heard it said by men in aut[ority rhat subjecr cataloging is an
art. Verner W. Clapp in his article on David Judson Haykin-pr6bably
has subject ca_taloging in mind, among other tfrings, when he sipeaks oi
"the arts which are basic to library *ot[.."t

In what respecr can subje,ct iataloging be considered an art, unless
w.e_mean 

!y rlir just a high degree of it<itt in the performance of a
difficult task? There are, of-.ourJe, a great many things which can be
learned by extensive training and prolJnged experien."] Eu.r, advanced
scholarship that may lead to a ph.D. -i b" so achieved, and still we
would not call it an aft.

on the other hand, there are certain activities where all the schooling
and r:ractice in the world would at best lead to mediocre results. To givi
two illustrations, conducting an orchestra and teaching are such aitiv.
ities. rt was Felix Mottl, r believe, who said that sorie men can just
stand in front of an orchestra and conduct it, while others, in spite of
the. best training, fail. miserably. The conductor is undoubt"dly u'
artist; a teacher is not. And yet, there are similarities. All of us, r am sure,
have experienced well-meaning, even scholarly teachers who face their
.l3:'.:, in utter helplessness. r. ong training and experience prove ro be
of little help. These teachers just-"did noihan. it in them,,''neither the
ability to teach nor a love forleaching; and if they are wanting on either
score, teaching is torment for them as well as for thbir victims. "

with these illustrations, r believe r have already presented the case
for,subject cataloging as an arr. For one thing, you fiave to love it or,

ftl 
g::yt"g. experience and independence, to find susrained enjoyment

rn rt. otherwise it will be a job just like any other you might suflir'from,
and the people who seek aciess-to the books entrusted tJyo., will sufier
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as well. I-ove alone is not enough, however. It may be an unhappy love

unless, like the successful conductor and teach€r, you have an innate

gift, a certain mental disposition for it.
What is the intelleitual endowment which seems to be the pre-

requisite for a competent subject catalo.qer? Is a resourceful scholar
neiessarily a good inierpreter of works in his own field by other writers?

When I once discussed this question with my colleagues, the case of a
great scholar was mentioned, a man with an awe-inspiring list of publjca-
tions, a ranking authority in his field, who, however hard he tried, just

was not made to be a subject cataloger. As a scholar he was obviously too-
much engulfed in his own research problems to have the patience and

prereuerur.e to explore another scholar's ideas with detachment. In

bther words, he wis not able to follow through the maze of another
author's thoughts, sometimes seemingly devious or even obscure. He just

could not mnster the necessary emPathy with the author's line of

thought, regardless of whether or not he shared his opinions
In ordei to discover the logical structure and psychological build-up

in another man's work, the subject cataloger must, first of all, be capable
of clear and systematic thinking. With this mental equipment he subjects
the work at hand to meticulous examination. Just as a teacher (to use

this illustration again) can be successful 'only to the extent that he is
able to follow most intimately the student's thought processes, however
strange and peculiar they may appear to him, so the subject analyst
has to follow closely and self-efficingly the author's mental tracks in

order to determine what he is talking about. Only then can the cataloger
assign the subject headings and classification which will do justice to
the work and be a genuine aid for the reader to find what he is seeking.
Incidentally, this piychological affinity to teaching, my life-long pursuit
before becoming a librarian, may be a strong contributing factor to my

personal pleasure in subject cataloging.- 
Moreover, the subjeit cataloger must project himself into the role of

a potential reader and anticipate under which subject headings he
might possibly-or under no circumstances-look for the work he en-

deavors to make accessible to him.
To summarize, love for this type of work, a specific mental readiness

and disposition for it, and a clear view of the librarv user's needs, if put
into everyday practice and developed to near-perfection, may well make

subject cataloging an art in the bioad sense of the word-an art which,
like any true irt,ls more an ideal, an ultimate goal than an accomplished
reality.

The Ti,me Element in Sub ject Catalog,ng

Going into some special aspects of subject cataloging, I should like
to lead off with a question that is difficult to answer. How much time
should be devoted to an individual work in all its significant details?
What is the average time it takes an experienced cataloger to handle
a book? It is practically impossible to give a satisfactory answer. Books
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are individualities, and their individual treatment may take any rime
between half a minute and, say, three hours. While I am talking chiefly of
works in the humanities, I am certain that this is also true for other disci-
plines. Take works of fiction, works on places whose names have been
established, treatises on established periods in the history of a country-
you glance at the book, and subject headings, if any, as well as class num-
bers, can be assigned in a matter of a few minutes. Ffowever, works like
these do not offer much of a challenge. The enjoyment of subject catalog-
ing comes from those books whose complexities and the problems they
present make their analysis a real challenge.

The Author

As it is fascinating to meet an unusual person, so it is when you
encounter him as an author of a book. Your curiosity about the author,
far from being merely personal and distracting, is necessary if you are
to interpret the work at hand coffe.ctly. You have to find out who your
author is and how the work at hand fits into the pattern of his other
publications, if any, previously cataloged or listed in his bibliography.

Sometimes the works in the catalog listed under the same author
cover a great variety of fields, even fields that are, or seem to be, quite
unrelated. In such an instance one cannot help being skeptical. On
occasion I even dared to question the descriptive cataloger's identifica-
tion of a writer. I remember one author. Rolf Italiaander. whose works
are classified in no less than sixteen classes; yet, the identity of the authol
could not be disputed. In another instance I was more successful: a
teacher in a village elementary school had published a collection of
local poems and folk songs of a remote Alpine valley and, so I thought,
was most unlikely to be the author of several books on higher mathe-
matics. It turned out that he was not the same man.

4ids in Subiect Cataloging

Every experienced subject cataloger knows, of course, and every
student in a course in subject cataloging certainly learns, where in a
book to look for signposts in the search for proper subject headings and
classification. Therefore, there is no need to discuss such obvious sources
of information, in addition to the title, as the table of conrents, dedica-
tion, foreword, preface, introduction, acknowledgements, epilogue, sum-
maries, conclusions, and, of course, footnotes, bibli.ographies, and in-
dexes. Not so widely known is the fact that extensive listings under any
one entry in the index may suggest a subject heading.

Since any scholarly work is just a link in a chain of continuous re-
search or, to use a Platonic [erm, a part of the perennial dialectical
process, there are bound to be in it hints or references to the autfror's
or other writers' previous and, often, potential future research in the
same or related fields. In other words, there is hardly a work that does
not either continue previous research, or express appreciation of, agreement.
with, or opposition to, earlier wo:ks. The subject treatment already
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given to works referred to in a book may give a valuable clue to that of
the work at hand. To hunt for these clues contributes to the enjoyment
of subject cataloging, and the caution and ,care with which they should
be pursued will not diminish it.

The dust jacket, so dear to cataloging teachers and catalogers alike,
may seem to give significant clues but has primarily a commercial pur-
pose-to arouse curiosity and to atftact readers. Subject entries it might
suggest sometimes mislead rather than guide the subject analyst.

Turning to what he would expect to be a more reliable clue, the
table of contents, the cataloger may be in for another disappointment
when, in lieu of meaningful chapter headings, he finds numbers I, II,
etc., or such fanciful captions as "Hopeful Beginnings," "Disillusion-
ment," "Trial and Error," which serve to disguise rather than to reveal
the actual contents.

Even greater frustration than a meaningless table of contents may be
in store for you when, beflore plunging into the body of the book, you
hope for guidance from the title. Here again you have to be on guard.
I remember one striking instance: The title of a book by Lillian Ross
was Reporting. "This is an easy one," you think, because it is a case
when the title coincides with, or comes very close to, one of our subject
headings. So RrponrnRs AND REeoRTTNG and the corresponding PN class
number come automatically to mind. Flowever, Reporting, to quote
from the book itself, turned out to present "facts in the form of fiction"
or "factual short stories."

The Meani,ng of a Worh

Whatever guideposts you have already used, examining the text
of the book still remains the main job. Getting at the essence of its con-
tent is like taking a picture: after first taking in the entire scene, you try
to focus on what you deem the predominant and essential features, while
the less important elements remain on the side or in the background.
Similarly, you try to get a mental picture of a work by focusing on its
main features and its crucial points. What is the author actually driving
at, what are the key passages, what are the main objectives of his work?
These are questions to which in many cases you rr.ay at first not find an
answer. I still remember sitting in front of an open book, glancing over
its pages, reading shorter or longer passages here and there, pondering
over the fundamental question, "What does he mean?" and thinking
"I wish I knewl" or sometimes even, "Does he himself know?"

Believe it or not, the author himself does not always knowl Let me
give you two illustrations, one from my early teaching days, the other
from a contemporary American play.

At a time when local folklore played a significant part in the curricu-
lum, I tried to interpret a poem by a nature-inspired lyric poet of the
early twentieth century. I no longer remember the title of the poem,
but I do recall a nightmarish passage in which the poet describes some
gloomy events happening in deepest darkness. It was as dark, so the poem
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read, "as in a goat's night." Here seemed to be a very interesting pi€ce of
animal folklore, possibly still alive in the remore retreat where the poet
happened to reside. What, I pondered, could the darkness of the night
mean to a goat? I searched through the literature on local folklore, I

- Some such vagueness or self-uncertainty may well be the hallmark
of an entire book. True, the foregoing illustrations concern works of the
imagination, while scholarly publications or factual materials usually do
not leave too much doubt as to what the author has in mind.

Apart frorn this type, let us face it: we sometimes come across books,
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loger may come across a work just as puzzling as this paper. Some doc-
toral candidates, together with their sponsoring professors, develop, in
blazing new trails of research, an idiom entirely their own not to be
found even in the most recent reference works in the field. Only the full
text of the dissertation, not just an abstract, may perhaps throw some
light on the meaning of the freshly baked terminology and on the prob-
Iems discussed. Can subject cataloging of such works be called delightful,
one might ask. I am afraid not. And yet, we do enjoy the never-ending
challenge we face, especially in the more problematical works. Then
we try desperately to get at the bottom of a study, while at the same
time we realize that we may feel frustrated with the result of our en-
deavor.

Fortunately, there are books (yes, even dissertations) that are, or at
least look, quite simple to handle, with all the signposts pointing in one
direction. Even in such works surprises might be in store, and caution
and skepticism should remain the order of the day. Spot-checks through-
out the book sometimes reveal the fact that the actual content does not
live up to what title, table of ,contents, chapter headings, and captions
entitled you to expect. Then you feel obliged to dig further, and the
final outcome may be quite different from what you had anticipated. Of
course, you cannot read a book from cover to cover, although in some
instances this might be the'only way to get a reliable picture of a work.

As a matter of fact, I did read several books from beginning to end,
not at my office desk, to be sure, but at my leisure during periods of pro-
Ionged convalescence when I had the unique opportunity for such a
thorough examination of books which I had earmarked at work for that
purpose. Of course, these were books of particular personal interest.
Sometimes my reading of the whole book gave me quite a different
opinion of its content. After finishing such a book I asked myself: would
you have assigned the same subject headings if you had known the book
the way you do now? In all honesty the answer was no. These ate, for-
tunately, exceptional cases.

Temptations

It goes without saying that you cannot help getting interested, to
different degrees, in the content of the books assigned to you. Until
the subject cataloging machine is invented (if this should ever happen),
personal involvement cannot and, I believe, should not be discounted
or discouraged; but do not let it run away with you. I must admit it
sometimes calls for a sustained effort in self-control to tear onesell
away from a fascinating book or a work of strong personal appeal. I still
have a large file of titles of such works marked "RR" for "retirement
reading."

Excessive personal interest is not the only temptation a subject
cataloger is exposed to. Another temptation, closely related to the first,
is that of making value judgments. Although we consider it a major
crime for a subject cataloger to let his value judgment determine what
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kind of subject entry and class number he assigns to a work, I would,
nonetheless, admire (or maybe I would not) the superhuman detach-
ment or indifference of the individual in whose mind criticism does
not build up while he examines and interprets the content of a book.

Problems of Fiction

Among the many puzzling factors that keep you ,on your toes and
make your work so enjoyable, are the questions of what constitutes
fiction, where is the dividing line between fiction and factual report,
and when does fiction merit a subject enty.

Although there are hundreds of books for which I had to resolve
these questions, two instances remain most clearly in my memory.

There is an unwritten rule, apparently handed down from one
generation of subject catalogers to another: to identify fiction watch out
for two elements-direct discourse and love affairs. If you find these
ingredients, you may be fairly sure that you are dealing with fiction.

This is not necessarily so. These ingredients may just be the sugar-
coating to attract a reader to a book, the ,only intent and purpose o{
which is to give factual, well-founded information. This is particularly
true when it cornes to juvenile literature.

The book I remember so well told of recent excavations in Egypt.
The archaeologist in charge had his daughter visit the excavation area
during her summer vacation, and one of his younger assistants promptly
fell in love with her. Moreover, animated discussions, presented in direct
discourse and dealing at least in part with personal matters, ran through
the entire book. And yet, the purpose and subject of the book, once the
ornamentation was stripped off, was a description of ancient EgyPt as
disclosed by recent archaeological discoveries. What other purpose could
the numerous maps, charts, photographs of the excavation sites, chro-
nologies of the Egyptian dynasties, lists of suggested readings, etc.,
have served? They certainly did not contribute anything to what at first
glance appeared to be a love story for young readers.

The problem of another book was even more intricate and too
challenging to be forgotten. A subject cataloger fell victim to its makeup,
and I happened to be the one.

An old and ever-puzzling question is that of the borderline that
separates biography from biographical fiction. Both are quite likely to
have the ingredients of a love element and actual or at least highly
believable conversations. Yet, what would you do with what appears to be
the biography of a famous actress, published with the vague subtitle,
"the story of . . .," whose method of presentation, to all appearances, is
strictly factual? There is a detailed table of contents; events and facts are
listed in chronological order; an elaborate index, an extensive bibliog-
raphy, substantial footnotes, an appendix giving in exact figures the
actress' financial situation at the time of her death, and the text of her
will appear to document the account; in brief, the work bears all the
earmarks of scholarly research. There was no question in the cataloger's
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mind that this particular work was a biography, and that was how I
treated it.

A few weeks later, a British edition followed the American one, not
only stripped of all the scholarly apparatus, but with ". .. a novel based
on the life of . . ." added to the title. No doubt was left at this point that
the book was a work of fiction. As such, it was assigned to another sub-
ject cataloger, who could not know that the text of the English edition
was identical with that of the American "biography." So it happened
that two catalogers felt justified in treating the same work in two incom-
patible ways. Whoever thinks of the exciting job of subject cataloging
as an easy one ("you read books to your heart's desire all day long and
then get paid for it") may examine the two editions of this book and
ponder over them for awhile.s

Teamworh

Many books cover a variety of fields, sometimes not even closely
related, or lend themselves to more than one interpretation. In such cases,
the involvement of more than one cataloger in the same work is, of
course, quite cornmon and desirable.

Dan Lacy, then Assistant Director ,of the Processing Department,
expressed this thought when he welcomed me to the Library staff. "We
in the Library," he said, "are all one big family. Besides, we are a great
university in our own right." It was this spirit oI being one big family
which I gradually came to realize in the atmosphere of the Subject
Cataloging Division.

Perhaps not everybody will agree with me. Whoever does not like
to be interrupted from time to time but would prefer to do his work in
the quiet solitude of his study, whoever thinks little of what he may
learn by discussing his problems with others cannot easily understand
the pleasure of consulting with others, of seeking and giving advice, of
opening up new pathways of thought through a free-flowing exchange of
ideas.

My own cataloging work ofiered me a fine opportunity to combine
theory and practice in discussion and debate, the very topic about which
new books reached my desk in ever-increasing numbers. Thus, I was
kept aware of the ideal situation in the fruitful give-and-take of argu-
mentation. This calls for modesty and humility in acknowledging the
possibility of difiering viewpoints and, most important, for mental flexi-
bility-all prerequisites 'of constructive discussion. I also became sensi-
tive to its pitfalls when those participating in a discussion were over-
bearing or so rigid in their attitude that they could not believe their own
opinions might possibly be modified by an exchange of ideas. Fortunately,
I found very few such people in our goup; in fact, I consider the pre-
dominant spirit of ideal collaboration one of the strongest factors contrib-
uting to my pleasures of subject cataloging.

What I find especially enjoyable is the research that we 'carry on in
exploring the needs for new subject headings, investigating their nature,
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and searching for authoritative sources as the basis of our recommenda-
tions.

Here again, delight and pitfalls are neighbors. As we know from
personal experience in research, we may easily get lost in the maze of
the problems involved or be tempted to go far beyond what is
needed as solid base on which to erect a new subject structure. \4y'e must
be aware of the danger of being carried away by our own interest and
zeal. To roam through the hunting grounds for new subject headings
is no more important than to realize the limits of the chase and to
recognize the point of diminishing returns.

I shall illusmate this problem by another experience. As a high school
student I had a mathematics teacher who, in correcting student papers,
indulged in fanciful marginal comments. One of them in my own paper
read "Ulysses in Ithaca." As hard as I tried, I could not figure out what
Ulysses' homecoming had to do with the solution of a mathematical
problem. So I asked. Just as Ulysses, J was told, was not aware that he
had already reached his homeland, I had failed to realize that I had
already solved my problem and kept on figuring in the belief thar the
solution was still ahead.

By the same token, the subject cataloger is in danger of not recogniz-
ing that he has already reached his objective, that he has assembled
material sufficient to prove the need for, and to document the proper
form of, a new subject heading.

Having an ear to the ground in your special fields so that you can
sense the right moment for the need of a new subject heading and help
establish it is, indeed, a creative act. In this sense, too, subject cataloging
may have something in common with art.

C hallen ge s, Le arnin g Exp erienc es, and Person al Ass oci,ati ons

The Library of Congress catalog would challenge the subject cataloger's
creative potentials, if time permitted him to utilize them. Some extensive,
unwieldy subject files have become so unserviceable that they call for new
differentiations because the material in the lile has through the years al-
most unnoticeably become so heterogeneous as to defy accommodation
under a once adequate subject heading. We may come to realize such a
situation while running through a file for some other purpose. Occasion-
ally a different class number for works under the same subject entry may
give a valuable clue as to where a dividing line between an existing and
a potential subject heading might be drawn.

I was privileged to originate the separation of the materials dealing
with the modern concept of Mass MEDrA from the all-too-inclusive and
heterogeneous entries under ColrlruxrcerroN. Other such bulky files of
subject entries come to rnind-or, rather, have long burdened my con-
science-entries which I would have been only too glad to revise had
time permitted me to do so. I realize that some such changes may have to
wait until automation frees hands and minds ,of subject catalogers for
the more creative aspects of their work.
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In this context, I am not so much coricerned with the pleasures of
subject cataloging I missed as with those I experienced in my work.
Among them I should not fail to mention the sustained personal enrich-
ment in gaining new knowledge and remaining in the everlasting pro.
cess of learning. It is in this sense also that I now understand the refer-
ence to the Library of Congress as a great university not only for the
scholars who use it, but also for those who are called upon to contribute
to its structure,of subject headings and classification.

For example, the subject heading you help establish may concern
a topic you have never heard of before. I did not have the faintest idea
what a shaggy-dog story was when I handled a book racing the history
of this peculiar type of humor back to its British origin and was thus
required to recommend a new subject heading, Srreccv-poc sroRIEs.
I am sure most of us will have had similar experiences in the case of
new,concepts emerging even in our own fields of specialization.

Apart from these generally shared experiences, there are the personal
ones, not always pleasant, but certainly enlightening, sometimes even
moving. You simply cannot help taking a personal interest in those
authors you have known as your teachers, fellow students, or friends. The
number of such authors is not small for one who has been associated with
two German and two American universities.

It was a fascinating experience to catalog the Festschrift compiled
on the occasion of the seventieth birthday of my revered teacher of
Greek literature, Konrat Ziegler, all the more appreciated when I
received a letter from him in response to my congratulatory note.

It would be easy for me to add many other instances when personal
acquaintance or friendship gave additional flavor to the already absorb-
ing cataloging work. Such is, of course, not the rule, but rather the
exception in a day's work. Instead of being distracting, personal associa-
tions keep subject cataloging from becorning monotonous or routine
and contribute to the mental alertness so vital to subject analysis.

If someone belonging to a later generation of subject catalogers in,
say, a decade or so should come across these personal notes, he might
have a condescending smile for sorneone who put so much emphasis
on the personal and human element in his cataloging work at a time
when armies of computers were about to converge on the library world.
It is entirely possible, and even desirable, that some technical details
in the subject cataloging process one day be entered on punch-cards or
magnetic tape and be turned over to computers. Subject analysis, how-
ever, will remain a task for which, I am sure, humans will not be dis-
placed by machines.

r. Library Resources dt Technicat r"",:T1*r);:, ari rys7.
z. January r5, 1965, p. 68
3. Sichel, Pie::ie. The leriey Lity; the Story of the Fabulous Mrs. Langtry. Englewood

Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1958. Idem. The Jersey LiIy; a Noael Based on the Life
of Lily Langtry. London, W. H. Allen, 1958.
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MEDLARS' A Summary Review and
Evaluation of Three Reports.

NonlnreN D. SrrvnNs
4ssociate Uniuersity Librarian

Uniuersity of Connecticut
Stoms, Connecticut

.I- HE MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval Sys-
I tem) system at the National Library of Medicine (NLM) has over

the past few years been one of the most significant and one of the most
publicized automated bibliographic information retrieval systems. Over
two hundred articles on it have appeared in American newspapers and
popular magazines, in specialized medical journals throughout the world,
and in a variety of library journals. The publicity that has attended this
project has, in a way, been unfortunate, for it has presented an exag-
gerated picture of the system and its accomplishments which has only
made the skeptics more skeptical; and it has obscured in part the exami-
nation of MEDLARS' real accomplishments. There has to date been very
little careful outside analysis and evaluation of MEDIARS. Over 5o
percent of all of the articles listed in the bibliography in Austin's reporr,
and virtually all of the substantive ones, represent the work of persons
closely connected with NLM or the development of the MEDLARS
system. Their judgment on the effectiveness of the system and its overall
value cannot help but be colored by this connection.

With the recent publication of Austin's report and Lancaster's study
to accompany the initial preliminary document and to mark the com-
ing to an end of MEDLARS, it would seem timely to have a review and
evaluation of that system, as presented in those three major documents,
by someone not directly connected with that system. That is what this
paper will attempt to accomplish. It represents one individual's views
and is designed to raise some of the questions that arise from a careful
reading of those reports. While it is critical, its criticisms are designed
to bring up for consideration and discussion some of the points that
have arisen out of the development of MEDLARS which are extremely
important to the field of automated bibliographic information services,
and indeed for cataloging and bibliographic services in general. MED-

* The MEDLARS Story at the Nati.onal Library ol Medicine. Washington, D.C.,
U.S. Public Health Service, 1963. vii, 74 p.; Austin, Charles J., MEDLARS tg67-r967.
Bethesda, Md., National Library of Medicine, 1968. vii, 76 p.; Lancaster, F. W., Eualua-
tion of the MEDLARS Demand Search Seruice. Washington, D. C., U. S. Public Health
Service,  1968. v i i i ,276 p.
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LARS has been one of the most significant library developments of the
past decade and there is much to be learned from it.

Taken together these three documents present the best picture yet
available of the scope and accomplishments of MEDLARS. The first
preliminary document, The MEDLARS Story, was published before
the system was operational. While it is the leasr substantive of the three,
it does outline the goals and objectives of MEDLARS as they were
then seen and, thus, is an invaluable and honest starting point. Austin's
report is a good companion piece for it is a review and final description
of the actual operation of MEDLARS done at a rime when it is in its
final stages and when NLM is in the process of designing a new system
to teplace it. Although it contains a wealth o{ detail about the operation
of the system, its main thrust is a broad scale evaluation of MEDLARS
as it now operates and of the extent to which its objectives have been
met. Lancaster's study is a careful evaluation of one aspect of MEDLARS
-the demand search bibliographical service. For those interested in the
automation of the technical operations of libraries these three volumes
are indispensable for they describe the largest computer-based store of
bibliographic data yet produced and some of the problems encountered
in the development, operation, and manipulation of it.

The first section of this paper will review the nine objectives of
MEDLARS as outlined in The MEDLARS Story, as evaluated and com-
mented upon by Austin, and with additional comments by me on those
objectives and specifically on Austin's evaluation of how they have been
met. In the point-by-point consideration of the nine objectives, the format
is: (a) the original objective; (b) Austin's evaluation and comments; (c)
my cornments on (a) and (b). The second section of this paper then will
consider in greater detail Lancaster's study and some of the questions it
raises about the demand bibliographic search services and, by extension,
about MEDLARS as a whole.

r. (a) "Improve the quality of and enlarge (broaden the scope of)
Index Medicus and at the same time reduce the time required to prepare
the monthly editions for printing from zz to 5 workdays."

(b) "For the most part, this objective has been met. The quality of
Index Med,icus has been improved through improvements to MeSH
(Medical Subject Headings), improvements in the journal selection
process, and constant attention to indexing accuracy. The scope has
been broadened considerably from r2g,go8 articles from z,zlg journal
tit les in 1963 to r1g,o77 arricles from e,3oo journal t it les in 1967. Pro-
cessing time has been cut to about five days."

(c) Whether or not the quality of Index Medicus has been im-
proved is a question of subjective judgment and no concrete evidence
has been, or probably can be, presented to support this claim. The
broadening of the scope, however, is measurable ind Austin's claim oI
success is open to question. The initial projections called for the indexing
annually of. zgT,ooo articles from 6,ooo journals by r969. Considering the
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levels reached in 1967 it is unlikely that those figures will be mer. In any
case, those levels represent only a 25 percent increase in the number of
journal titles covered. In an era when the explosion of knowledge is
such a widely discussed phenomenon, increases of this size hardly rep-
resent an enlargement; especially when compared to the coverage, how-
ever crude and slow it may have been, of more than ro,ooo serials in the
old Index-catalogue . . ., and to NLM's current intake of between r8,ooo
and r9,ooo different serial publications of all types.

This all assumes, of course, that a broadening of the scope of Index
Medicus was a desirable goal, and that ought to be considered. In any
index comprehensiveness is, in one sense, to be desired for then the user
can be assured that he has covered all sources of information. On the
other hand, investigations into the use of scientific journals, particularly
of medical journals, indicate that a relatively few journals account for
a very high percentage of the actual use. Lancaster's study, for example,
found that about 7b percent of the items retrieved in the searches he
analyzed came from one-third of the journals indexed. At the same
time, although the indexing of foreign language arricles consumed
about 45 percent of the input effort, they accounted for not more than
16 percent of the total usage in those searches. Perhaps NLM should ex-
periment with producing a printed Index Medicus that is narrower, rather
than broader, in scope for everyday use, relying on computer-based
searches and recurring bibliographies (see below) for more comprehen-
sive searches.
z. (a) "Make possible the production of other courpilations similar to
Index Medicus in form and content."

(b) "This objective has been accomplished through rhe production
of recurring bibliographies. However, the original estimate of fifty
recurring bibliographies was too high and only nine were in produc.
tion on January r, r968, with sorne others in the planning stage. Because
of the difficulties in the intellectual effort required, the development of
recurring bibliographies turned out to be a much larger job than was
originally estimated."

extract ftorn Biological Abstracfs. There has been, however, no ex-
amination of the rationale behind such bibliographies. Perhaps if the
general bibliographies were more limited in scope, as I have suggested,
these recurring bibliographies would be more useful. But there are
problems. What is a "group"? Do these bibliographies really serve the
best interests of "a group"? Are the costs of production justified, or
would it be more efficient and less expensive for each user to do his own
searching, utilizing the larger and more cornprehensive bibliography?
Should these be envisaged as nonpermanent, noncumulated toolf de-
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signed primarily for the personal use of research workers? If this is the
case, the use of less intellectual effort and the production of bibliographies
for smaller and more highly specialized groups should be considered.
Once the basic information has been put into machine-readable form
the possible permutations are many and varied and too little attention
has been paid to what pattern of printed index services we expect or
need to have emerge from this new production approach. Incidentally
these recurring bibliographies present a new acquisition problem for
libraries. If a library subscribes to the larger, more comprehensive bib-
liography (Index Medicus), does it need to subscribe to the smaller,
more selective bibliography (Index of Rheumatology) production from
the same sto:e of information? Probably not, but the library that does
not is likely to find itself facing demands from users who find the selec-
tive bibliography more convenient to use as it is tailored to meet their
more specific needs.
g. (a) "Make possible for Index Medicus and other compilations, the
inclusion of citations derived from other sources, as well as from journal
articles. "

(b) "The system capability to include citations to monographs in
MEDLARS was provided through reprogramming for tb'e Cument Cata-
Iog."

(c) Austin begs the question here for by no stretch of the imagina-
tion can the original objective be said to have been mer. The original
intention was clearly to combine the indexing of monographic ma-
terial, theses, and serial titles with that of journal articles in Index
AIedicus. The MEDLARS Story, in fact, maintains that, "MeSH is
based on the concept that subject cataloging of monographs and sub-
ject indexing of periodical articles are essentially like operations" (p.
4l). Reprogramming the Current Catalog does not meet that initial
objective. Austin does point out that that objective was dropped be-
cause system limitations would not permit publishing citations without
extensive modification, because books and serial titles are not indexed
in sufficient depth to be mixed with the detailed indexing given articles,
and because there seemed to be certain advantages in a book-form
catalog. This was one of the most interesting concepts of the original
MEDLARS program. It ought ro have been pursued more vigorously.
Given the system limitations was the qltestion of what constitutes ac-
ceptable form thoroughly considered? The advantages of having an
articulated system might well outweigh the disadvantages of having to
modify our concept of what constitutes a proper and necessary catalog
entry for a monograph. Could books, if not serial titles, be effectivell'
indexed in the same depth as journal articles? Taking again Lancasrer's
findings on the relative lack of use of the fo eign language journal
articles, one wonders if NLM ought not to have considered indexing
English language monographs in more detail in lieu of indexing foreign
language journal articles. In Project Inrrex and other proposed advanced
automated library systems, the concept of the "augmented catalog" with
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more detailed approaches to monographic material plays an important
role. Does NLM's failure to achieve this in Index Med"icus mean that
the "augmented catalog" cannot be effectively achieved? One hopes that
it will not, in any case, put an end to further experiments along these
lines by NLM or other interested parties. Finally the inclusion of de-
tailed indexing for monographs in Index Medicus would not seem to
prohibit the publication, as a recurring bibliograph\, of a book-form
catalog with more general entries for monographic material.
4. (a) "Make possible the prompt (a maximum of two days) and efficient
servicing of requests for special bibliographies, on both a demand and a
recurring basis, regularly searching up to five years of stored computer
files."

(b) "It has not been possible to accomplish a two-day search turn-
around time with the present batch processing system. Also, because
of computer time limitations, demand searches beginning in early 1968
include only references from January 1966 on, instead of references
from the entire fiIe."

(c) This was, of course, one of the major objectives of MEDLARS
and certainly one of the most publicized. The major limitation of
the previous mechanized system was that it provided only for the publi-
cation of Index Medicus. It could not provide for "growing demands
for rapid retrieval of complex requests specified according to multiple
subject axes. Some way had to be found to accomplish more-to do it
better, to take less time, to operate more efficiently, and generally to
provide a greater all-round versatility" (The MEDLARS Story, p. z).
In a number of respects this objective has not been accomplished.
Service is not prompt; instead of a two.day turnaround time the average
is now about two weeks. This is a major weakness especially when users
now increasingly expect real-time access to computer-based information
stores. Only a two-year base is now searched. This is also a major weakness
when a manual search in the biomedical field would normally cover at
Ieast five years. f{ere again, while comprehensiveness is desirable, it is
perhaps less important than a broader-based search in terms of time.
NLM might have investigated, when it became apparent that system
limitations prevented searching the entire file, restructuring the file so
that a longer file of, say, the English language citations could be sear.ched.
Finally, the ,original projections called for zz,boo demand searches to be
provided in r969 but, in r968, only approximately 9,zoo demand searches
were provided. This, too, is a major weakness, for much of the justifica-
tion for such a system ought to be its ability to handle an increasing
number of demand searches. Despite this general failure to meer the
original objectives, the MEDLARS demand search service has been the
most significant real-life experiment in computer-based bibliographic
searching yet conducted.
5. (a) "Increase the average depth of indexing per arti,cle by a factor
of five, i.e., ten headings versus two."

(b) "This objective has been achieved for depth journals to which
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an average of about ten subject headings per article are assigned. How-
ever, nondepth journals are indexed to an average depth of only about
fiour terms."

(c) In recent years most designers of information systems have placed
a high priority on a general increase in the number of subject headings
assigned for each item. Depth indexing would seem to be of value in
providing for greater specificity in the use of index terms and for better
coverage of secondary topics dealt with in an article. One basic concept
in MEDLARS was that a distinction could be made between depth
journals (those that generally carry reports of greater significance) and
non-depth journals (those that generally carry reports of lesser signif-
icance) and that the number of index terms could be assigned accord-
ingly. This is an unreal distinction and, indeed, one of Lancaster's rec-
ommendations is that it be abolished. His study found that non-depth
articles constitute 4b percent of the MEDI-ARS file but account for only
2b percent of the items retrieved because the limited number of terms
assigned provides for too generalized indexing. He recommends that
this distinction be abolished and each article be treated on its own
merit and assigned as many index terms as are necessary to provide for
adequate access to its contents. As many as 3o-4o percent of all relevant
non-depth articles presently missed in MEDLARS, searches might be
retrieved if they were indexed at the same level as depth articles. On the
other hand, an increase to 2b-Bo terms per article would be needed to
provide for a significant increase in the retrieval of depth articles pres-
ently missed because of lack of sufficient. indexing depth. Lancaster con-
cludes that although eo percent of the recall failures in MEDLARS
demand searches are attributable to insufficient depth of indexing and
only rr.5 percent of the precision failures are attributable to too great
a depth of indexing, an overall increase in the number'of terms assigned
per article does not seem justified. Much more needs to be done in the
way of objective research on the basic question of how many terms it is
desirable to use in the indexing of articles. The two to three terms
traditionally assigned and the ten terms used in MEDLARS are both
based primarily on subjective judgments, as well as limitations of re-
sources, rather than on an objective consideration of users needs. Lan-
caster's analysis of the number of headings needed to provide for efiective
recall of articles is noteworthy as being perhaps the only objective in-
vestigation available.
6. (a) "Nearly double the number of articles that may be handled
annually frorn r4o,ooo now to 25o,ooo in 1969."

(b) "Production has increased with MEDLARS to 165,ooo articles
input in 1967. Library management hopes to meet the goals of e5o,ooo
articles by r969, but the attainment of this goal remains uncertain."

(c) See (t.) (.) above.

Z. (a) "Reduce the need for duplicative total literature screening opera-
tions."

(b) "This objective is difficult to evaluate. llowever, all indications
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point to its being met. Index Medicus and other MEDLARS bibliog-
raphies are used extensively in libraries and information center$ as '

literature screening tools. No other medical indexing operation coflrPa-
rable in size to MEDLARS has come into existence. Hence, it can
reasonably be assumed that a good deal of expensive, duplicative in-
dexing has been avoided."

(c) This is the most artificial objective imaginable. Was there ever
any real prospect of a rival system to Index Medicus being instituted even
prior to the conception and development of MEDLARS? Once a major
bibliographic tool has been established in a field-no matter how in-
adequate and expensive it may be-the likelihood of another system
being established in the same subject field is extremely small. Pre-
sumably then it is in the area of recurring bibliographies in specialized
subject fields that MEDI-ARS has most efiectively reduced the need for
other literature screening operations; but only nine of a projected fifty
such bibliographies are being produced and there is still no competition.
Perhaps this only indicates, however, that the recurring bibliographies
are not as essential as the original MEDLARS concept envisaged. It
hardly seems reasonable to assume that "a good deal of expensive, dupli-
cative indexing has been avoided" by the development of MEDLARS.
8. (a) "Keep statistics and perform analyses of its own operations, to
provide the information needed to monitor and improve system effective-
ness."

(b) "This objective has been partially accomplished through the
Statistical Module Reports. . . . Other reports have been identified that
could be very useful (e.g., statistical data 'on demand searches). How-
ever, for the most part, NLM programmers have been too busy to work
on these reports."

(c) How typicaln the initial justification of all autornated systems
the unlimited possibilities of statistical analysis are ,cited as an imPo:tant
objective, but once a system is operational these analyses somehow be-
come less important and this objective is the first to be sacrificed.
MEDLARS is no exception. It is just as well for one has the feeling that
this is as usual a poorly thought-through objective which would only
result in the production of a wide variety of meaningless statistics if it
were carried through.

9. (a) "Permit future expansion to incorporate new and as yet not
completely defined and hence secondary objectives."

(b) "This has been accomplished. Installation of MEDI-ARS has
provided a base of data processing equipment and experienced system
personnel at the Library for work on new systems and extensions o{
MEDLARS.' '

(c) The development of new systems and extensions of MEDLARS
hardly qualifies as meeting an objective that specified an expansion of
the system. How effectively has this objective been met when, even
though most of the original target figures have not been approached,
"work loads approaching machine capacity" (Austin, p. $ already exist,
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and MEDLARS is being abandoned in favor of "a new, more powerful

approach to the problems of literature control and information retrieval

mated by NLM staff" (Austi", p. f7). As of January r968-only the

Colorado MEDI-ARS Station was processing demand searches. The other

five MEDLARS Stations, all of which had been in operation for from

two to three years, were sending formulated searches to NLM for proc_es-
sing. A variety of other problems, many of them related to the basic dif-

ferince in available eq,.ripment, exist, and all have greatly increased the

the major reasons for the abandonment of MEDLARS and the develop-
ment o[ a new system. Hopelully it will attemPt to meet that objective.

MEDLARS has achieved a great deal, but has not met many of its
original goals and objectives. This is not altogether unexPected in a
project of this size and magnitude. Jn a more particular way MEDI-ARS
has- been successful for it has provided for the promPt publication of
Index Mediczs, which was an essential requirement, while permitting
NLM to gain a great deal of experience with the use and problems
of a large-scale automated bibliographic retrieval system. This is probably
the most that really should have been exPected from the first venture
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into a program of this scope and magnitude.
Lancaster's evaluation of the demand search service is one of the

most important documents published to date in the area of analysis and
evaluation of bibliographic information retrieval systems. It is so impor-
tant not only because it deals with a real-life experiment as opposed to
the artificial experiments of many other proje'cts, even the Cranfield
studies, but because it raises a number of interesting questions about the
use and development of such systems. lJnfortunately it is not well
organized and is, therefore, somewhat difficult to follow. His synopsis
"MEDI-ARS: Report on the Evaluation of Its Operating Efficiency,"
in American Documentation (zo; rrg-42, April 1969) is much better
organized, and is considerably easier to follow and comprehend; it does
not, of course, provide quite the same detail as the full report, but I
recommend it to those who do not have the time or patience to read the
full report.

Basically Lancaster is reporting on the precision and recall per-
formance of MEDLARS operating in a demand search service mode in
goz acttal requests made by users representing the full range of potential
users during 1966 and 1967. His test program, whose design and execu-
tion was reviewed by a MEDLARS Evaluation Advisory Committee that
included Austin(l) but also Cleverdon (who also acted as a special
consultant on this projecQ and Mooers, consisted primarily of an evalua-
tion by the ultimate user of the relevance of the citations supplied to
his needs (precision) as well as an evaluation of how successful MED-
LARS was in supplying citations that had been identified in a number
of other ways as being relevant (recall). Each of these requests was
then analyzed in great detail; the reasons why 3,o38 items not relevant
were supplied in 278 of the searches, and why ?gZ items known to be
relevant were not supplied in 238 of the searches were identified and
examined. Much of his report is devoted to an analysis of the reasons
behind each of these 3,835 errors grouped under the general headings
of failures attributed to searching, failures attributed to indexing, fail-
ures attributed to index language, and failures attributed to inadequate
user-sy$tem interaction. The analysis of these is careful and detailed
and sheds much useful, and sometimes amusing, light on sorne of the
problems encountered. For example, among the most heartening reasons
for failure are a number of cases of human-like failures on the pat of.
the computer, including one in which five articles that precisely matched
the search formulation were overlooked and not recalled in the initial
search although they were recalled in a later rerun using the same
formulation. These accounted for only an insignificant proPortion of
the failures (r.4 percent of recall and o.r percent of precision failures),
but they are somehow encouraging kinds of errors. On the other hand,
in a number of cases, real human errors, including the failure of terms
assigned by the indexer to be included in the final input and the failure
of single issues, or even whole volumes, of a journal to be indexed, also
occurred and they can only be classed as discouraging kinds of errots.
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The general findings are that, on the average, MEDLARS is operat-
ing at 57.7 percent recall and 5o.4 percent precision ratios, but that the
results are widely scattered, with some searches achieving high recall
and precision ratios and others totally unsatisfactory recall ratios. About
25 percent of the articles retrieved were judged to be of major value by
the users (precision) and about 65 percent of the known articles of
major value were retrieved (recall).

The general validity of these specific recall and precision ratios is
open to serious question, and raises a question about NLM's continuing
Iack of perceptiveness in the use of statistical techniques. In 196z NLM
published a report on the use of its loan systeml in which a complete
year's file of loan requests was examined. There was no statistical analysis
in that report, but the sample size was probably large enough, indeed
it seemed unnecessarily large, to make that survey statistically valid'
There is no statistical analysis in Lancaster's report either, but it would
be useful to know what degree of statistical validity there is with a sample
size of only 3oz when as many as r8,5oo searches may have been handled
in r966 and 1967.2 The statement that "it was felt that the approximately

3oo searches that would thus be fully co'rnpleted would be adequate to
allow a meaningful performance breakdown by processing center, sub-
ject field, originating organization, and mode of interaction" (Lancaster
p. r5) is not justified in a scientific report. This is especially true when
many of the final results are described in percentage terms and are,
therefiore, presented as being representative of all searches.

Lancaster indicates that these recall and precision figures could be
altered by a broadening of the search strategies which would provide
for a higher recall ratio but only at a much lower precision level.
MEDLARS, as it presently exists, can be operated at ar:y point on or
near a recall/precision plot that allows for considerable variation in
performance ranging from go percent recall with less than 20 percent
precision to only rg percent recall with over 8o percent precision. For
the most part the searchers have been operating the system at about
the midpoint in order to obtain a satisfaclory recall level at an acceptable
precision point. Too little attention has been paid to the user's require-
ments in a particular search. One of Lancaster's main recommendations,
and one of his most sensible, is that the MEDLARS search request form
be specifically redesigned to allow for the user to indicate his recall
requirements and precision tolerances within the framework of the
possible relationships. The search strategies could then be adjusted to

r William H. Kurth. Surtey ol the Interlibrary Loan Operation ol the National
Library ol Medicine. Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 196z.

z The actual figure is difficult to ascertain because neither Austin nor Lancaster
indicates much about actual performance levels attained for the demand search service.
Austin provides one table (Figure sg) that shows that z,3oo searches, including 6oo
handled abroad, were completed in the first quarter of fiscal year 1968. My figure of
as many as r8,5oo searches for the two-year period is based on a projection of those
figures. Lancaster provides no such information whatsoever.
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meet these requirements. If there is a choice to be made, certainly it
should be made by the user rather than by the search analyst or system
designer.

The present pattern shows a variation in performance between
individual searchers as well as between the five MEDLARS centers
that formulate searches. The ranking by centers, in fact, shows a com-
pletely inverse relationship between recall and precision (i.e., the cent€r
with the highest recall level had the lowest precision level) which tends
to confirm, as Lancaster puts it, "the inevitability of the inverse relation-
ship between recall and precision known to research workers for
some years" (p. rz8). This assumption, which is widely held, that there
is a direct fixed relationship between the two elements in a system and
that once that relationship is established an improvement in one can
only be accomplished at the expense of a deterioration in the other also
needs to be carefully examined. Too often it is accepted as an inalterable
condition and the question of whether or not there are ways of improv-
ing the two ratios simultaneously within a syst€m is ignored. Fortunately,
even though Lancaster calls this inverse relationship "inevitable," a
number of his recommendations are designed to improve the general
performance level of MEDLARS (i.e., provide higher recall with better
precision).

Since z5 percent of the recall failures and 16.6 percenr of the precision
failures were directly attributable to the defective interaction berween

need, this requirement may well become distorted in an oral interview
between requester and librarian, and the request, as recorded by the
librarian, thus becomes an imperfect representation of what the requester
is seeking. It is for this reason that MEDLARS performs, on rhe average,
less well for searches in which the local librarian has participated actively
in request formulation than for searches in which the librarian acts as
carrier only" (p. rr3). This conclusion is based on a careful examination
of the test searches and seems to be warranted. Lancaster's reasons as
to why this should be so are worth quoting.

When he (the requester) makes a personal visit to a MEDLARS center, we
do not normally have the benefit of this written, natural language statement.
Rather, the requester is invited to discuss his needs with a search analyst.
Un{ortunately at this point, his information need tends ro get distorted. The
problem appears to be at least partly due to the fact that the requester's need
is discussed in terms of, and unduly influenced by, Med,ical Subiect Headings.
When the requester is writing down his request, he is forced to think of what
exactly he is looking for. In this, he is not particularly influenced by the logical
and linguistic constraints of rhe system. When, however, he approaches a
MEDLARS center, if he has nor already gone through the discipline of writing
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down his request, he has a less well-formed idea of what he is seeking (i.e.' of
the scope and constraints of the search). When this somewhat imprecise need
is discussed with a search analyst, in terms ol Medical Subiect Headings, it tends
to become forced into the language and logic of the system. The final "request,"
rather than representing what the requester wants, rePresents what he thinks
the system can give him, phrased in a way that the system will search for it. In
many cases the "request," as recorded by a search analyst, is not a true request
at all (at least it resembles nothing that a requester would submit in his own
natural language terms). Rather, it is a "pseudo-Boolean statement": a string
of MeSH or MeSFllike terms put together in some relationship (p. t t t).

This is startling! It certainly seems to contradict our normal and
traditional view that the user has an imperfect representation of what he
is seeking that can only be improved and clarified in an oral interview
with a trained reference librarian. If Lancaster's reasoning is correct,
and he certainly makes a strong case, the whole question of how the
ultimate user will approach computer-based stores of bibliographic in-
formation will need to be carefully reexamined.

While the traditional library approach generally calls for the analysis
of all approaches to a system to take place as a fun'ction of the input
system, possible approaches to a system through manipulation and
analysis of the output system need to be considered. Lancaster recom-
mends, for exampie, changes in the MEDLARS searching strategies
which would formalize into pre-established search strategies the "hedges"
(informal collections of headings which cut across several MeSH cate-
gories in a horizontal pattern) that have been developed by the searchers.

The most obvious solution, though, is that the input oup;ht to be in
natural language terms so that the user, especially in an on-line system,
can approach the system directly and in his own terms without the
constraints imposed by an intermediary and an artificial language. Lan-
caster recognizes this. One of his recommendations concerns changes in
the index language of MEDLARS desisned primarily to provide for the
up-dating of MeSH by an analysis,of the demands placed on the system
as reflected by the actual terminology encountered by both indexers
and searchers rather than by the use of an external advisory committee
on terminology. Finally in his general concluding recommendation that
the material gathered in this study be used for further investigations,
Lancaster specifically suggests that "natural language, free-text searching
of abstracts would be . . . well worth investigating" (p. zoz).

These are only a few of the more salient. topics dealt with in Lan-
caster's study. He deals with a number of other topics including factors
critically affecting the performance of a MEDLARS search,3 the indexing
coverage of MEDLARS, the general question of journal usage factors,
the efiect of delays in response time on the value of a search, the

s These are: (r) the quality of interaction between the requester and the system;
(z) the complexity of the request; (3) the ability of the index language to precisely
express the notions involved; (4) the subject field of the request; (5) indexing policies
and practices; and (6) the adequacy of the search formulation.
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serendipity value of MEDLARS searches, output screening, indexer
consistency, and requests rejected by MEDLARS. Each of these is treated
briefly but concisely and yet a wide range of interesting points is
raised. One page, for example, is devoted to a consideration of the
extent to which the requester found the items supplied which were
irrelevant to his specific need of interest because of some other need or
project (serendipity value). There was wide variation but the com-
bined sample indicated that r8 percent of the irrelevant articles supplied
were of value in relation to other needs. Lancaster feels that this figure
is high because in this test the requester was supplied with photocopies
of the articles which he might not have looked up had he been supplied
only with the,citations. I disagree. I suspect, based primarily on personal
experience, that in many literature searches, both manual and machine,
an important by-pr'oduct is the supply of useful information not directly
related to the immediate need which prompted the search. In fact one
of the weaknesses of machine searching may be its inability to provide
for the totally unrelated kind of serendipity value that can come in a
manual search when one happens to notice; almost as it were by accident,
other items simply because, for example, they are on the same page.

This review and evaluation has attempted lo summarize and comment
upon some aspects of MEDLARS and the questions it raises. It has
touched upon only a few of these aspects especially with Lancaster's
study. Much remains to be done and a number of other aspects of
MEDLARS, including several not adequately dealt with in any of these
reports, need further investigation. Except for some limited comments,
for example, in The MEDLARS Story and Austin's report about the
number of man-years required to operate the former mechanized system
for producing Index Medicus (4o man-years per year) and MEDLARS
(projected at 6o man-years per year; actually about go man-years per
year as of January r, 1968), there is virtually no indication of the time
or costs involved in the operation of MEDLARS in any of these reports.
One can only assume that the social benefits of a medical information
system outweigh any cost considerations. This is unfortunate, for an
essential element in the evaluation of any operational program of this
size ought to be a careful consideration of the cost and time element.
Lancaster recommends that NLM consider establishing a program of

least a dozen excellent doctoral dissertations there.
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Internationalizing RTSD, A Report of the
RTSD Subcommittee on International
Relations

Senen K. VerN
Graduate School of Librar"t Studies

Uniuersity of Hawait
Homolulu, Hawaii

T HE INTERNATIONALIZING OF RTSD does not imply an in-
I sularity of the American Library Association, for at the 1876 Con-

ference o{ Librarians in Philadelphia Mr. James Yates of Leeds was
present. In the following year a group of American librarians attended
the first conference of librarians in Europe. The arrival of the Americans
at the meeting in London has been described as follows by Henry R.
Tedder, a Joint Secretary, with E. W. B. Nicholson, of the Organizing
Committee:

The evening before the Conference witl be ever memorable to me. Nicholson
and I were busy in our shirt-sleeves in the large library at the London Institu-
tion putting up notices and making final arrangements, when suddenly the
door opened and an alarming deputation advanced-the American librarians,
some twenty srong (all except Melvil Dewey much older than either of us)
and all very dignified in demeanour and ceremonious in behaviour: Poole,
Winsor, Cutter, Lloyd P. Smith, Reuben Guild, S. S. Green, F. Jackson,
Miss Godfrey (afterwards Mrs. Melvil Dewey), Mrs. Olmstead, and others.l

Since that date there have been many visitations, much correspondence,
many exchanges, but none more prophetic of involvements yet to come!

Within recent years the American Library Association has created an
International Relations Office of which David G. Donovan is director
of the Washington Office, and an International Relations Committee
of which Emerson Greenaway is chairman. The IRC has as its function:

To promote the exchange of librarians between this and other countries; to
encourage and facilitate rhe use of library and bibliographic techniques and
knowledge throughout the world; ro assist in the exchange of professional infor-
mation, ideas and literature between this and other countries; to coordinate
the activities of other units of the Association within this field.2

Among the current cornmittees of the International Relations Com-
mittees are these:

Advisory Committee for the University of Brasilia Library Develop-
ment Project
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Advisory Committee for the University of Delhi Library Project
Panel on UNESCO
Special Committee to Aid Italian Libraries
Subcommittee for Liaison with Japanese Libraries

The International Relations Committee has coordinated the activities
of other units of the Association by endorsing the creation of Subcom-
mittees of the following Divisions:

American Association of School Librarians
Association of Hospital and Institution Libraries
Children's Services Division
Public Library Association, Armed Forces Libraries Sections

Though the Subcommittee of the Association of College and Research
Libraries, created in 1967, was discontinued at the ACRL Board meeting
of Midwinter, r969, there has been discussion of reviving it.

Creation of the RTSD Subcommittee on International Relationi

The latest Subcommittee created has been that of the Resources
and Technical Services Division, for on April rr, 1969, the International
Relations Committee approved its formation and endorsed its statement
of responsibility as being:

To serve in an advisory representative, or in any other capacity as requested
by the ALA International Relations Committee;

To foster an international involvement of the Resources and Technical Services
Division in activities for which rhe Division and its Sections are responsible,
namely, acquisition, identification, cataloging, classification, and preservation
of library materials, and the development and coordination of library resources.

The RTSD Subcommittee has not enumerated its responsibilities in
detail but prefers, as of this time, to continue to explore, study, and
suggest. The view is held definitely, however, that the Subcommittee
will serve more as a liaisonf communicative agency than as a performer
and will seek to disperse matters requiring reports, etc., to appropriate
Sections or to the RTSD Board.

The Subcommittee itself had been in existence unofficially since
1968 when the RTSD Board of Directors, with David C. Weber as
president, appointed an ad hoc commirtee of three "to explore RTSD's
interest in regard to international librarianship." The three members
were Robert D. Stevens, Sarah K. Vann, and Marietta Daniels Shepard
who served as chairman during the exploratory perioda and whose com-
mittee report to the RTSD Executive Board prompted the Board to
create a standing committee of five members. The incoming RTSD
president, Margaret C. Brown, expanded the membership with the
appointment of Nathalie Delougaz of the Library of Congress and
Elizabeth Nebehay of the United Nations Library and reappointment
of the original three. It was this committee which was later legally
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structured as a Subcommittee of the ALA International Relations Corn'
mittee.

Elevation of the committee from an ad hoc to a standit?g status
reflected not only an awateness of the current trend to create such
Subcommittees but significantly identified RTSD as the Division to
consider international dimensions of acquisitions, cataloging, classifica'
tion. The timeliness of creating the Subcornmittee is magnified by such
international happenings as a search for a World Information Network
by FID; increased awareness of the limitations but possibilities of uni'
versal expansion of classifications such as the Dewey Decimal Classifica'
tion, the Library of Congress Classification, and the Universal Decimal
Classification; international acquisition programs developing in libraries
throughout the United States; the Shared Cataloging and PL-4Bo pro-
grams of the Library of Congress; global extension of computer tech-
nology for intelligently codified data for universal use; commonality
of teaching problems relating to these developments in American li'
brary schools and elsewhere; and the increasing opportunities for personal
and,for group involvement (committee involvement) in these and other
activities. An underlying reason for the need of an RTSD Subcommittee
emerged later as the resolutions and activities of the International
Federation of Library Associations were discussed.

Among the topics which have been reviewed, some action taken, ot
about which some questions have been asked are the following:

Foreign Librarians and Arrangenxents for Their Vi,si,ts

An immediate, practical request from David G. Donovan that the
RTSD Subcommittee assist the International Relations Office in making
special arrangements for those foreign librarians wishing to study tech'
nical services has resulted in the Subcornmittee's inviting the Council
of Regional Groups to be available for such activity by:

r. Furnishing the International Relations Office with a list of persons
in each Regional Group who would be willing to participate.

z. Indicating the special language skills of each.

3. Keeping the International Relations Office informed of changes
and names of new presidents as they assume office.

At the invitation of Mrs. Jane Moore, Chairman of the Council of
Regional Groups, the Subcommittee Chairman attended a Council
meeting during the 1969 Atlantic City Conference and inquired of their
possible interest. Miss Marian Sanner, incoming Chairman of the Coun-
cil, has agreed to make the initial step in gathering the appropriate
data from the Regional Groups.

American Librarians Abroad and Arrangements for Their Visits

From the two British guests who attended the meeting of the Sub.
committee during the Atlantic City Conference, it was learned that, as
in 1877, "alarming deputations" of American librarians, singly or in
groups, still advanced and wished to visit libraries! The British guests
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indicated that it would be exceedingly helpful to them to have prior
information on ALA members (especially RTSD members) who might
wish to have guided tours of British libraries, the purpose being to make
the best use of those individuals while they were in England as well as to
plan more effectively their programs for library visits.

The Subcommittee has forwarded to the International Relations
Office a recommendation that the IRO should inform the Cataloging
and Indexing Group of the Library Association of dates of such visits
and names of visitors when known.

Lia,ison Relationships of RTSD with Other National Library Associa-
tions

Before the Subcommittee was created, the RTSD Executive Board
had designated individuals to serve as RTSD liaisons when attendance
at a national conference seemed possible. Now that the Subcommittee is
active, it is likely that it will become more involved.

Translations of Ti,tles ReflectingR TSD Interests

The need for translations of manuals, codes, guides, and other re-
sources which would contribute to international librarianship was em-
phasized by the Subcommittee members. Suggestions included the inter-
nationalizing of Library Literature, the internationalizing of the Pub'
lishing Services of the American Library Association, and the com-
pilation of a basic list of titles translated or which need to be translated
on an annual basis. Currently, the Subcommittee plans to make inquiry
as to how best to proceed with the compilation of such lists, one retro-
spective and one an annual selection.

Other Topics

Among other topics which have been or are yet to be studied by the
Subcornmittee are these:

r. Sho t-title cataloging of older works in Latin American libraries.
s. Manuscript preservation and cataloging of collections of docu-

ments.

3. Biographic data on involvement of American librarians in inter-
national matters pertaining to technical services.

4. Relationship with the Library of Congress in regard to interna-
tional acquisitions and cataloging problems.

5. Bilateral research programs in cataloging or acquisitions with
some national associations.

6. Classification and reclassification problems in Latin American
libraries.

7. Procurement of U.S. publications by libraries outside the United
States, including problems of exchange of publications, lack o{
dollars, lack of use of UNESCO coupons, etc.

8. Traveling fellowships for technical services professors.
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Cornmon Interests of RTSD and IFLA Committees

As the RTSD Subcornmittee focused attention on the activities of the
International Federation of Library Associations, the members learned
quickly of the near-total absence of communication between RTSD and
the following IFI-A committees and/or sections involved with similar
responsibilities:

Committee on Bibliography
Committee on Exchange of Publications
Committee on Exchange of Official Publications
Committee on Mechani zation
Committee on Periodicals and Serial Publications
Committee on Reprography
Committee on Uniform Cataloguing Rules
Committee on Union Catalogues and International Loans
Section of National and University Librariesx

Rarely has there been RTSD representation at any of these cornmittee
meetings; in 1967, however, RTSD designated Mrs. Elizabeth Rodell,
then Executive Secretary of RTSD, as representative to the 33rd Session
of IFLA which was held in Toronto. In a summary report, Mrs. Rodell
stated:

I wish to record my surprise that, in view of RTSD's responsibility within
ALA for library resources, and the acquisition, cataloging, preservation, and
reproduction of library materials, we [that is, RTSD] have nor been represented
at IFLA for so long a time.

tions; on the Exchange of Publications, on IJnion catalogues and International
Loans (concerned with conditions of lending and of furnishing microfilms
andpho tocop ies ) . . . . s

At the g4th Session of IFLA, held in Frankfurt in 1968, Barbara
Westby, Field Director o[ the Library of Congress Office, Oslo, served
as RTSD's representative. In her brief summary report, Miss Westby was
equally impressed with the similarity of interests, foi she observed:

* communication link important because of the interest in NpAC (Shared cata-
loguing) noted during the 1968 Session.
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Francis. . takes every occasion to eloquently support cataloging progress. He
did so again in his presidential address at the IFLA meeting in Frankfurt aA.
He mentioned specifically the Shared Cataloguing Program, the continuing
effects of the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles, cataloging'
in-source, and the mechanization of retrospective catalogs and of union cata-
Iogs.o

The following resolutions* endorsed by some of the IFLA committees
during the 1968 Session indicate the common interests of these com-
mittees with those of RTSD:

From the Committee on Bibliography (and Section on Special Li-
braries)

r. The C.ommittee and the Section intend to publish the material on
problems of bibliography, collected from 1966 to 1969, in the form
of collective volumes. While the Committee will publish the ma-
terial dealing with bibliographical and national aspects in the
field of general librarianship, the Section will concentrate on the
material dealing with special fields of knowledge.

z. For this purpose the Committee and the Section ask the support of
the Executive Committee and the Department of Librarianship
and Documentation of UNESCO for rg6q.

g. The Committee resolves to ,cornplete the collection of question-
naires concerning the main problems of current bibliographical
information, to revise the material and to bring the action to an
end. It asks the Chairman of the,Committee to appoint an editorial
commission and to discuss means of publication with the Executive
Board and UNESCO before the 35th session of the IFLA General
Council.

4. The Committee resolves to set up a permanent working group and
to ask the Library Associations of the difierent countries to name
their experts.

From the National and Uniuersity Libraries Section and Committee on
Mechani.zation

The proposal of 18 April 1968 for a contract between UNESCO
and IFLA to examine the possibility of using the Shared Cataloguing
Project for the libraries of other countries limits the investigation to
developing 'countries. But the Shared Cataloguing Project is a compli-
cated system which makes highly technical demands which cannot
generally be fulfilled in the developing countries. Apart from the

* The text of the resolutions has been extracted from mimeographed copies of the
resolutions made available during the Frankfurt Session, The proceedings are to be
found in: F6d€ration Internationale des Associations de BibliothCcaires. Actes du Con-
seil Giniral Z4' session, Frankfurt-am-Main, 1968. La Haye, Martinus Nijhotr,
rg69.
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ianisational problems which arise from
ataloguing Project by other countries, the

restriction of the investigation to developing countries raises the addi-
tional question as to how these countries should be placed in the position
of being able to use the technical mechanism of the Shared Cataloguing
Project.

Both questions-the general investigation of the use of the Shared
Cataloguing Project by other countries and the special test of the con-
ditions for the Project in the developing countries-can certainly not
be answered in a single study.

The National and University Libraries Section and the Committee
on Mechanization therefore recornmend that the Executive Board should
negotiate with UNESCO to obtain the following amendments to the
contract:

r. The first study should investigate the general conditions for the
application of the Shared Cataloguing Project to countries other than
the United States of America.

z. To this study should be added a second to examine the use of the
Shared Cataloguing Project in developing countries.

3. After completion of the first study a conference of experts from
all interested countries should be convened which should set out the
difierent conditions in individual countries. UNESCO or another in-
ternational organizati,on should be asked to support this conference
financially.

From the Commission on the Exchange of Publications and the Sub-
colrnmission on the Exchange of Publications

The Commission and the Sub-commission repeat their proposal that
a new UNESCO seminar for the exchange of official and non-official
publications should be held as, fo: example, the one at Budapest in
r96o.

It should comprise the heads of the national exchange centres.
The Commission and the Sub-commission propose that this new

UNESCO seminar should be held at Paris in 1969 or rgTo to review the
progress made during the ten years since the adoption of the UNESCO
Conventions on the exchange of official and non-official publications.

The Commission and the Sub-commission propose that IFL"{ request
UNESCO to obtain the necessary funds for this project.

The Commission and the Sub-commission are willing to support
UNESCO with inlormation and proposals for the preparation and con-
duct of the seminar.

From the Committee on Periodicals and Serial Publications

r. Publication of the Bibliography of National Directories of Cur-

rent Periodicals.
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z. Distribution of the project of the practical Guide
loguing of Serial Publications and final edition.

B. An intensive study of national material about new
order to prepare t}iLe Guide.

IFLA Committee on Uniform Cataloguing Rules

- S-ince the,completion of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, there
has been little involvement by the American Library Assoiiation in the
activities of the IFLA commitree on uniform cataloguing Rules, though
during the years of preparation of the Rules, internitioial communica-

Though it was a recommendation of that International conference

mained. rt is interesting to note, however, rhat the canadian Library
Association through its Technical services Division has conrinued its
liaison relationship with the IFLA Cornmittee.

As of the Frankfurt session of 1968, the IFLA committee furthered
its plans for a second international conference on caraloguing prin-
ciples in order ro discuss developments since the adoption 6f th" ,tut"-
ment of principles made at the paris International cbnference of rq6r.
The resolution read thus:

to the Cata-

periodicals in
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as a member of the Organizing Cornmittee and as a non-voting delegate
of the American Library Association.

Since among the topics to be discussed was that of shared cataloging
C. Sumner Spalding of the Library of Congress was invited to describe the
actual operition of the Shared Cataloguing Program of the Library of
Congress, noting "the degree of its success in reaching its objectives and
of the difficulties that have had to be overcorne."T Mr. Spalding was
also designated as a non-voting delegate of the American Library Associa-
tion.

The conference now known as the "IFLA International Meeting of
Cataloguing Experts, Copenhagen, 1969," was made possible by a grant
from the Council on Library Resources. More details may be found
in the release from the Organizing Secretary, dated May, 1969, which
appears in the Appendix.

Touard RTSD Inuolaement

While the Subcommittee recognized the importance of the activities
of the IFLA committees, particularly that of the IFLA Committee on
Uniform Cataloguing Rules, it recognized equally the barrier that had
been created through the absence of or confusion in communication
channels. Elizabeth Nebehav. who has attended several IFLA sessions,
including that of 1968 in i'rankfurt, informed the Subcommittee not
only of the absence during some IFLA committee meetings of official
delegates frorn the American Library Association but also of the dif-
ficulty encountered by IFLA Committee chairmen in identifying the
appropriate committee/subcommittee within the American Library Asso-
ciation with which to cornmunicate. Consequently, at the request of the
RTSD Subcornmittee, the ALA International Relations Office has in-
formed the IFLA officers and committees of the creation of the RTSD
Subcommittee and of its responsibility in insuring that appropriate
attention be given to matters "concerned with the internati'onal aspects
of such activities as acquisitions, cataloging, classification, preservation
of materials, and the development and coordination of library re-
sources."8

The RTSD Subcommittee, recognizing the implications of IFLA
activities beyond those of its own interests, has transmitted the following
resolution to David H. Clift. Executive Director of the American Library
Association:

That the official, voting delegate of ALA to IFLA be directed to collect all
resolutions presented and endorsed by IFLA delegates and that the resolutions
be referred to appropriate ALA Divisions and/ot their Subcommittee on
International Relations as soon as possible following the IFLA Session.e

It is the hope of the RTSD Subcommittee that, should this introduc-
tory report be considered info mative, a series of similar rePorts on the
"Internationalizing of RTSD" may appear in ZRTS.
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APPXNDIX

I F L A
International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts

Copenhagen
r969

For Inlormation and. Publication

At its meeting in Frankfurt, August, 1968, the IFLA committee on Uniform cata-
loguing Rules passed the resolution that a meeting of cataloguers shoulcl be organized
to review progress since the International conference on cataloguing principles,
Paris, 196r, and to consider problems ar:ising from the Shared Cataloguing progiam.
This resolution was then adopted bv the IFLA Ceneral Council.

The Council on Lrbrary 
-Resources, 

Washington, D. C., has made available a sub-
stantial grant to enable such a meeting to take place: the rnterrrational Meeting of
Cataloguing Experts will be held in Copenhagen ftom 22-24 August, 1969, prior to the
IFLA General Council Session.

The purposes of the meeting are to review cataloguing developments and to ex-
amine the prospects of cataloguing advances through standardization and. mechaniza-
tion; and in this connection, to consider rhe national bibliographies, the Shared Cata-
loguing Program, and the production of cataloguing data in machine readable form.
The aim will be to arrive at conclusions of practical value which will further interna-
t ional  uni formity in cataloguing.

The meeting will be limited to about forty participants and will take place in a
new hotel on the outskirts of Copenhagen. The participants will include cataloguing
experts known for their work in relation to the subjects under discussion, delegates
selected by library associations or national cataloguing committees, representatives of
selected national bibliographies and of regions of the world not orherwise included.
It is to be a working meeting: documents and papers relating to the subject matter will
be circulated in advance to participants and will serve as a basis for discussions; par-
ticipants will be given every opportunity to relate their national experiences and to
express their own views.

The arrangements for the meeting are in the hands of an Organizing Committee,
which met in London in March to plan the programme and set up the organization.
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Preparations are now well under way, and the Organizing Committee is confident
there is every prospect for a useful and successful gathering of cataloguers.
Preparations are now well under way, and the Organizing Committee is confident that

there is every prospect for a useful and successful gathering of cataloguers.
The Organizing Committee welcomes this opportunity to acknowledge the gener'

osity of the Council on Library Resources which has made this new venture towardt

international co-operation in cataloguing possible.

Organizing Committee, International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts, Copenhagen'
r969.

A. H. Chaplin, British Museum, Chairntart.

J. C. Downing, British National Bibliography, Secretary.
F. G. Kaltwasser, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.
R. Pierrot, Bibliothdque nationale.
Eva Verona, Chairman, Yugoslav Cataloguing Committee.
Barbara Westby, Library of Congress.
Dorothy Anderson, British Museunn, Organizirtg Secretat y.

Issued by: Organizing Secretary,
c/o Department of Printed Books,
British lVluseum, LONDON, W.C. t,
May,  r969.
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RTSD NOMINEES-I g7o ELECTION

Resources and Technical Seruices Di,uision

President (r97o-7r):
C. Donald Cook, Ontario Universities Bibliographic Cenre, Toronto,

Ontario, Canada.
Stephen R. Salmon, Bibliographic Products l-Init, Xerox Corporation,

New York. New York.
Vice-president (President-elect) (r g7o-7:):

Mrs. Jane R. Moore, Brooklyn College Library, Brooklyn, New York.
Barbara M. Westby, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

Director-at-Large ( r 97o-7 3) :
David G. Remington, Alanar and Professional Services, Williams-

port, Pennsylvania.

Joseph A. Rosenthal, New York Public Library, New York, New York.
Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) Council of Regional Groups (tg7*

7r)l
A. Elizabeth Crosby, Cornell University Libraries, Jthaca, New York.
Carol Ishimoto, Harvard College Library, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

ALA Council (e vacancies to be filled) (rg7o-74):
(r) Rexford S. Beckham, University of California Library, Santa Cruz,

California.

Joseph H. Treyz, University of Michigan Library, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.

(z) Paul J. Fasana, Columbia University Libraries, New York, New
York.

Richard O. Pautzsch, Brooklyn Public Library, Brooklyn, New
York.

(Nominating Committee, RTSD: Mrs. Elizabeth Rodell, Chairman;
Murray S. Martin, Mrs. Dorothy P. Ladd, Charles G. LaHood, Jr., Mrs.
Janice H. Horn, Carolyn A. Small, Jane E. Stevens.)

Acquisit ions Sectton,

Chairman:
Mrs. Roma S. Gregory, Cleveland, Ohio.
Frank Oakes, Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, Illinois.

Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) :
Howard A. Sullivan, Wayne State University Library, Detroit,

Michigan.
Norman H. Dudley, University of California Library, Los Angeles,

California.
Member-at-large (z vacancies to be filled) QgTo-7$:
(r) Hendrik Edelman, Cornell University Libraries, Ithaca, New York.
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Mrs. Juanita S. Doares, Nerv York Public Library, New York, New
York.

(z) John R. Grantier, John Coutts Library Services, Niagara, Ontario,
Canada.

Philip Howard, Oakland University Library, Rochester, Michigan.
(Nominating Committee, AS: Murray S. Martin, Chairman; Mrs. Roma
S. Gregory, Mrs. Eleanor F. Morrissey.)

Catalo ging and Classification Section

Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) :
Barbara A. Gates, Oberlin College Library, Oberlin, Ohio.
Ann F. Painter, Indiana University Graduate Library School, Bloorn-

ington, Indiana.
Member-at-large (z vacancies to be filled) QgTo-7$:
(t) Mary Pound, University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

Clare E. Ryan, New Hampshire State Library, Concord, New Hamp-
shire.

(z) Paul D. Berrisford, University of Minnesota Library, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

Ronald lfagler, University of British Columbia School of Librarian-
ship, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

(Nominating C.ommittee, CCS: Mrs. Dorothy P. Ladd, Chairman;
Margaret Ayrault, Pauline A. Seely, Kenneth W. Soderland, Paul W.
Winkler.)

Reproduction ctf Library Materials Sectiom

Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) :
Robert T. Grazier, Wayne State University Library, Detroit, Michigan.
Robert C. Sullivan, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.

Secretary QgTo-7$:
William C. Roselle, University of Iowa Libraries, Iowa City, Iowa.
Melville R. Spence, University of Oklahoma Libraries, Norman,

Oklahoma.
(Nominating Committee, RLMS: Charles G. LaHood, Jr., Chairman;
William S. Budington, David G. Nevin.)

Serials Secfion

Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) :
Dewey E. Carroll, University of Tennessee Library, Chattanooga,

Tennessee.
Edmund G. Hamann, Cornell University Library, Ithaca, New York.

Secretary QgTo-79):
Mrs. Evelyn Baker, Ohio State University Library, Columbus, Ohio.
Duane W. Fenstermann, Luther College Library, Decorah, fowa.

(Nominating Committee, SS: Mrs. Janice Ff. Horn, Chairman; Mrs.
Margaret Marquart, Rolland E. Stevens.)
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE RTSD BYLAWS

Because of changes in the ALA Bylaws regarding organizational membership
and because of the change of the name of the official journal of the Association
from ALA Bulletin to American Libraries certain changes need to be made in

the RTSD Bylaws. Please study the changes below and be prepared to vote on

them at the membership meeting of the Division on Friday, July 3, t97o.

Art icle IV. Membership.

Sec. 4. Dues, rights, and privileges.

Present wording of the first two sentences:

All members of the Division haae the right to ilote and are eligible
for membership in any one or more of the sections. Only personal
members have the right to hold office.

Proposed wording of the first two sentences:

All members of the Division are eligible for membership in any one
or more of the sections. Only personal members have the right to
uote and to hold office

Article V. Meetings.

Sec. 5. Votes by institutional members.

Delete.

Sec. 6. Quorum.
Renumber as Sec. 5.

Article XIV. Notice by mail.

Present wording:

Publication of notices in tlr'e Diuision's iournal or in the ALA Bulle-
fin is considered sufficient to fulfill the requirement of notice by
mail .

Proposed wording:
Publication of notices in the iournal of the Diuision or the Associa-
lion is considered sufficient to tutn[ ihe reqrrirement of notice by
maii.
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PROPOSED AMENDMEI{TS TO THE BYLAWS
OF TIIE ACQUISITIONS SECTION

CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION SECT:ION
REPRODUCTION OF LIBRARY MATERIALS SECTION

SERIALS SECTIO[i

Because of changes in the ALA Bylaws regarding organizational member-
ship, and because of the change of the name of the official journal of the As-
sociation from ALA Bulletin to American Libraries., certain changes need to be
made in the Bylaws of the Sections of the Division. Please study the changes
below and the ones published on p. ?go of Library Resources b Technical
Seruices, v. r3, no. z, Spring 1969. These will be vored upon by the members of
each section at the membership meeting on Friday, July 3, rgTo

Because the text of the section bylaws is almost identical, the Acquisitions
Section bylaws changes are printed below. The same changes are profiosed for
the bylaus of the other three sections.

Article IV. Membership
Sec. 3. Dues, rights and privileges.

Present wording of the first sentence:
l/l members of the Section have the right to vote, but only per-
sonal members haae the right lo hold office.

Proposed wording of the first sentence:
Only personal members of the Section have the right to vote, and
to hold office.

Sec. 5. Votes by institutional members.
Delete.

Sec. 6. Quorum.
Renumber as Sec. 5.

Art icle X. Notice by Mail .*

Present wording:
Publication of notices in the journal of the Division or in the ALA
Bulletin shall be considered sufficient to fulfill the reouiremenr of
norice by mail.

Proposed wording:
Publication of notices in the journal of the Division or the Associa-
tron shall be considered sufficient to fulfill the reouirement of no-
tice by mail.

RrpnoouctroN or LrsR.env Me.tlnnrars SncrroN

Article IX. Other Committees.

Sec. r. Standing and annual committees.
(d) Tndividual committees.

Delete: Copying Methods policy

Insert: Reproduction of Library
Committee.

*This is Article XI in the CCS and SS Bylaws.
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IN THE MAIL: REPRINTING

ln Lentting to Reprinters: a Policy Statement of the Reprinting Committee,
as published in Library Resources dr Technical Seraices, Fall 1968, P. 455-456'
several lines were omitted from the first full paragraph on Page 456' This para-
graph should have read as follows:

The philosophy behind lending materials for edition reprinting and micro-
film publication is basically the same. flowever, it is recognized that the eco-
nomiis of these rwo forms of publication are different. Since it is impossible
to know or estimate how many potential copies would be produced by micro-
film publication, it seems reasonable that a similar fee should be charged for
both forms of reproduction. While no significant income should be sought by
the lending library it is felt that suitable fees to recover costs should be charged.
-Alfred, H. Lane, Chairman, Reprinting Commtttee.

CORRECTIONS /N COMMERCIAL PROCESSING D.IRECTORY

In the Directory of Commercial Processing Firms appearing in the Spring
1969 issue of Library Resources dr Technical Serui,ces the following changes
should be made. The compiler regrets the error in information.

(r) Documentation Incorporated has changed its name to Leasco Systems
& Research Corporation. It offers neither cards nor a book processing service
but it does produce book catalogs by computer printout or by camera coPy
and photo-offset. The library customer supplies its own cataloging on cards
to the company.

(e) DocuunNTATroN INcon.ron,lrro (Doc INc.)

LEAsco svsr*rs & Ri:;*"" conponerroN

Lsesco Svsrrlrs & RrsrancH Conporalroll

4893 Rugby Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland zoor4
Telephone: (3or) 656-95oo
Began cataloging service: 1965.
Cataloging

Library furnishes its own cataloging on cards
Book catalogs

Computer produced in upper and lower case, or produced by camera
copy and photo-offset

Price
Dependent on library's specifications

Delivery time
Dependent on libtary's specifications

Supervisor of cataloging
Librarian

Visited 1967
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ERTC/CLTS ABSTRACTS

-_ The following abstracts are based on those prepared by the clearinghouse for
Library and Information Sciences of the Educati,onil Resources Informat6n Center
(ERIC/CLIS), University of Minnesora, erez Riverside Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.
55404.

Documents available from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information, springfield, virginia zzr5r have cFSTr number and price following the
ci tat ion.

Agenbroad, James E., and others. Catalog Data File Creation for the New
England Regional Library Technical Processing Center. NELINET, New
England Library Information Network. Final Report of CLR-j74. June
r968. 64 p. ED oe6 o77.IVIF go.5o HC $3.go.

Institution (Source): Inforonics, Inc.

Sponsor: New England Board of Higher Education, Wellesley, Massachusetts.

Covers January 1967 through September ry, ry67, the period of Task One of
NELINET. The primary object was ro set up procedures and programs to build a
catalog data file for the center. The secondary task was to s€t up procedures to se-
lectively extract bibliographic data from the catalog data file and output this data
in the form of catalog cards, book spine labels, and book pocket labels. The system
is designed to be compatible with the Machine Readable Cataloging (MARC) sysrem.

Institution (Source): Inforonics, Inc.

Sponsor: New England Board of Higher Education, Wellesley, Massachusetts.

stration of services canied out in connection with the pilot operation.

Agenbroad, James E., and others. Systems Design and Pilot Operation of a
Regional Center for Technical Processing for the Libraries of the New Eng-
Iand State Uniuersities. NELINET, New England Library Information Net-
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work. Progress Report, JuIy r, rg67-March 1o, tg68. Volume II, Appendices.

Apr i l  r968.  r69 p.  ED c.26 ojg.  MF $o.75,  HC $8.55.

Institution (Source): Inforonics, Inc.

Sponsor: New England Board of Higher Education, Wellesley, Massachusetts'

Included are acquisitions flow charts; a current oPerations questionnaire; an

algorithm for splitting the Library of Congress call numbers; analysis of MARC II

format; produciion problems and decisions; operating procedures for information
transmittal; compression word coding techniques; and sample cards and labels'

Avram, Henr iet te D. The MARC Pi lot  Proiect .  F inal  Report .  1968'  r73 P.
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-

ton,  D.  C.  zo4oz.  (GPO LCr.z iMrS/2,  $3.5o).

Institution (Source): Library of Congress, Washington, D. C

Sponsor: Council on Library Resources, Inc.

MARC (Mlchine l?eadable Cataloging) records were distributed for some 16,ooo
titles in the pilot phase from November 1966 through June 1967 and for additional
titles in the following fiscal year while the project was in transition to an opera-
tional stage. By June 3o, 1968, approximately 5o,ooo records had been distributed to
the participants for use in the production of book catalogs, catalog cards, book selec-
tion notices, and other library tools. This final report contains a detailed description
of the MARC pilot system, including the tape format, character sets, bibliographic
codes, and input procedures. An analysis of the cost of production during the pilot
period, as well as brief summaries of the computer programs used, are provided. The

new MARC system which evolved from work carried out in the project and which
is used for the MARC Distribution Service is also described.

Bagley, Philip R. A Recommendation for Formats for Computer Program

Catalogs.  November 1968.4z p.  CFSTI PB r8o 6ro.  MF $o.65,  HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): Information Engineering, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Sponsor: National Bureau of Standards (DOC), Center for Computer Sciences and

Technology.

The result of a study of a set of existing and proposed catalogs of comPuter Pro-
grams and some related material. It discusses the entries used in current catalogs and
recommends a standard format usable in a comprehensive, publicly available catalog.

Conventions are proposed for recording in machine-readable form the various com-

ponents of entries.

Bake! F. T., and Williams, John H., Jr. Research on Automatic Classification,

Indexing and Abstracting: A General-Purpose Frequency Program. August

r968. 5e p. CFSTI AD 673 428. MF $o.65, HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): International Business Machines Corporation, Federal Systems

Division.

Sponsor: Office of Naval Research.

While the prog'ram is primarily designed for counting strings of character-oriented
data, it can be used without change for counting any items which can be represented

in an integral number of characters. Counts may be obtained simultaneously at sev-

eral levels of detail. Both Printed outPuts and outputs for further computer Process-
ing may be obtained, and a variety of summary and detailed outputs are available.
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Borman, Lorraine, and Dillaman, Donald. TRIAL: an Information Retrieaal
System for Creating, Maintaining, Indexing, and Retrieaing from Fites of
Textual Information. [Jset's Manual. December 1968. 53 p. CFSTI AD
684 6e6. MF 9o.65,  HC g3.oo.

Institution (Source): Northwestern University, Vogelbock Computing Center.

Sponsor: Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Directorate of Information Science.

TRIAL allows for: (r) the creation and maintenance of a master file, (z) indexing
on words designated as "key" words or, alternatively, on every word in the text, ex-
cluding those common terms that are user supplied as a "stop" word list, and (3)
computer retrieval and printout of entries that satisfy a user search command. The
system is designed so that any one or any combination of the above features can be
achieved through one computer run with proper control cards, The system is espe-
cially adaptable to large masses of bibliographic data where either selective bibliogra-
phies or various forms of indexes are desired.

Boylan, Merle N., and orhers. Automated Acquisition, Cataloging, and Circu-
lation in a Large Research Library. May 1968. 94 p. CFSTI UCRL-5o4o6.
MF 9o.65, HC g3.oo.

Institution (Source): University of California, Livermore, Lawrence Radiation Lab-
oratory.

Describes procedures now in use in the library at the Lawrence Radiation Labora-
tory, Livermore. A broad view of the automation is in the first section, where system
concepts and master data files are discussed. Subsequent sections filI in the details,
describing the individual operations in terms of flow charts, tape records, and input-
output formats. Frinted catalogs for books perrnit access by author, title, subject, and
call number, Those for documents index by personal author, corporate author, title,
subject, contract number, report number, and accession number.

Brandhorst, w.T. Dnta Form and auailability and the Design of computerized,
Retrieaal Systems Dealing utith Bibliographic Entities. 1969. ag p. ED
o27 g2z. MF go.a5, HC gz.o5.

to come.

Burgess, T., and Ames, L. LOLA: Library On-line Acquisitions Sub-system,
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Washington State (Jniaersity. Ju,ly 1968. 73 p. CFSTI PB r79 892. MF
$o.65, HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): Washington State University, Library Systems Omce.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation, Omce of Science Information Services.

After an overall study of the Technical Services System, a detailed study was made

of work in the Acquisitions Department, and the Telecommunications Control Program

was developed for the on-line system. The Acquisitions System uses the IBM ro5o

typewriter terminal with paper iape reader and paper tape punch. Topics discussed

in this report include the overall design of the Technical Services System and the

Acquisitions System design.

Cuadra, Carlos A. A Study of Releaance Judgments. 1968' rz p. ED oe7 gzt.

MF $o.25,  HC $o. fo.

used with caution for system evaluation.

A DDC Bibliography on Computers in Inlormation Sciences. Volume I- Infor-

mation Sciences Series. October 1968. 3o4 p. CFSTI AD 679 4oo. MF $o.65'
HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): Defense Documerltation Center for Scientific and Technical

Information.

Contains z4g annotated references grouped under two major headings: Time Shared,
On-Line and ReaI Time Systems, and Computer Components. The references are

arranged in accession number (AD-number) sequence within each heading. Four

indexes, AD-Numeric, Corporate Author/Monitoring Agency, Personal Author, and

Contract, are appended.

A DDC Bibliography on Computers in Inforrnation Sciences. Volume II.

Information Sciences Series. October 1968. zg7 p. CFSTI AD 679 4or. MF

$o.65, HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): Defense Documentation Center for Scientific and Technical In-

formation.

Contains 23g annotated references grouped under three major headings: Artificial

and Programming Languages, Computer Processing of Analog Data, and Computer

Processing of Digital Data. The references are arranged in accession number (AD

number) sequence within each heading. Four indexes, AD-Numeric, Corporate Autho:/

Monitoring Agency, Personal Author, and Contract, are appended.

Fairthorne, Robert A., The Scope and Aims of the Information Sciences and'

Technologi.es. March 1968. r4 p. CFSTI AD 677 858. MF $o.65, HC $3'oo.
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Institution (Source): State University of New York, Albany, School of Library Science.

The information sciences arise from the dependence of the modern world upon
records, and therefore upon means to facilitate discourse. Such means range from the
physical to the conceptnil, bnt all entail aspects of language, therefore they must a[
involve social activities, explicitly or implicitly. This cxcludes purely physical events
on the one hand, and private mental activities on the other. The main divisions of
information sciences are related to those of semiotics (documentation to semantics and

Pragmatics, computation to syntactics and pragrnatics, sigrralling and reprography to

Pragmatics). Ilowever, they have no useful common principles or theories, but are a
federation of various techniques working within the wider field of management (in its
widest sense) to facilitate discourse. To givc mutual assistance towards this end they
require a reasonably unambiguous common terrninology

Fried, J. B., and others. Index Simulation Feasibility and Automatic Document
Classi f icat ion.  October 1968. z5 p.  CFSTI PB r8z b97.MF 9o.65,  HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): Ohio State Universiry Computer and Information Science Research
Center.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation.

Index simulation was studied in general for various types of indexes, and in depth
for the simulation of an inverted coordinate index to a document collection having a
specific distribution of maximum postings per term. The two principal lines of activity
included (r) the collection of real-world data, and (z) actual index-model programming,
for which two preliminary simulated programs were written and made operative. It is
concluded that an inverted index can be simulated effectively, but more work must be
done to ascertain the feasibility of a general index simulation model. The automatic
classification model classifies documents by reading succeeding parts of a document
only to the point at which classification of the document into one or more categories
is achieved. The report recommends that (t) further work on a large scale be conducted
on an index simulation model, and (z) the automatic classification model become
operational so that it might be compared to other existing and proposed systems.

Henderson, James W., and Rosenthal, Joseph A. Library Catalogs: Their Pres-
eruation and Maintenance by Photographic and Autornated, Techniques.
t968. e67 p. M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massadrusetts oq14z ($Z.So).

Institution (Source): New York Public Library, New York, Research Libraries.

Sponsor: Council on Library Resources, Inc.

What does a large research library do when its catalog shows signs of serious
deterioration? The Main Public Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York
Public Library has nine million cards, some of which date back to 1857. Major con-
clusions and recommendations of the study are thar (r) rhe catalogs of the Research
Libraries of the New York Public Library be divided chronologically as soon as pos-
sible; (z) the present (or retrospective) Public Catalog be reproduced photographically
in book form; (3; the future (or prospective) catalogs be produced in a combination
of card and book form from a store of machine-readable data; and (4) a Central Serial
Record be created to contain acquisition information, cataloging and holdings data,
and bindery records for all serial publications in the Research Libraries.

Jones, Helen Dudenbostel. United States of America National Bibliogrwphical
Seruices and Retrateil Actiztities in tg65-67. American Library Association,
1968. 57 p. $r.bo.
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A combination of three s€parate reports (rg6b, 1966, and 1967) prePared in reply
to a UNESCO questionnaire. Not intended to cover all bibliographical services in the
United States; however, it is hoped that they will give an impression of the variety of
activities as well as suggest to tJre user many valuable sources in his area of interest.
Annotations.

Oller, Robert G. Human Factors Data Thesauru;, an Application to Task Datn.

Final Report, January z, t967-October jt, 1967. March 1968. 7r P. CFSTI

AD 67o b78. MF $o.65,  HC $g.oo.

Institution (Source): System Development Corporation, Davton, Ohio.

Sponsor: Aerospace Medical Research Labs, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

Describes how vocabulary and thesaurus techniques can be applied to a us€r-
oriented computerized data-handling system. An analysis of the specialized problems
associated with the development of vocabularies and rules for regulating their usage.
Consists of glossaries of action verbs and nouns accompanied by appropriate rules of
usage and cross-reference indexes of acceptable terms and their synonyms. All the terms
contained in the vocabularies are clearly defined and are mutually exclusive. Care was

exercised to avoid selecting terms that had restricted usage, so they would be useful in

a wide range of aerospace systems. The vocabularies and rules for usage should, with

modifications, be applicable to any data base containing aerosPace human factors data.

Painter, Ann F. The Role of the Library in Relation to Other Information
Act iu i t ies,  a State-of- the-Art  Reuiew. Final  Report .  August  1968.92 p.

CFSTI AD 68e oro. MF $o.65, HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): Indiana Universitv Graduate Library School.

Sponsor: Oftce of the Chief of Engineers (Army), Washington, D. C.

Phase I of an investigation of the l-ederal Library Committee, Task Force on the
Role of Libraries in Information Systems, in federal agencies based in the Washintgon,
D. C. area which deal with scientific and technological information within the last ten
years. These topics in the literature are examined: definitions, functions, objectives,
organization, financial base, services, personnel, and the user. Analysis of the data
reveals that the library is a major element within a more comprehensive network or
system and that the nature of information handling has become so complex that no
one element can hope to provide total service and control.

Saracevic, Tefko. The Effect of Question Analysis and Searching Strategy on
Performance of Retrieaal Systems: Selected Results from an Experimental
Study. May r968. rz p. CFSTI PB r78 498. I\4F $o.65, HC $3.oo.

Institution (Source): Case Western Reserve University, Center for Documentation and
Communication Research.

This experiment used five index languages to form nine different index files to the
same collection of documents. Each index term was treated as an independent English
term, and as a cocled entry in a faceted-type thesaurus which specified relationship
between terms, The performance effect of the thesaurus was then tested enlarging the
question terminology with and without use of the thesaurus. Six levels of search
statements were thus formed for each question, which was then searched at all six
levels over each of the nine index files. The analysis indicates that (r) enumeration of
all relevant search concepts is tedious but necessary; (e) thesauri, as constructed today,
do not seem to be powerful tools for term analysis; (3) even a very elaborate question
analysis cannot avoid the problem of the inverse relationship between relevance and
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recall; and (4) information systems need to have designed into their operations elaborate
procedures and a large capacity in terms of people, costs, time, etc., for the handling
of questions.

Syner, James C. A Computer Based Biomedical Information System. I. Logic
Foundation and Techniqzas. October 1968. 69 p. CFSTI AD 681 893. MF

$o.65,  HC $g.oo.

Institution (Source): Army Medical Research and Nutrition Laboratory, Denver,
Colorado.

Systern was designed to service the needs of physicians engaged in patient care and
clinical research, and scientists engaged in laboratory research. The system embraces
information collection, storage, retrieval, analyses and display. The principal goal is to
place these functions under the maximum degree of automation possible with existing
hardware-software capabilities. At the time of this report the status of the system is
best characterized as "seni-automatic." A total biomedical information system to
service a complex medical facility will necessarily evolve through several generations
of hardware-software alterations. Plogress is dependent upon support and participation
from the professional staff, inclurling both physicians and scientific investigators.

Whittenburg, John A., and Schumacher, Anne W. An Information System
Planning Guide:  Prel iminary Deuelopment and Checl<out .  Inter im Report .
February r968.  e6z p.  CFSTI PB ry7 6or.  MF 9o.65,  HC g3.oo.

Institution (Source): Whittenburg, Vaughn Associates, Inc., Alerandria, Virginia.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation.

The desired end product of this study is the development, checkout, and refine-
ment of a set of guidelines for use by information system managers. The objective of
this initial eight months' effort was threefold: (r) to identify the variables, criteria,
and system management features of concern and to classify and relate them, (2) to
structure a preliminary version of an integrated system management guide, and (3)
to pretest the system management tool by selecting and analyzing alternative infor-
mation systems.

Woods, Bill M. Informwtion System Deuelopment: Phase I, Matagement
Planning.  May 1968. 67 p.  CFSTI PB r !8 7f i .M8 9o.65,  HC g3.oo.

Institution (Source): Engineering Index, Inc.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation.

Objectives of Engineering Index were to (r) detennine the need for a planning
capability, (z) blueprint a mechanism to accomplish planning, and (3) recommend
priorities requiring planning attention. Recommendations for improved operations
include: (r) a Flanning Advisory Committee; (z) a full-time position of Manager,
Planning and Research Division; (3) a granc proposal for submission to rhe National
Science Foundation (NSF) (which should include supporr for the ongoing input into
the comPuterized data base for plastics and electrical-electronics engineering, publica-
tion of the plastics monthly bulletin, further development of the User Participation
Program, experimental work with the Mohawk Data Recorder, and writing of con-
version programs for the IBM 36o computer); and (4) anorher grant proposal to NSF
to cover a marketing study; evaluation of the pilot project; research into language,
categorization and indexing problems; and the development of programs for efiective
file partitioning, computer representation, and console display of the indexing and
categorization structure, and Selective Dissemination of Information.
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Cayless, C. F. and Hilary Potts. Bib-
liography of Library Automation,
r964-t967. London, Council of the
British National Bibliography, Ltd.,
1968. ro7 p. (4o4 i tems). z8s.

This is an annotated bibliography,
arranged in a typically British classi-
fied sequence, oI 4o4 items from the
monograph, periodical, and report lit
erature on library automation in Eng-
Iish for the period from January of
1964 through December of 1967. The
compilers state that it is a comPre-
hensive, but not exhaustive, guide to
this literature with a full list of other
bibliographies on the subject, and a
selective list of items in the closely re-
lated areas of computer hardware and
software, information retrieval, and
reprography. A selected number of
items prior to ry64 are also included.
In these latter categories the principle
of selection is simply that the items in-
cluded are ones that the compilers
themselves have found useful.

This principle of selection, which
presumably also operated in the selec-
t ion of the i tems on l ibrary automation,
severely limits the usefulness of this
bibliogrqphy. Other users have other
purposes. While they will be able to
us€ this publication as a guide, they
will not be able to rely on it as cover-
ing the entire field; and not knowing
on what basis items have been in'
cluded or excluded, they will have to
re-search the entire literature. This is
especially true, for examPle, in the
listing of reviews of monogr:aphs where
generally only one review, and not
necessarily the most detailed or criti-
cal one, is cited. A comprehensive list-
ing of reviews would have been of real
value; a listing of one review is of al-
most no value,

The coverage of the periodical lit-

erature is, for the most Part, satisfac-
tory but then these are primarily items

REVIEWS

that can be readily located through
Library Literature and/or Library and'
Inlormation Sci,ence Abstracts; the
coverage of the report and other near-

print literature, which is difficult to

identify and locate, is far less satis-

factory. One periodical article and two
reports on the automation of library
u.iirriti"t at Johns Hopkins University
are cited, but several useful mimeo-
graphed reports which had more lim-

i ted  d is t r ibu t ion  are  no t .
The selection and annotation is also

Iacking in critical awareness and eval-
uation. In this field many articles are
written and many rePorts are dis-
tributed which describe a project's ex-
pectations rather than its accomplish-
ments and later information reporting
its accomplishments is not readily
available. This fact should be taken
into account. in the compilation of a
bibliography and items which over-
state or misrepresent a project's actual

accomplishments either ought to be
excluded altogether, or at least com-
mented on critically in the annota-
tions. Cayless and Potts do neither.
For example, seviral items on the
Co umbia-Harvard-Yale Medical Li-
braries Computerization Project are
listed but there is no indication that
this project has been terminated and
that its actual accomplishments were
negligible.

Generally in compiling a retro-
spective bibliography an initial cutoff
date is used when there is some logical
reason to do so. Recency of informa-
tion may be an important factor or an
important discovery, event, or inven-
t ion may mark a turning point in re-
search. In library automation r964
represents no such turning point and
it is doubtful that recency of informa-
tion is as important as accuracy of re-
porting and lack of exaggerated claims.
There are many pre-rg64 items not
cited which are of {ar greater impor-
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tance than many of the post-r964 items
cited.

It is always frustraring, but espe-
cially so in a bibliography, to find mis
spellings and other careless minor er-
rors. Unfortunately this bibliography
contains a number of such effors of
which the most peculiar is undoubt-
edly the relocation of the 1964 New
York World's Fair in Chicago.

On the whole this bibliography is
useful primarily as a pa^rrial reading
list and review guide which supple-
ments and updates slightly, although
it does not replace, Lois McCune and
Stephen R. Salmon's "Bibliography of
Library Automation" (ALA Bulletin
6r:674-94, 1967). Its personal useful-
ness principle of selection, inadequate
coverage of some forms of the litera-
ture, uncritical annotations, limited
time coverage, and minor errors all
combine to make it unsatisfactory for
anything more.

A full-scale critical definitive bibli-
ography on the subject of library au-
tomation is still much needed. Un-
fortunately Cayless and Potts have not
provided it.-Norman D. Steztens, As-
sociate Uniuersity Librarian, (Jniaer-
sity of Corznecticut, Storrs, Connecti-
cut.

Colloque sur les Implications Admin-
istratiues de I'Automatisation dans
Ies Grandes Bibliothtques, sous la
Direction de PauI J. Fasana, 9 au
rr mai, t958. Institute on Automa-
tion in Large Libraries: Implica.
tions f or the Administrator and the
Manager. Paul J. Fasana, Institute
Director. RCdaction: Paul J. Fasana,
I-aurent-G. Denis. fMontreal] f,cole
de Bibliothdconomie et Service
d'dducation permanente, Universit€
de Montrdal, 1968. (Publications de
I'Ecole de Bibliothdconomie, Cahier
#e; Publications du Service d'Cdu-
cation permanente, Cahier #z)
$+.5o.

These proceedings represent a bi-

T/olume 14,Number t,Winter t97o

lingual institute held for the purpose
of enlightening administrators and
managers with respect to the glories
and pit fal ls of l ibrary automation.
The whole procedure of library au-
tomation has been covered from be-
ginning planning to actual case stud-
ies of several projects. Wise advice
based on sad experience abounds. Sys-
tem analysis considerations, and prob-
lems of stafi education and personnel
accommodation receive the most at-
tention. Automation is viewed from
the manager's aerie. This was a tu-
torial rather than a research confer-
ence, so that pains were taken to make
the material clear to beginners. No
new ideas appear, but existing practice
is explained rather well. The whole
tone is one of cautious optimism, a
welcome relief from some of the bla-
tant and unsound propagandizing that
characterized similar tutorials a few
years back.

Paul Fasana covers the subject of
systems analysis and gives a functional
description of the computer. Rosario
de Varennes discusses the use of the
computer at Laval University. Joseph
Rosenthal gives an interesting sum-
mary of the planning for automation
at the New York Public Library. John
Williams of McGill University dis-
cusses the administrator's responsibility
in preparing for automation. Richard
De Gennaro describes Harvard's ex-
periences to date with automated pro-
cedures, while Ben-Ami Lipetz dis-
cusses management considerations in
evaluating library automation and
tells briefly of the work at Yale.

De Varennes and Williams deliv-
ered their papers in French. Somehow
"le oiseaux matinal" is more glamor-
ous for "early bird satellite," and "le
stockage" or "emmagasinage" for
"computer storage" than the English
rermsl There are French abstracts for
all papers in English and English ones
for all papers in French. Questions
were answered in whichever language
they were posed. The best summary of
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the conference is probably that of De
Gennaro (p. tS6).

Of necessity, there is some over-
lapping and repetition, which serves
to reinforce the points made. Fasana
is justifiably dubious about computer
languages and techniques now being
more or less haphazardly applied to
library purposes. "Haphazardly" is
used because the languages and tech-
niques are usually what computing
centers happen to have or what scien-
tists, who were the early experiment-
ers, preferred. However, during the
past three or four years a whole new
area of computer applications to the
needs of the various fields comprising
the humanities has sprung uP. New
methods, new compiler languages and
new techniques have been applied and
developed, particularly with list pro-
gramming languages and comPuter
graphics, some of which have aPPli-
cation to library activities and might
be candidates for improved methods
in library automation. All the speakers
emphasize that the automation field is
by no means mature and changes are
the rule rather than the exception.

This Institute report gathers in one
olace most of the sound cunent think-
ing on library automation. Many other
conferences of the type will probably
be held as more and more libraries
begin to plan and prepare for automa-
tion. It scarcely seems advisable to
publish proceedings of all of them un-
less radically new ideas are forthcom-
ing or unless enough experience (5-ro
years) has accumulated for a signifi-
cant evaluation to be made. Tutorial
conferences are ess€ntially a vehicle
for developing group enthusiasm and
coherence. Much of their content is
readily available in the literature and
can be reached with a good bibliogra-
phy. The addition of such a bibliogra-
phy would have been a welcome asset
in thisreport.

The format of the report is mimeo-
graphed text in paperback. TyPo-
graphical errors mar the English part.

The reviewer was not adept enough to
catch any in French. The price aPPears
reasonab le . -Phy I I i i  A .  R i ' chmond,
School of Library Science, Case West-
tern Reserae IJniuersity, Cleueland',
Oh io .

Latin American Newspapers in United
States Libraries: A (Jnion Zisl.  Com-
oiled in the Serial Division, Li-
Lrary of Congress by Steven M.

Charno. Published for the Confer-
ence on Latin American HistorY.
Austin, The UniversitY of Texas
Press, 1968. xvi,6rg p. $zo.oo.
Seventy United States libraries con-

tributed to the compilation of this
valuable list of some 5,5oo Latin
American titles for the twenty Latin
American republics and Puerto Rico.

One-third of the volume (zo7 P.) is
devoted to the holdings of Mexican
titles. Argentina and Bolivia rank
next with forty-four pages each. The
number of pages ii not indicative al-
ways of the number of titles, for Ar-
gentina is represented by 3oo titles
(roz showing only one issue); whereas
the Bolivian listing shows 644 titles
with r85 of only one issue.

The arrangement is by country, then
by city, and then alphabeticallY bY

rit le.
Freouentlv titles listed here are not

those bf newspapers but rather those
of magazines or journals and official
gazettes because some rePorting li-
braries did not follow the definition
included in the original questionnaire.
Therefore anyone using this work
should not assume that the listings of
holdings for titles are comprehensive
for even those libraries reporting. It is
unfortunate that the various institu-
tions were not infomed of the change
in guidelines before the work was pub-
lished so that the reporting could have
been comprehensive for all titles listed.

Librarians will find this work an ex-
cellent reference tool for locating the
holdings on the titles reported here.-
Netti,e Lee Benson, Latin American
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Collections Librarian, The Uniuersity
of Texas at Austin.

Meise, Norman R. Concept.ual Design
of an Automated National Library
System. Metuchen, N. J., Scarecrow
Press, r969. e34 p.

Librarians must be concerned with
the design of national automated li-
brary systems and should be active
participants in the design efiort. This
volume, an important contribution to
this national need, is the author's the-
sis for the M.S. in Engineering Science
submitted to Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute in 1966. One may wonder at
the need for Scarecrow Press to pub-
lish an unrevised thesis when United
Aircraft Corporate Systems Center in
Farmington, Connecticut, issued it in
different formar in 1966; rhe text has
been retyped with a few punctuation
changes, a few typos coffected, one
sentence was added concerning the
ITEK Memory Centered Procesor,
and a short index added, but no up-
dating was attempted of design Iogic
or factual data and the tables and fig-
ures are now less clear than in 1966.

The book is well done in develop-
ment of the network concept, good on
hardware aspects, thorough in treat-
ment of communication traffic loads
and communication system design,
but, perhaps not surprisingly, it is very
considerably weaker in its understand-
ing of library processes. The critical
file organization problem is given a
plausible solution, the process design
for the Regional Centers appears ef-
ficient, the National Library Central is
assigned reasonable responsibilities,
and the planned use of special auto-
mated systems is commendable.

The ability of any one man to treat
equally well all aspects of such a de-
sign is impossible; one would expecr
a large research task force to have con-
tributed to the considerable technical
and statistical analyses which are here
recorded and form the basis for the

Vo lume t4 ,Number  r ,Win ter  rgTo

design. Mr. Meise is to be congratu-
lated for a major document well writ-
ten. His achievement is not less for
including flaws and a few points for
nit  picking.

One notes that none of the litera-
ture cited is more recent than rg6b.
Some systems used as design models
are defunct, e.g., the Columbia-Har-
vard-Yale Medical Library Project.
The critically important copyright is-
sue is all but ignored. And the con-
trolling element of costs is not de-
veloped (costs are merely alluded to
on pages z6 and 159-16o, and the Tel-
pak rate stmcture used on page r48
is outdated). There have been substan-
tial developments through EDUCOM,
the work of NELINET, and a number
of developmental state library net-
works which constitute major contri-
butions to a refinement of the pro-
posed design and are reported in the
Annual Reuieu of Inf ormation Science
b Technology.

One particular criticism could be
leveled it the proposal that public,
academic, and special libraries all be
integrated through a Regional Center.
Rather, the development of academic
consortia and mission-oriented special
library services may argue the contrary
organization: it may be far preferable
for there to be a separate layering of
each of the major types of libraries
with an interchange between these
types of library systems at some middle
level in the hierarchy of services.

Another substantial criticism is that
the fundamental justification for such
a large and expensive and intricate
national library system is based on the
fact that the very large research librar-
ies "tend to become inefficient since
the costs rise rapidly and thorough
bibliographical searches become im-
possible." This applies to the large
research or university library, yet these
libraries are almost completely ignored
in the design analysis and in the as-
sumptions presented on pages 126-127.
As examples, the largest reasonable
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current serial file is figured as 2o,ooo,
a maximum of fifty purchase orders
outstanding at one time is indicated,
and the national system is calculated
to provide go percent of all biblio-
graphic data and 8o percent of the
cataloging data wanted by any li
brary. Furthermore, there is an as-
sumption underlying the system loads,
and detailed in the system concePt on
pages 4r-5r, that each year the great
majority of libraries will weed and
send to their Regional Storage Center
the equivalent number of volumes o[
their annual intakel

Such objections should not detract
from the overall effectiveness of this
study. Acquisition librarians will find
some good thoughts contained in the
conceptual design for that function.
Serials librarians will unfortunately
find their materials minimized as Part
of "thorough service" provided by the
national system (see, for examPle,
pages 93-rrz). Catalog l ibrarians wil l
find the design places major emphasis
on decentralized but shared cataloging
with Regional Center review for ac-
centabilitv-a view which seems some-
*iut ,rtopiutt but would be of critical
acceptance considering the costs of a
national automated system. The pro-
cessing scheme overlooks the urgency
most libraries feel in getting materials
into the system and it minimizes spe-
cial local requirements, though lVleise
in no place indicates that all libraries
or all branches or collections in any
one library need all work through the
national system. There are some good
thoughts in the treatment of inquiries
for a bibliographic tree and for a
search which needs vocabulary de-
termination. The data base storage is
well conceived in its two parts of "data
retr ieval aids," which ini lude indexes,
dictionary and thesaurus, and "the
linear file" which is the complete bib-
liographic citation with system data.

There is much practical wisdom in
rhe statement that "the organizational
problems associated with implement-

ing the proposed system are much
more complex than the technical prob-
lems. Important questions that must
be answered include: What agencY is
responsible for the system design?
Where will the funding come from for
implementing the system? Who will
operate the system? How should opera-
tibnal funds be obtained?" And he be-

lieves that the organizational approach
will probably be decided on political
and iunding bases rather than techni-

cal factors.
A major conclusion drawn in this

study is that "the need for automation
in library service is critical since the
quantity of information being gen-
erated far outstriPs the ability of cur-
rent methods to coPe with it." This
may be somewhat overdrawn and it

may read like the cornment of an
engineer, but one can hardly argue the

fact that libraries cannot cope with

bibliographical controls in the next

thirty years by the same method that

they have emPloYed in the Past one

hundred years. Other conclusions are
that "current technology is sufficient
to permit the design development and
implementation of an automated na-

tional library system" and that the sys-

tem requires "a rapid random-access
mass storage device with a capacity oI

over roo billion characters." This
seems documented given his addi

tional statement that very large mem-

ory-centered photodigital stores must

stiil be developed, suitable terminals
need development, and of course ex-

Denses must be found cost-efiective.
Meise also concludes that "the pro-

posed system design represents a sig-

nificant advance in library service and
should be implemented as soon as
possible." With the first half of this
6rre ."tttot disagree if one acknowl-
edges the slowness of existing interli-
brary services and the inaccesibility of
national bibliographical data in terms
of minutes o even hours. And a final
conclusion is that the key is not in the
hardware but "in the system design
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and engineering of an integrated set
of hardware, computer programs,
search techniques, and operational
procedures."

It is to be hoped that librarians will
join information scientists, engineers,
computer scientists, and others in the
effort to develop such systems. For
funding to be forthcoming, the nation
needs to be convinced t lat this vast
upgrading of library ser-vice is essenrial
in the national interest.-Dauid C.
Weber, Stanf ord tlniaersity Libraries,
Stanford, California.

Reclassification: Rationale and prob-
I.ems. Proceedings of a Conference
on Reclassification Held at the Cen-
ter of Adult Education, tJniaersity
of Maryland, College parh, April I
to 6, t968. Edited by Jean M. per-
reault. College Park, School of Li
brary and Information Services, rq68.
(Conference Proceedings from the
University of Maryland, vol.  r .)
$5.oo.

Decimal Classifications, sublect head-
ings related to classification, planning
and personnel needs for reclassifying,
workflow, use o{ outside contractors,
and two papers on automation. Some
of the papers badly overwork the first
person singular, but most are reason-

Vo lume t4 ,Number  r ,Win ter  t97o

ably objective. Almost all of the
moderators' comments could have bien
omitted without loss.

Christopher Needham contributes a
sparkling defense of the Dewey Deci-
mal Classification, bringing up points
that have been forgotten during the
long controversy over implementation.
The commentary on this paper is a
shining example of how not to write,
consisting of unsubstantiated, sweep.
ing statements reflecting a strong bias.

Elton Shell, writing on the Library
of Congress Classification, makes that
system seem more inflexible than it
actually is. The recent radical changes
resulting from the process of classify-
ing in class K have certainly created
relocations to end all relocations. No
mention has been made of the use of
Title II-C Shared Cataloging cards as
a source of rapid LC classification.

Harry Dewey's commentary on sub-
ject headings is good, especially in its
treatment of the rationale behind
cross-references. Unfortunately, his pa-
per descends to a polemic toward its
end.

Jean Perreault's examples from the
Universal Decimal Classification are
taken from one of its best expansions
(class 6) or are derived from imple-

mentation of the system with the
auxiliaries of the faceting procedure.
The latter will work well with any
classification and probably would be
best with Bliss. Since UDC numbers
can be added to the MARC II format,
this system may yet come ready-made
with LC cards. Perreault continues to
cite Perreault when referring to ideas
originally put forth by Cutter, Pettee,
Prevost and a few others.

Desmond Taylor's paper on the
actual process of reclassifying outlines
a system that would be suitable for a
library not very fussy about quality.
Apparently original classifying (not
cataloging) is to be done from the card
and not the book in cases where the
Library of Congress has not provided
2 ns11l61-2nd by clerks at that. In
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contrast to the tenor of the paper, LC
subject headings haua changed since
rgg4 (Insane, Hospitals and Children,
Abnormal and Bachward come to
mind), and are still changing all the
time. The "quaint protocols" of name,
subject, and title in filing take on a
less than quaint appearance when a
catalog has thirty or forty drawers
under the heading "U.S." Later speak-
ers tell Taylor why the accession num-
ber should be retained. The moderator
for this paper comes up with two
beautiful examples of changes in LC
class numbers.

The paper of James E. Gaines, Jr.,
on the costs of reclassification is ex-
cellent and will stand comparison with
that of Jennette Hitchcock in the 1966
Institute on the Use of the Library
of Congress Classification. Gaines' con-
cern over the naivetd of some of those
switching to LC has been shared by
personnel at the Library of Congress
and evoked the paper by William
Welsh cited by Perreault (p. t86).
Several papers in the conference, in-
cluding Gaines', show con{usion be-
tween classif icat ion o[ a series as sePa-
rates (a run of monographs with a
series entry to draw them together)
and as a serial (the series treated as a
set like any other serial, with or with-
out analytics for individual volumes).
The moderator's comments are based
on a preference for standards con-
siderably below those of Gaines.

The most interesting feature of
David Batty's contribution on work-
flow is the description of the reclassi-
fication adventures of the Birmingham
(Eng.) Reference Library.

Lawrence Buckland brieflY and suc-
cinctly covers the factors involved in
getting a contractor and warns against
precipitate action, while Robert Free-

man, in tackling trends in biblio-
graphic data processing, drops a veiled
hint to the effect that in Planning'
the possibility of automation in the
near future should at least be con-
sidered before committing funds for
reclassification.

The last contribution, by Thomas
Caless, is a logical discussion of a facet
formula for classification, as a Pre-
requisite to use in a computer. In
the summing up, Perreault correctly
points out that the cost of reclassifi-
cation depends on decisions made as
to what level of quality is desired in
the end-product. The reviewer would
have added that with low standards,
the job is scarcely worth doing.

The conference probably succeeded
in its purpose, which was to expose
the subject of reclassification and ex-
amine it from all sides. Reading be-
tween the lines, it is rather apparent
that it is the implementation of a
classification system and not the sys-
tem itself that causes difficulty. The
papers of the various speakers do not
inspire confidence that the Library
of Congress will be implemented any
better than was the case with Dewey.
Perhaps Freeman is right: one should
seriously think about what automa-
tion can do before undertaking any-
thing so drastic.-Phyllis A. Richmond,
School of Library Science, Case West-
ern Reserue Uniuersity, Cleueland,
Ohio.
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rians ol all new books published in English, in the
United States and abroad, by University Presses as
well as scholarly and trade publishers, to determine
their suitabil ity for the program.

I AUTOMATIC SHIPMENT of all new books as they
are publ ished,  based on the pro l i le  or  s tanding
order requirements (either by subject area or by
publisher) of each subscribing academic l ibrary.

I  COMPUTER-PRINTED LC CARDS (headed or
unheaded) on every tit le shipped, available at only
150 a set.

I FULL ON-APPROVAL RETURN PRIVILEGES ol
any tit le not f itt ing a l ibrary's individual needs.

I  G E N E R O U S  D I S C O U N T S  b a s e d  u p o n  e a c h
library's individual purchasing program.

I CONSTANT MAINTENANCE OF A HUGE INVEN-
TORY OF BOOKS-the program is backed by the
la lgest  s tock of  books publ ished by Univers i ty
Presses, and scholarly and trade publishers, assur-
ing the most complete, faslest shipment of replace-
ment and back l ist t it les available lrom any book
wholesaler.
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i l  E B A K E R & TAY L0 R C 0. otAest ano largest look whole sl€r in tre u.s.  Eastern oivis ion, somervi le,  N J 08876, 50 xrrby Avenue, Tetephonei
f722'E000, N.Y. City Tel. '  212.227.8470 .  Midwest & Southern Divis ion, Momence, l l l .  60954, Telephone: 815-472-2444, Chicago Tel. :  312-346-4074 .  Western
sion, Reno, Nev. 89502, 380 Edison Way, Telephone: 702-7E6.6700 .  Inlerstate, Library Service Co. (A subsldiary),  0klahoma City,  0kta, 73r18, 4600 North
per.  Telephone: 405-525-6561



Your subscription agent must be

RELIABLE
With us you need never worry about expirations, renewal notices, additional
volumes, supplements, title changes, foreign language letters, and many other
details. (Have you seen our brochure "serial Services"?)

IHE WORLD'S IEADII{G
$10c|t0fl.lfafl|0r, ll|c,

I t{rE Rfi ATt0NAt 800 l(s Eu.E Rs off ices in

ENGLAN D/ FRANCE/ GER MANY/
COLOMBIA/ BRAZIL

31 East 10 Street/New York, N, Y. 10003

Does your current iobber supply the books of qll U.5.
publishers?

We do, with only d very lew excepfions.

Following are a few examples of the

American Data Processing
American Geologica I Society
American Library Associat ion
Books for Libraries
R. R. Bowker
Chemical Rubber Company
Commerce Clearing House
Educational Directories. I nc.
Johnson Reprint

publishers that we do supply:

Kraus-Thomson Reprint
Modern Language Associat ion
Natl.  Counci l  of Teachers of English
Natl.  Counci l  of Teachers of Math
National Education Associat ion
National Geographic Society
Russell  Sage Foundation
Peter Smith
Xerox

College l ibraries are our !u5ing5s-eur only business!

l f  you wish addit ional information, please write or cal l  us col lect in St. Louis-
Area Code 314. 739-3100.

N'IIDWEST TIBRARY SERVICE
ll4OO Dorsett Road-Maryland Heights, Missouri 63042
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Librory of Congress/Nqfionql Union Cotologs

A Catalog of Books Represented by Library of Congress Printed
Gards, issued to July 31, 1942. Ann Arbor, 1942-46. 167
vols.

A Gatalog of Books Represented by Library of Gongress Printed
Cards. Supplement: Cards issued Aug. 1, 1942-Dec. 31,
1947. Ann Arbor. 1948. 42 vols.

Library of Congress Author Catalog: a cumulative list of works
represented by Library of Congress printed cards, 7948-52.
Ann Arbor,  1953, 24 vols.

National Union Catalog, a cumulative author list representing
Library of Gongress printed cards and titles reported by other
American libraries, 1953-57. Ann Arbor, 1958. 28 vols.

Nat ional Union Catalog, 1958-62. N.Y.,  1963. 54 vols.

$699.00

$199.00

$119.00

$125.00

In Preparation

I N D U S T R I A I  P R O D U C T S  D I V I S I O N ,  T H E  N A T I O N A T  C A S H  R E G I S T E R  C O M P A N Y



You've never built
a library before?

You're not sure
where to begin?

The Library Administration Division
of the American Librarv Association
is a good place to beginl

We have:
bibliographies on planning
pictures of library buildings
slides of library buildings
library floor plaqs
library building program

statements

We'd like to lend them to you.

They're FREE

Write to LAD for lists.

As you plan,
remember

ALA needs:
YOUR building program

statement
YOUR slides, pictures, sketches
YOUR floor plans

These materials will be used to help
other librarians

Write to LAD for instructions
about sizes and types of mate-
rials to be forwarded.

Write:
Mrs. VrncrNre W. Berpn
Prolessional A ssistant
Library Administration Division
American Library Association
50 East Huron, Chicago, Il1. 60611

Expert Seruice on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPIIONS
tor

Att TIBRARIES
*

Fqxons librqrions' Guide
Available on request

*
Fast, efficient, centralized ser-
vice for over 80 years. Library
business is our only business !

<!

F. W. FAXoN C0., lNC.
15 Southwest Pqrk

Wesfwood, Moss. 02090

*

Conlinuous Service fo Librqries
Since 1885

Join the

AI,IERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

Su pport You r Associati,on

UEilAERSHIP PROMOTION
AilERICAN LIARARY ASSOGIATIOI{
50 EAST HURON STREET
cHlcAoo, tlLtilots 6(t6lt
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XANDER GRAHAM BELL MARC CHAGALL
American Inventor Russian-born Paintef

1847-1922 July 7, 1887

NEW PICTURE COLLECTION
ADDS IMPACT TO TEACHING,

E X P A N D S  C O M P R E H E N S I O N

Students and other researchers often need the visual rein-
forcement of a picture to place an historically significant
event or trend in its proper perspective. Of course, the por-
trait of an individual who has influenced man's condition in
some unique way serves to visually heighten interest in both
the subject and his contribution.
'Ihe International Portrait Gallery is a new visual resource
which provides librarians, teachers, audio-visual specialists,
and others with portraits of the world's influential people,
Since the portraits are lithograghed separately and filed in
folders they are quickly and conveniently accessible, whether
used for display, for circulation, or for reproduction in pub-
lications, by slide projector, and on ETV.

The 750 specially selected portraits include noted aurhors,
artists, architects, explorers, scientists, musicians, playwrights,
actors, world leaders, diplomats, generals, and philosophers
whose achievements span the years 428 B.C. to the present.
Each 8/2" x 11" plate is sharply reproduced in black on
creamy white antique cover stock, captioned with name,
vocation, nationality, and dates of birth and death,

We invite you to order and use the collection free for thirty
days. If it doesn't meet with your enthusiastic approval, return
it to us and you will be under no further obligation.

$125.00

Gale Research
Company

Fifty alphabetically-
file folders are included with the'ection. A four-part index lists subjects

name, field of activity. date of birth.tdate of death. BOOK TOWER r DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226



r College and university faculty members occupy pivotal posit ions
in today's world. They are consultants, expert witnesses.
creators and leaders of publ ic opinion, authors. inventors-
they are. in short.  the kinds of people other people need to
identi fy; locate, correspond with, telephone. visi t

The National Faculty Directory with i ts 330,000 l ist ings
is the f irst-and only-comprehensive locator for these
inf luential individuals who are often inquired about at every
reference desk in the nation.

Unti l  now information on the academic community has
been avai lable only in piecemeal form in individual col lege
catalogs, associat ion membership l ists. who's who's, and similar
hard-to-maintain and hard-to-use sources

Now The'National Faculty Directory grves
you a single source . arranged
a lphabet ica l l y  by  surname in
which to locate virtual ly any perso
in the United States who has a
ful l- t ime or part-t ime facultv . , .
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THE ONLY SOURCE YOU

NEED TO LEARN "WHO'S \VHEI
THE ACADEMTC wORt.D _ o| \i r;rn f-r+ VL'ITULI.UI

posi t ion at  any of  more than Y
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Each l ls t rns Incrudes tn;  -  l l . )  /  |  I
i nd i v rdua t . s  nu ru .  i n . i i , r r i on  name .  Lv  |  \ _ t

departmental  designat ion,  st reet  address
i f  necessary,  c i ty ,  s tate.  and z ip code

The wide range of  act iv i ty  of  academic personnel

means that  a wide range of  other people are interested in them,

the i r  a f f i l i a t i ons .  and  t he i r  add resses  Pub l i she rs ;  equ ipmen t
manufacturers,  uni ts of  federal ,  s tate and local  governments;

newspapermen; rnanagement consul tants;  personnel  departments;
execut ive recrui ters;  research scient is ts;  academic col leagues-al l
these and hundreds of  others are among the users who wi l l  hope

to f ind The Nat ional  Facul ty Directory in their  l rbrar ies

r  330,000 Names in One AlPhabet
r  Al l  Academic Discip l ines Represented

The Nat ional  Facul ty Directory-197o is being publ ished in

Janua ry ,1970  The  pape rbound  ed i t i on  i s  $47  50 ;  a  c l o thbound
ed i t i on  w i l l  be  ava i l ab l e  i n  Feb rua rv  a t  $58  50  Send  us  you r  o rde r

now for  the edi t ion that  wi l l  best  meet your organrzat ion 's needs.

All orders sent on our thirty-dav free examination plan

Gale Research Company
BOOK TOWER T DETROIT.  I \ ,4 ICHIGAN 48226




